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ADVERTISEMENT.

Tii li Writer of the following Obson'ations ventures to lay before

ihe British Public, without disgfuise, an honest transrript of his

own feelings, and convictions, on a truly momentous pubject.

To serve his fellow-creatures is his wish; truth is liis object

;

and, in its pursuit, he deviates widely from the liigh road to

favour and preferment. The approbation of any party religious

or political he can scarcely expect ; but, by the honest and

conscientious individuals of cvcTy party, he hopes to be, at least,

endured.

I'tnn-Pi \cr, Dublin,
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OBSERVATION.:,

SiC. SiQ.

CHAPTER I.

Unqualified Private Judgment, in exponndiiKj Scrip-

ture, disallowed by the Church of England, and

other Protestant Churches, as ivell as by that of

Rome.—Not the Principle of Protestantism, but

quite repugnant to it.— Uliat that Principle really

is.— The Doctrine of unqualified Private Judgment

repugnant to Reason, Analogy, History, and

Experience —highly dangerous.

riiOM one extremity of Ireland to the otlier, the

unqualified exercise of private judgment, in the

interpretation of Scripture, is held forth, by many

professing Christians, as the great principle of

Protestantism. The Bible Society proclaims it in

every village, their female disciple in the drawing-

room, and the tippling mcchauic in the whisky-

shop. The pragmatical and presumptuous of all

ranks advance it with confidence, as an incon-

trovertible truth ; many persons of real piety

V.
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yield it tlicir conscientious assent ; while others,

"who doubt or disallow it in private, apparently

glide with the current of opinion, and are content

to be silent, that they may be unmolested. Vet,

this position so loudly asserted, and confidenlly

maintained, is not true ; it is one of those errors

which lloat for ages on the surface of prejudice,

while its tendency to sink is counteracted by the

violent heaviuL^s of that unruly element.

But a little research will discover, that, so far

from being the great principle of Protestanism,

it is /"// direct opposition to it. The first Reformers,

indeed, opposed their private judgment to the

public judgment of the Church; and rejected in

many instances, her interpretation of Scripture.

But every revolution in the Church, as well as

in the State, is a temporary violation of a prin-

ciple of paramount importance—that of submi-s-

sion to legitimate authority. As this principle is

the bond of every society, civil or religious, its

temporary infringement can only be justified by

extreme necessity ; and the object of such in-

frinnrement must be not to subvert, but to

strengthen tlie principle itself, by removing the

abuses, which, having taken shelter under its

authority, were enfeebling it by rendering it

odious. The soundness of the principle has been

always recognised by the very authors of the

Reformation, or Revolution, who, after having
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ejected their monarch, or their clergy, have taken

care to re-estabh.sli tlie authority of both, but

placed it, generally, in different hands, and with

suitable restrictions. The Reformers opposed, in

their individual capacities, the encroachments,

and imputed errors of the Church of Rome
;

they encountered her with their own interpreta-

tions of Scripture, and forced many of her strong

holds ; but as soon as they had reformed tlieir

respective Churches, they gave the sanction of

ecclesiastical authority to the sentiments and doc-

trine previously deduced from Scripture, by pri-

vate interpretation. They declared it to be the

duty of the newly erected Protestant Church to

instruct the faithful, and the duty of the faithful

to submit to be instructed, and to derive their

religious opinions from the Scriptures of truth,

through the medium of tlieir appointed teachers.

Thus they re-established the rule of submission to

authority, which necessity had compelled them to

violate. Private judgment, in expounding the

Word of God, was interdicted, as an unneces-

sary and dangerous guide, leading only to public

discontent and spiritual anarchy. Its pretensions,

however, though disallowed by the Church, have,

in every period since the Reformation, been main-

tained by some learned or turbulent individuals;

for what can subdue t!ie pugnacious propensities

of theologians, or check the wild llights of fa-

naticism ?

li 2
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Hilt K t us i]isre<;^aril the assertions of iiidivi-

(lii:il tlicoloy^ians however learned, and controvcr-

sialisLs liowcvcr doj^matical, and consult the pub-

lic acts and autliorizcd formularies of the united

Church of Rn^Mand and Ireland. Let us appeal at

once to the Thirty-nine Articles, which, as every

one knows, were a|^rced upon by the archbishops,

bishops, and the whole clergy assembled in con-

vocation, and solenmly confirmed by the King.

The twentieth article atllrms that " the Church

" hath power to ilccnc riles or ceremonies and

" authoiiti/ in contrnversks of faith: and yet it is

" not lawful for the Church to orddin any thin*^

** that is contrary to God's Word written; neither

*' may it c.vpouml one place of Scripture tliat it

** be repugnant to another. Wherefore, though

"the Church be a witness and keeper of Holy

** Writ, yet as it ought not to decree any thing

" against the same, so besides the same ought it

*' not to enforce any thing to be believed for iie-

*' cessity of salvation." Here the Church claims

not only the power of regulating the ritual and

ceremonial part of religion, but also authority in

determining controversies offaith, in "expounding
'

Scripture, and " enforcing'' points of necessary

belief, provided her decrees, her ordinances, and

uiforcements be agreeable to Holy Writ, as ci^x)und-

ed by herself, but so expounded that no part be

repugnant to another. Thus the Church autho-

ritatively declares herself the arbiter of contro-
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versy, and die interpreter of Scripture, from which,

and from which alone, she claims the ri^ht not

only of extracting and framing articles of faith

for all individuals, whether lay or clerical, but of

" enforcing" their acceptance. The pubhc judg-

ment of the Church is evidently set up, and the

private judgment of individuals, however wise

and learned, as evidently disallowed. For if the

Church, exercising her own judgment on various

passages of Scripture, expounding them in con-

sistency with each other, (of which she herself is

the sole judge,) and thus deriving from them the

doctrines of the Christian religion— has a right

not only to propound to the people the doctrines

so extracted, but to enforce their reception

—

what room is left for the exercise of private judg-

ment on doctrinal points ? If the individual

:should understand the scriptural passages ditlc-

rently from the Church, and derive from them a

dilferent doctrine, he is called upon to suppress

or renounce his own opinion, and submit to au-

thority. If he interprets the texts in (question as

the Church does, he receives the doctrine, in-

deed, not, however, as the result of his own

unassisted judgment, but as the decree of a power

to which he is required to submit.

But let it be observed, that the Church did not

only claim this authority, but everted it in the

/iwjtlcut niaiuhr. All the great (iue.stiun>. uhosr
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discussion had distracted the Christian world, since

the time of the apostles, are summed up in the

Tliirty-ninc Articles, while the Church declares Iter

fAi'nJudi^wcnt, on each (juestion, accordinj^ to //(/•

own inUrprdalion of Scripture. Siie calls upon

all to adopt licrmvn viavs upon all the mysterious,

and controverted points of faith—the Trinity, the

eternal generation of the Son of God, the per-

sonality and procession of the Holy Ghost, ori-

ginal sin, free will, justification, predestination

and election, &c.&c. Leaving nothing untouched,

she gives a complete summary of Christian belief,

grounded on her own exposition of the Scripture,

for the benefit of "////" his Majesty's subjects,

who are authoritatively required to adopt it, be-

cause the Convocation assures them it is " read

in Scripture" or " may be proved by it." Thus

the interpretation of the Bible by private judg-

ment, on every vital point of religious belief, is

virtually but completely interdicted. Let it also

be observed, that this was done on the maturest

deliberation. The Articles, which had been pre-

viously agreed upon by the Convocation in the

year 15C2, were " deliberately read, and con-

" firmed again, by the subscription of the hands

'' of the Archbishops and Bishops of the upper

" house, and by the subscriptions of the whole

" clergy of the nether house in their convocation

" in the year of our Lord 1571."
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It has been, liowever, asserted, or at least

insinuated, tliat the Articles bind only the clergy,

but not the laity. But see his Majesty's Declara-

tion prefixed to theThirty-nine Articles, which he

ratifies and confirms as " supreme Governor of the

Church," The preamble states that the object of

the Articles is to conserve and maintain the Church

in the uniti/ of true religion, and in the bo)id of

peace, and not to sujfer unnecessary disputations,

altercations, or fjue^ions to be raised, which may
nourish faction both in the Church and Connnon-

wcalth. The Declaration itself follows, containins:

these decisive words :
" the Articles of the Church

'' of England do contain the true doctrine of that

" Church agreeable to God's word ; which we do
*' therefore ratify and confirm, requiring all our

" loving subjects to continue in the uniform pro-

" fession thereof, m\^ prohibiting the least difference

'' from the said Articles." And afterwards—" from

" the settled continuance of the doctrine and dis-

" cipline of the Church of England now csla-

*' blished, we will not endure any varying or dc-

" parting in the least degree,'' Can any ihing

be conceived more hostile to the principle of

private interpretation ?

But the Church was not satisfi<:d with a naked

speculative assent fo her Articles, on tin- part of

the people, but took care to carry ihcni into

practical oj)eratiu/i. Accordingly ;>hc ha^ explained
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at lar^c many of tlicm in lier Homilies, which

were ordered to he read from the jntlplt : their

substance is interwoven with every part of the

hturgy ; it is found in every prayer, in every act

of tlianksgiving ; it is wrought into our creeds,

our collects, and our litany ; all our offices and

church service are grounded upon it. So that

it is impossible to rL'uounce the Articles, without

renouncing the Liturgy ; or to use the Liturgy,

without adopting the Articles ; both exhibiting the

same matter, botli being perfectly consistent, both

being extracted from the same Scriptures, by the

same persons, and by the same collective judgment.

Our Liturgy, including, of course, our Catechism,

is confirmed by public authority. Thus the Church

teaches us what to believe, what to pray for, how

to pray, and to whom our prayers are to be ad-

dressed. She does not, with the Bible Society,

say to the faithful, open the Bible, peruse it in

the .spirit of humility and piety, and you cannot

fail to extract from it the pure doctrines of Chris-

tianity, by the exercise of your own judgment,

without any human assistance. But she says, read

the Bible witli inuiffected piety, and real humility.

In every page, you will find much to exalt that piety,

and improve the heart tv\ whicii it dwells; you will

there find mild and humane aflections recommended

with winning simplicity ; angry, selfish, vindictive,

and uncharitable feelings, uniformly reprobated
;

you will find the brand of God's wrath impressed
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on every vice, and the stamp of his approbation

affixed to every virtue—virtue, which even the

heathen sages paint as beautiful, but which the

Scriptures exhibit in brighter colours, as not only

beautiful but heavenly. You will find precept

confirmed by example— the Son of God mercifully

condescending to become your fellow-creature,

and, in that capacity, spending himself, even unto

death, for his fallen brethren ; the prophets, the

apostles, and other holy men lavish of life in the

service of God, and with an ambition, divinely

enlightened, renouncing this world, and all that

therein is, for a crown of unfading glory in ano-

ther. All this the Scriptures will present to your

view, in a sufficiently plain and simple form ; this

is the province of your private judgment ; here it

may range safely and profitably. But if your

humility be real, you will proceed to unfold, witli

becoming diffidence, the points of faith and doc-

trine delivered in the sacred pages. You will

repress the presumption and pride of your nature,

and the suggestions of your invisible enemy,

which tempt you to rely on your individual judg-

ment, unassisted by the interpreters of God's

appointment, who arc constantly addressing you

in your Articles, Homilies, and Liturgy. To these

therefore we refer you. These will give you the

deliberate views of the founders of your Church,

on all the mysterious points of faith, uiid conduct
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you, in .safety, through tlic depths of divine reve-

lation.

llaj)py would it l>e if the Church stopped

here ; if she continued to enforce her Articles and

Liturjry, by counsel, advice, and spiritual censures,

alter tlie example of tl'e primitive Cliristians.

Hut unfortunately she proceeded to enforce them

by persecution in all its various forms—death,

torture, imprisonment, banishment, penal-statutes,

and civil disqualifications. Happily the four first

methods of curbin<j private jud<^ment have been

ex[)l()ded by the humanity, and growth of mind,

which characterize the eighteenth and nine-

teenth centuries. Persecution, indeed, is on the

wane, throughout the whole Christian world ; it

still howe\ cr " slieds its disastrous twilight " on

unfortunate and distracted Ireland. To persecu-

tion, as an instrument of uniformity, in the hands

of our Reformers, 1 would not willingly allude.

But from its introduction into our Church, my
argument derives irresistible force, as it proves

that the exercise of unassisted private judgment

in interpreting the doctrinal parts of Scripture,

was, in the opinion of our Reformers, so hostile

to the peace and good order of society, and the

unity of religious belief and worsliip, that they

punished, with torture, death, and civil disquali-

fication, every departure from their own interpre-
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tation of Scripture, as exhibited in their Articles

and Liturgy.

What then is the great principle of Protes-

tantism? Unquestionably not the right of private

judgment, in the interpretation of Scripture ; but

that every national Church is indcpcmlcfit of the

Church of Rome, and of every other ; has a rigid

to declare what is, and what is not the Word of God;

and to interpret that word for all icithin the limits

of itsjurisdiction. This is the principle upon which

our Reformers acted, after they had emancipated

themselves from the extravagant pretensions of

the Church of Rome. It is still retained, and

acted on, though with diminished vigour, and has

produced that system of doctrine, and form of

religious worship, which exists at this day. The

right of unqualified private judgment is a revolu-

tionary principle. It corresponds to that principle

in politics, that men have a right, in cases of ex-

treme necessity, to subvert a government incura-

bly tyrannical. I do not deny the existence of

these rights. On the contrary, I rejoice that they

are indelibly stamped on our nature, and that

neither human power, nor human artifice, can

obliterate them. But, surely, they are not the

ordinary maxims which should regulate our civil

or religious conduct. They arc the desperate

remedies of desperate disorders, not the whole-

some food whicli j)rescrves the religious and
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social system in luiallh and vigour. Encourage

the mass of mankind to interpret, for tlierasclves,

the law cither of God or man, and, if they adopt

your advice, the utmost licentiousness both of

thought and action will, sooner or later, be the

inevitable result. If this be not true, history is a

romance, and our knowledge of the human heart

a gross delusion.

Rut notwithstanding: the zealous labours of

our Reformers in framing a scriptural religion for

"all" his M;ijcsty"s subjects, and enforcing its

adoption with a rigour more than orthodox, many

individuals are found wlio never cease to extol

the Christian mildness, and primitive spirit of our

" pure apostolical Church," which allows the faithful

to "think for themselves, and work out their own
" salvation according to their own views of scriptu-

" ral truth." Her charitable forbearance is con-

trasted with the "dreadful inhumanity of the idola-

trous and persecuting Church of Rome," which has

" impiously dared to chain the private judgment
" of God's intelligent creatures to the inexorable

*' tribunal of the Inquisition." So prone are men,

in defiance of Scripture, to blazcn forth the mis-

deeds of others, and overlook their own.

But the clergymen of the Established Church,

who, as members of the various Missionary or

Bible Societies, arc labouring for the conversion
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of the Roman Catholics of Ireland, surpass all

their predecessors, in proclaiming the indefeasible

right of private judgment, in direct opposition to

the Articles which they subscribe, tlie Liturgy

which they read, and his Majesty's Declaration

which they despise. According to them, cxery

labourer who can spell the Bible into either

English or Irish, or who unable himself to read,

hears it read by another, ought to disengage him-

self from the trammels of human teachers, and

rely on his own unassisted judgment as the proper

interpreter. Whoever presumes to doubt the

justness of this advice is denounced as the enemy

both of God and man. Let their other arguments,

such us they are, be deemed conclusive, when

they prove, that God, in his Word, has appointed

no teachers for his people, or that the collective

judgment of these teachers is not more to be

relied on, for the interpretation of the doctrinal

parts of Scripture, than that of an ignorant pea-

sant ; when they prove that the immaturity of

judgment, which ever has been, and, at least in a

considerable degree, ever will be the portion of

the far greater part of mankind, does not render

those, whose lot is a life of labour, proper objects

of the simplest and plainest instruction in matters

of eternal interest ; when they can prove, by the

evidence of facts, the safely of trusting to indivi-

dual judgment, in opposition to the experience

of nearly twenty centuries, whose annals record
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the inconsistencies and absurdities of the wise

and the fooh^li, the poor and tlie rich, the learn-

ed and unlearned, the pious and presumptuous,

who, in studyinf^ the Bihle, have resigned them-

selves to their own judgment, or the supposed

influence of the spirit ; when they can prove all

this clearly, and honestly, without sophistry, ca-

suistry, or ecpiivocation, then, in giving or selling

a Bible to liie labouring poor, whether readers,

spellers, or listeners, they may, with some propriety

say " take, read, listen, and think for yourselves,

" the private judgment of every individual among
" you, aided, as it will be, by the Spirit of God,

" is his best instructer." But is this a prudent

advice ?— Is this a lesson of humility to poor,

ignorant, fallen creatures? Is it not rather calcu-

lated to quicken into a flame those embers of

liuman pride, which poverty was designed to

smother? Docs it not assail, with temptation, poor

Imman nature, on its weakest side ? Or if the pride

of the poor man be subdued by his poverty, if he

be lowly and humble, does it not tend to rekindle

that pride, and lead him to think that his disre-

gard of the instructions of his appointed teachers

is the sure passport to divine aid?

But, with deference to the Bible Societies, we
must work out the salvation of our souls, as we
do the sustenance of our bodies. In both cases,

we must have recourse to the appointed means :

—
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we must plough and sow, and then, with the bles-

sing of God, we may expect to reap : we must,

in perusing the Scripture, have recourse to these

human means which God has placed within our

reach ; we must suffer our own ignorance to be

instructed by the knowledge of others ; we must

not forsake the guide that would lead us through

the intricacies of the Word ; we must not reject

the teaching of those whom our Saviour has ap-

pointed to teach us, and whose labours he pro-

mised to bless even unto the end of the world.

This is the order of nature both in spirituals and

temporals. When this is complied with, we may,

with humble confidence, expect the blessing of

God on our endeavours ; we may expect the aid of

his Holy Spirit to remove our doubts, " enlighten

" our darkness," and spiritualize our minds. But

to neglect the ordinary, in expectation of the

extraordinary means, or advise others to that ef-

fect, is repugnant to analogy, reason, and Scrip-

ture, and one of the most rash and dangerous

fliohts of enthusiasm.o

But, oh ! say the advocates of the Bible So-

ciety, we only give the Bible, and leave every

man to his own teacher for its explanation. TI.ms

assertion might do well enough for the rank and

file of the Institution ; but if the thing did not

occur every day, would it be believed that the

general oflicers and stall of the Society could in-
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(liilf^c in such slmfflinr; puerilities ? Vcs, you pive

tlic poor man your Bible, but you give him also

the great principle of your confederacy
;
you refer

him to his unassisted private judj^meut, as the

only expositor he can rely on. This favourite

maxim— this alimentary jjrinciplc of pride— this

seedhng of discord, you endeavour to plant in his

mind by laborious and incessant efforts. You press

it upon liim in the shape of advice, admonition,

denunciation, warning, and circulate it more pro-

fusely and gratuitously than even the Bible itself.

Then you come forward and say you resign the

poor for exposition to their respective teachers.

If this be true, these respective teachers must be

the several unassisted judgments of the poor Bible

readers. In this sense it is indeed verbally true,

but, as it is an arrant cjuibble, it is essentially false

and deceitful.

Thus we have seen, that the Thirty-nine Articles

and the prefixed Declaration of his Majesty, are

idle words or waste paper in the judgment of the

clerical churchmen of the Bible Societies. But

what do they think of our creeds, our collects,

our litany, our entire Church Service, and indeed

our Liturgy at large ? This is a serious question,

and charity imperiously forbids its discussion. I

shall only say, that, I believe, the piety of many
of these gentlemen is unfeigned, and their appro-

bation of most of our formularies sincere ; and
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yet I cannot reconcile this approbation with their

ardent zeal in labouring to persuade the world

that the unassisted judgment of every is^rnorant

man is only to be relied on, by him, for the ex-

position of the sacred records. They know that,

led by this guide, millions have already renounced

the Book of Common Prayer, denouncing our

Church Service as teeming with popish absurdi-

ties, or superstitions, and nothing, more or less,

than an ill-said Mass in English. They know

that thousands of others, in lang:uaore still more

direct and pointed, have pronounced it to be

rankly idolatrous. They know that, every year,

many persons of every grade in society, and size

of intellect, from the lowest mechanic to the man

of splendid fortune and profound research, are

withdrawing from our Churches, and joining these

abhorrers of our Liturgy. They know that all

these persons ground their desertion on arguments

drawn from Scripture by their own private judg-

ment. That they are governed by any views of

scriptural truth we might hesitate to believe, if

they were men of profligate lives, or if we could

trace their conduct to interested motives. But

who will say that Price and IViestly led profligate

lives, or that they took the road to Unitarianism

as the road to preferment and wealth ? ^^ ho will

say that Lindsey was a profligate, or that, by his

voluntary resignation of his benefice, he aspired

to temporal wealth, and not to everlasting hap
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pincss? Have \vc not seen, in our own lime, in

one of our own uiiivcrsitics, and pcrliaps the best

cnilowed, two gentlemen resigning their fellow-

sliips, their liturgy, with all their prospects of" pre-

ferment, and repairing, one to the I'nitarian Meet-

ing-house, tlie other to a garret, and a religious

system of his own framing? It is true I liavc

lieard that some clerical members of the Bible

Society, not having before their eyes St. Paul's

description of charity, ascribe the conduct of these

gentlemen to vanity, to restlessness, to a love of

singularity, &c. &c. For my part I do not search

so deeply for motives : if I sec a man martyred

for his opinions, I think him sincere ; if I sec him

resign wealth in possession, and preferment in

prospect, 1 will not call him a hypocrite. Of the

two gentlemen alluded to, it may be truly af-

firmed, that they are both men of great intellectual

endowments, and unimpeached moral conduct,

and that one of them, at least, unites a primitive

simplicity of character to the most humane feel-

ings, and generous sentiments. Now, "when wc

see such men—when we see the good and the

learned, the virtuous and the pious, casting be-

hind them all their prospects in life, for what

iheif jiulge to be the truth of the Gospel—when

we see them forsaking our Churches, renouncing

our Articles, and shrinking from our Liturgy

—

when we know that this has resulted from their

following their own private judgment, or that of
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some respected individual, in the interpretation of

Scripture, in opposition to the public judgment of

the Church—surely it would not be too much to

expect, that the clergymen of this Church, who

have subscribed these Articles, and administer

this Liturgy, should abstain from recommending,

at least to their own flocks, a similar interpreter,

for fear of a similar result. Indeed, the conduct

of the Established Clergy, in adopting and circu-

lating the disorganizing principle of the Bible

Society, has appeared, to many reflecting persons,

paradoxical in the extreme, and that of the Church

in overlookinfj their conduct still more so.

But where is the Church—the visible Church

of the United Kingdom ? Oh ! it will be said,

you may see her in her Articles, her Liturgy, and

her Homilies. These I see indeed, but are they

a mere bequest, is the testator gone, and his will

disregarded ? Are they vo.v ct prcUC7'ca niliil— the

mere transcript of the minds of great and en-

lightened men, who once existed, were once

clothed with authority, but wliosc authority, like

themselves, is defunct, who left no successors, no

representatives to honour their memories, prove

their will, and enforce its })rovisions. Yes, I sec

indeed these Articles, and this Liturgy, but I .see

also many a man calling himself a son of the

Chunli, wcarinof Ium' unifortn, and bcarinjr her

connnissiori, labouring witli iiub tUtigable pickax

t: 2
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to iiiidcmiinc llitin. I am far from cliarf^in<'- all

these gentlemen with intentional treachery, but

that tiic tendency of their great maxim is the

subversion of the Ciiurch, and the abrojratiou of

its doctrine, I am firmly convinced, and hope 1

liave abundantly proved. This tendency, how-
ever strikinjr, is not always perceived by the zea-

lous promulgators of the principle, because zeal

is often blind, and enthusiasm never calculates.

But if there be a Church, and if that Church
can sec, and reflect, and calculate, why has she

so long neglected to adopt mcjisurcs of defence

adequate to the magnitude of the danger?

This danger threatens with destruction not

only the established but every dissenting Church

—every Church of every denomination, in the

whole Christian world, whose members are united

by any regular confession of faith, or fixed sys-

tem of doctrine. As no two men can think ex-

actly alike, even on plainer subjects than points

of Christian belief, the principle of unqualified

private judgment, if universally embraced, and

pushed to all its legitimate consequences, would,

in the progress of its operation, crumble down

every Church upon earth, into a number of dis-

tinct and repulsive atoms ; in which discordant

state, every man's house, alone, could be his

church, himself alone his congregation, and him-

self his ofliciatinof minister. The Christian world
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would be reduced to a state of irretrievable con-

fusion, contradiction, conflicting sentiment, and

spiritual jargon. In this chaotic state, every bad

passion would be fomented, till at last men may be

led to cast the blame of this universal disorganiza-

tion on the Bible itself, not on their own private

judgment, and private presumption, to which they

arecertainly very partial. If otherChurches, then,

be remiss or blind, why does not the Church of

England, widi all her fair pretensions, interfere, by

all legitimate means, to rescue mankind, or at

least her own children, from this appalling dan-

ger?* Why does she not put her bridle in the

mouth, and her fetters on the feet of every Church

itinerant orator? Why does she not tell him his

wisdom is foolishness, and tear off with authority,

or remove with maternal tenderness, that veil of

ostentatious piety which conceals the futility of

his arguments?

When Mr. Pope and Doctor Singer—men in-

deed of high character and by far the ablest ad-

vocates of the Bible Society, at least in Ireland

—when men of this description, dangerous in

proportion to their great intellectual and literary

caliber, are led away by the |)revailing delusion,

and not ashamed to tell the world, that "the right

of an i-inorant labourer to reail tlie Bible, in-

volves his right of interpreting it"—why is the

• Sec /\|>|H ikIix, No. 1.
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CLurcli .silent ; why duci sIju not address tltem

by her proper organ, if such still exist, to tlie

following iUcct— Reverend Brethren, your argu-

ment is fallacious, and it is our bounden duty to

tell you so. Most true it is, that a poor labourer

lias a ri"rl)t to read the Bible lor tiie health of his

soul, and to bathe in the sea for the health of his

body. His right to bathe is as clear as his right

to read. We have no objection also, to grant you

that his right to go into the water, implies his

right to swim in it, if he can. But if he swim

very imperfectly, or not at all, we hope you will

allow in your turn, tlmt both his prudence and

duty ought to confine his unassisted eflbrts to

water not more than chin-deep ; into greater

depths he ought not to plunge, without the sup-

port of a cork-jacket, or some other buoying

machine. But suppose him an accomplished

swimmer ; still, the fc ar of the cramp and the

shark, by which so many lives have been lost,

ought to teach him a lesson of caution, and se-

cure him from a presunjptuous contempt of dan-

ger. By the cramp and the shark, we mean to

typify the pride of our nature ; that inordinate

self esteem, by which the judgment of the ablest

man is often contracted, or swallowed up in his

inquiries after divine truth. The rest of the ap-

plication is quite obvious; we leave you, reverend

brethern, to make it yourselves ; and hasten to

furnish you with another illustration of the foolish-
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ness of your ari^umcnt, and hope with divine

grace, it will make a due impression upon you.

A country gentleman is threatened with a law-

suit. His adversary grounds his proceedings upon

a certain statute. The party threatened is natu-

rally impatient to see that statute, and procures

it in haste. He knows he has a right to read it,

and also, if he can, to ascertain its meaning by

exercising his judgment upon it. With this view,

accordingly, he reads it, and forms his opinion
;

but as his estate is at stake, he begins to think it

possible that his own judgment, on which he liad

hitherto rested with much confidence, might mis-

understand the import of the statute. He consults

his lawyer, who gives the act an interpretation

different from his own. This nettles the s([uire
;

he warmly argues the point in his own way, with

the lawyer, affirming that he himself can read as

well, and that his judgment is as good as that of

any counsellor of tlieni all. That maybe, says the

lawyer, but my opinion is formed on the deci-

sion of the Court of King's Bench, wliich alone

gives the true interpretation of the statute. The

squire thinks once more, of his estate and his

late improvements, suffers his judgment to be in-

formed by that of the Court of King's Bench,

takes his measures accordingly, and saves his

estate. We beseech you, also, reverend but de-

luded brethren, to give the world a i>roof of your
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penitence and liumility, by imitating tlic cxamijlc

of this lawyer, who founded his opinion on the

decision of the court, and to assure the [teoplc

of your own persuasion, and especially the poor

and ignorant, that tlie framcrs of our Articles and

Liturgy are really better interpreters of Scripture

than labourers, or tradesmen, however dexterous

at the spade, the trowel, the shuttle, or the chi-

kc\. Recommend to their imitation, the conduct

of the squire, who, though once as self-suflicieut,

and high in his own conceit, as any male or fe-

male admirer of the Bible Society, yet humbled

liimsclf when his acres were threatened, and sub-

mitttd to be guided by the judgment of the pro-

])er tribunal. Exhort each of them to follow iiis

example, without tergiversation or delay, assuring

him, in the language of simplicity and truth, that

life is short, that a man's soul is more valuable

than his land, and the frown of him who fixes its

doom, more formidable than that of the Lord

Chief Justice.

Such a rebuke as this might check the career

of these spiritual pioneers, who are gradually

sapping the foundations laid by our Reformers.

Rut the Church, as a great authoritative spiritual

body, determined to support her doctrines against

the subterraneous approaches of a wily and per-

severing foe, is no where to be seen. We trace

her, indeed, not only in her doctrines, and the
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ministrations of her servants, but through all the

variety of her secular operations : every day we

behold her receiving her rents ; levying her fines;

collecting her tithes ; and enforcing the decrees

of her courts. But we see her only in detail : we

do not see her in her collective wisdom, in synod

or convocation, investigating the causes which

retard the progress of divine truth under the pre-

tence of promoting it, rebuking the wild theology,

and absurd policy of her restless, meddling, and

fanatical ministers, and protecting the doctrines

of Cranmer and Latimer from the dark and insi-

dious machinations of her spouting zealots, and

licentious theorists. These men are not novices

in the trade ; they sre skilful artists. They do

not directly and professedly attack the articles of

our faith. They make no rash avowals. They

know that such direct attack could be repelled

in the ordinary way, by laws already made and

provided. Methods so vulgar, so clumsy, so un-

promising, they reject, and proceed cautiously,

slily, and indirecdy, to the consummation of their

object, masking their operations with professions

— so help them God—of the most ardent and

devoted attachment. Many of them, I have no

doubt, are artless and sincere, but llieir sincerity

is as dangerous as the treachery of their com-

rades—the mighty enchanters who grasp their

invisible weapons, and aim their blows with hands

shrouded in darkness. New measures should be
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devised to restrain these men, il no others are

applieuhle, as no refleeting man of a cool head,

and honest heart, ean deny, that their proceedings

strongly tend to subvert the Establishment, and,

what would be a far more ficrious evil, to pluck

up by the roots the religion of the country. But

if no convocation will deliberate, if old laws, or

old canons are incflicient, and no new ones arc

to be made, the majority of his bishops might,

at least, advise his Majesty, as "supreme go-

vernour of the Church," to issue another Decla-

ration commanding, or exhorting his " loving

subjects"—the clerical members of the Bible So-

cieties, to retract their great principle of pride

and presumption—the unciualificd right of private

judgment. The royal influence, if not tlie royal

authority, might reach the consciences of some

of these gentlemen, and their eloquence might

hereafter be employed in conveying to the laity

lessons of humility, instead of intoxicating strains

of presumptuous self-deception. No such advice,

however, appears to be in the contemplation of

his Majesty's spiritual advisers. Into the cause

of this supineness I do not at present inquire.
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CHAPTER II.

Tlie Doctrine of unqualified private Judgment incon-

sistent with the legitimate Authority of a C/iris-

tinn Church.— The Rights of Conscience and the

Authority of the Church easily reconciled.—Per-

secution a dreadful Abuse of Power.—Authority,

(IS a ground of Assent, too much depreciated by

the Reformers, and unduly magnified by Roman
Catholics.— Ought to be regulated, not extin-

guished.— Respected by Cicero.

I AM not the advocate of ecclesiastical domina-

tion, or of any principle tending to fetter the

intellectual powers, or abridge the rights of con-

science. Tlicse rights, on the contrary, I have

ever regarded as sacred, and the development,

and improvement of the faculties, as their best

preservative. Ecclesiastical usurpation I repro-

bate as the great evil principle which has ob-

structed for so many ages, that moral improvement

which Christianity was so eminently calculated to

produce. But as a Christian, I am a friend to

the legitimate authority of a Christian Church,

—

an authority derived from above, the limits of

which are easily ascertained by attending to the

nature of a religious association, the wants and

infirmities of man, and the practice of the pri-

mitive Christians. The component parts of a

Church are the congregation and its pastors. The

duties of the latter are to teach, and cufisct/ucnt/i/
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to interpret, to instnict by precept and example,

to exhort, to encourage, and sometimes to rebuke,

to be instant in season and out of season, to ad-

minister the sucranunts, to counteract the allurc-

menLs of sin, by i»l)o\viiig how mean, and wrctclitd,

and meagre, arc tlic enjoyments it affords, compared

with the exalted and permanent happiness which

awaits the children ofGod in the next stage of tlieir

existence. The duties of the former arc to open

their hearts and minds to instruction— to avail

themselves of their opportunities of learning what

it is they owe to themselves, their neighbours,

aiul their God,—the degraded state of human

nature, with the mighty and merciful means of its

redemption,— to show forth in their lives, humbly

and unostentatiously the purity of the doctrines they

profess—and never to abandon the " means of

grace and the hope of glory." But to enforce

these important duties, or at least their external

observance, some degree of authority is evidently

necessary ; otherwise there would be no fixed rules

for regulating the proceedings of the body at

hirgc, or the belief and practice of its members
;

tlicrc would be no order, no regular discharge of

duty, no permanent bond of union.

Man has a soul to be saved as well as a body

to be nourished and protected. The soul is en-

dowed with faculties capable of indefinite im-

provement, especially judgment, that faculty which
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investigates truth by the application of moral evi-

dence. Those branches of human knowledge,

v^^hich admit only of that evidence, are the legiti-

mate field for its exercise—as political economy

—

law—history—philosophy of the mind— politics,

foreign and domestic—government, morality, but,

above all, religion both in its evidences and inter-

pretation. Now, it is quite certain, that a man who

has acquired a general acquaintance with all these

branches of knowledge, is much better qualified

to become a thorough proficient in either, than he

who has always confined himself to that one alone
;

because their variety strengthens and enlarges the

mind ; because they touch each other in so many

points, afibrd mutual illustration, and rest on the

same species of evidence. In short, judgment

can acquire correctness and strength, in any con-

siderable degree, only by much and various read-

ing, followed up by extensive and attentive

observation. There was a time when Newton was

an intellectual driveller, when the porter who bears,

with firm step, a load of two hundred weight, could

not lift an ounce. Can it be said, with truth,

that the Philosopher and the Porter, in their in-

fancy, were endued, the one with strength, the

odier with judgment ? Certainly not. These

powers, for which they were afterwards so highly

distinguished, existed only as mere seminal prin-

ciples. Repeated exercise, and wholesome food

for the mind in the one case, and for the body iu
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tlic other, p;^ra(lu;illy developed aud matured these

principles, till the loud was triumphantly borne,

and the secrets of nature laid open.

Had the lot in life of these men been reversed,

the porter, indeed, by any mental culture, mi^ht

not become a profound philosopher ; but Newton

would ])robably be less fit for investii^^itinf^ the

sense of the more dilHcult parts of Scripture, than

a smart apprentice in an apothecary's shop. A
life of labour, to which the great majority of men

are consigned, while it gives strength to the body,

generally precludes the possibility of mental cul-

tivation. Their judgment never arrives at matu-

rity. Of such persons the congregations of

Christians are generally composed, and to them

the instruction of regular teachers is indispensably

necessary. With bodies of full growth they are

children in judgment. To manage such disciples,

to teach tiicm what to believe, and what to prac-

tise, to convey this instruction, in its various and

most efficient forms, surely requires some authority
;

but this authority must be parental. It must be

remembered, not only that they arc children, but

that they are full grown children. They must be

allured, advised, exhorted, sometimes rebuked, but

never whipped. The rod of ecclesiastical autho-

rity is a spiritual rod, it may lash the mind, but

not the body. The civil magistrate will visit the

body, with his inflictions, when its acts arc unjust,

[
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or criminal ; but the ecclesiastical superior should

have nothing to do with the body, but to relieve

it. To the soul only his empire extends, which

he should endeavour to cultivate, to reclaim, and

fit for eternity by all the gentle methods of per-

suasion ; when these fail, by spiritual censures
;

when these also are ineffectual, and the offence

gross and contagious, by exclusion from the com-

munion of the faithful.

Thus far, and no farther, does the legitimate

authority of a Christian Church extend. It has

no right to visit erroneous opinions, in religion,

with temporal penalties. This is a prerogative

which neither Church nor State are, by the law of

God, authorized to exercise. The attempt would

be equally impious, and ineliectual. No legisla-

tive enactments can check the reasonable curiosity

of man, or even his propensity to indulge in for-

bidden speculations, on a subject of such para-

mount interest. lie must, often, be wise above

what is written ; he will for ever persevere in his

attempts to pluck its forbidden fruit from the tree

of knowledge, though it proves, too often, to be

an apple of discord. For, when men presume to

discuss subjects above the reach of tiie human un-

derstanding, above the ken of tlicir senses, and

but partially revealed, or not at all, no coincidence

of opinion can be expected. One man has as

good a right, as another, to indulge in daring
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conjecture, or sturdy dogmatism. All moderation

is lost in tlie conflict of opinions, and the comba-

tants agree in notliin«j^ljut in detostin;^ each other.

It is only the weariness of the parties that can

end the dispute ; as tljc mysterious nature of the

subject, and the imperfection ofour faculties, would

render it interminable. Each man thinks lie has

discovered what God has concealed, and give.shis

opinions as a supplement lo Revelation. His ad-

versary presents us with a different view, equally

imaginary, and ecpially positive. Argument is

succeeded by invective, each unsparingly loading

his adversary with opprobrious epithets, or mali-

cious insinuations. But the worst feature in the

case is, that each of the dogmatizing doctors ac-

companies his bitterest denunciations with a solema

assurance that they emanate from a spirit of cha-

rity amiably bent on rescuing a deluded soul from

perdition.

Such are the scenes which have disgraced the

Christian world for so many centuries, and dis-

grace Ireland at present. The morality of the

Gospel utterly forgotten in a zeal for torturing,

and distorting its doctrines— doctrines, the pure,

simple, scriptural enunciation of which is insufH-

cient for theological profundity, or presumption.

On the most confined scriptural area, the spiritual

architect erects his metaphysical temple, and calls

upon his astounded adversary to wash oil his pol-
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lutions, and enter the sacred edifice. But, why

should architects, working up such intangible ma-

terials, be either favoured or punished by a sober

Legislature ? If they conscientiously believe they

are doing the work of God, when they brandish

their syllogisms, and discharge their volleys of in-

vective, why punish them ? If they are actuated

by a malignant wish to injure their adversaries, as

*' words break no bones," they are beneath the

notice of the Legislature, which ought to take

cognizance only of overt acts. If they are actu-

ated neither by love of God, nor hatred of man,

they are mad ; but, as this madness is only meta-

physical, the bleedings or strait waistcoats of po-

litical physicians are surely unnecessary. Their

motives are invisible, except to God ; and of their

doctrine, he only with certainty can discern the truth

or falsehood ; therefore, of their motives and doc-

trine he should be the sole judge. In this age, the

humanity of the Gospel has made considerable

progress, and the descendants of persecutors, in

many instances, detest the persecution, even in its

most mitigated form, and are ready to consign it

to that hell in which itorij^inated.o

Let the Cliurch then assert her inherent spiritual

authority ; let the State confine her to that, and by

disclaiming all right of interference, allow to every

subject equal and unrestricted liberty of conscience,

and then the legitimate rights of private judgment,

D
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and of the Church, will both be cstabli.slice! on

their true basis. A Christian Church, as such,

must have an inherent authority to interpret, to

instruct, to admonish, to rebuke ; while the duty

of the faithful, whether educated, or uneducated,

is to hear her voice with unfeigned respect. Hut

the duty of the uneducated is, also, to embrace

her doctrines with cordial assent, and gratitude to

God, for having vouchsafed to grant them an organ

of instruction so suitable to their wants. The man
favoured by providence with a good education

may, indeed, on Protestant principles, bring any

doctrine of his Church to the test of Scripture, and

withhold, or withdraw his assent, should his cou*

scicticc 7'cvolt against it, onfull ami/air examination.

His faculties are matured ; he has, perhaps, as

ample means of information as the Church herself;

that Church disclaims infallibility ; his conscience

is alarmed ; he may judge for himself.

But where arc we to draw the line between

(lie educated and uneducated ? What graduated

scale shall determine the desfrees of knowledofc

and talent which justifies a man in dissenting from

his Churcli ? This question concerns only the

individual himself. You can draw no such line
;

you have no such scale ; and therefore you have

no right to interfere. Establish liberty of con-

science on its broadest basis, and the problem is

solved to every practical purpose. The Church,
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when commissioned to teach, was not empowered

to employ compulsion ; but merely to address

men's understaudino^s and hearts. If the indivi-

dual addressed, whatever be his place on the scale

of mental streno-th or weakness, will not hear her

voice, he must answer for his conduct not to

erring man, but to the great Searcher of hearts.

But though the ignorant man, also, who might

oppose his scanty rudiments of thought to the judg-

ment of the Church, ought not to be visited with

temporal penalties, why should he be exhorted or

ENCOUKAGED to think for himself, and interpret

for himself, that is, frame articles of faith for

himself. This doctrine strikes at the root of that

ecclesiastical authority, which Christ has given;

and those who hold it ought to speak out at once,

and denounce the Church as a nuisance which

ought to be abated, and its revenues appropriated

to the liquidation of the public debt, or relief of

the perishing- poor.

The truth is, that the kind and degree of au-

thority, already stated, is essential to a Church,

and is sanctioned only by spiritual censures

;

more than these is usurpation, and an unwarran-

table assumption of that temporal power wlii( h

Christ disclaimed, and which the civil magistrate

only shouhl exercise. On the other Iiain!, whcMi

Government interferes with men's thoughts, while

the overt acts arc innocent, when it sits in judg-

n 12
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mcnt on their religious opinions, wliilc ihcir con-

duct is blameless— visiting them witii penalty, or

privation of any common rigl»l,— this is an awful

invasion of liic authority of the great Searcher of

hearts, whose exclusive prerogative it is to sit ia

judgment on intellectual aberration.

Yet how often is this done, and done at the

instigation of those wiiose boundcn duty it is to

raise their voice in humble supplication against

it? Or, will it be said, that it is not the duty of

preachers of the Gospel to remonstrate, when

tliey see men " clad in a little brief authority,"

assuming powers more than human,—when they

sec the feeble and fallible governors of states

placing themselves on the tribunal of the Omnis»

CiENT God, and fulminating their decrees against

the consciences of their fellow-creatures? But

how deep is the guilt of those ministers of the

Gospel, when, instead of endeavouring to lay this

persecuting spirit, and promote peace and good

will among men, they call it into action, by all

the means, direct, and indirect, in their power.

This guilt, so foul and deadly, admits still of

aggravation, when these same ministers of the

Gospel of Peace slyly insinuate, or boldly an-

nounce, to the rulers of nations, that this violation

of the rights of conscience tends to the honour

of God, and the maintenance of true religion.

Surely this is not only great wickedness, but great
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inconsistency. But how does the wonder grow,

when we make the appHcation to the lay, and

especially, the clerical members of the Bible

Society, who belong to the Established Church.

These gentlemen broadly affirm that every man,

however ignorant, has a right to interpret the

Bible for himself. This undeniably includes the

right of deriving, from that interpretation, his

system of faith and worship. In the innocent

exercise, therefore, of this right, no individual, or

pubhc body, can have a right to disturb him,

either by impairing this privileges as a citizen,

fettering his industry, mulcting him in his purse,

or injuring his person. Yet many of these gen-

tlemen, who are circulating their Bibles in every

quarter of the globe, and making that circulation

the vehicle of their own speeches, their own praises,

and that of their heaven-favoured Institution

—

many of these gentlemen, regardless of every

precept of Gospel charity, and forgetful of their

own great and leading principle—the inalienable

right of private judgment,—are hostile to the re-

moval of that remnant of penal infliction, whicfi

still attaches to their fellow-subjects, and fcllow-

christians of a different persuasion ! Some of

them, I am informed, are high in his Majesty's

confidence; but, of course wickedness and incon-

sistency never ascend to the high regions of office.

There, political expediency, a j)hrasc of universal

application, and pregnant with sound sense, or
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useful nonsense, as the occiision may require,

strips vice of its deformity, and inconsistency of

its contradictions.

How, indeed, sliall we account for iIjc vicious

inconsistence of the clerical Church Members of

the Bible Society ; who tell their ignorant fellow-

creature that he ought to interpret the Bible for

liimself ; but if his interpretation be wrong, id eity

dillering from their own, then tell parliament, or

the member of parliament, that he ought to be

degraded in society, or to remain so, and be de-

prived of the common rights of a British subject.

Surely this is too heavy a penalty to be imposed

on a mistaken interpreter, by a Biblical Christian

of superior pretensions to sanctity ! But it has

been said that this inconsistency and inhumanity

are sanctified by some unseen influence, shed

from the high regions above-mentioned, on the

dignitaries of the Bible Society, then descending

on the rectors, and, with accelerated velocity,

on the curates. This may be true, to a certain

extent ; but their conduct is also influenced by

another cause of a more general operation, which

may be noticed hereafter.

Oh ! but, say the Biblical enemies of emancipa-

tion, the Roman Catholics do not interpret the

Bible for themselves, or, indeed, read it at all, but

" take their religion on trust :" and, therefore,
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with respect to them, we are not inconsistent. If

the charo-e were true, in its full extent, it could not

justify persecution in its mildest form. But, like

most of the declamation of the day, it is nothing

but falsehood thinly varnished with truth. The

Roman Catholics of Ireland are as well supplied

with Bibles, as the Protestants of England were

before the Bible Society existed. Indeed the

members of this holy alliance have repeatedly told

us, in their sophistical slang, that there pre\ ailed

among the Protestants, as well as the Catholics,

*' a great dearth of the Word of God." If they

had told us that there prevailed, and still ])revails,

among both, a great dearth of that piety and prac-

tice, which the Word of God inculcates, this, un.,

fortunately, might be too true ; but true willi

respect to the inhabitants of every country and

of every religious persuasion. But the phrase

implies, and was intended to insinuate, tiiat the

knowledcfc of God's Word, and of religious truth

and practice, is commensurate with the circula-

tion of the Bible,—an assertion which goes to un-

dermine the Ciiurches of Christ,—which is refuted

by general experience,—by the sound creeds, and

exemplary lives of thousands of Protestant and

Catholic cottagers in every age—by the example

of the primitive Christians who were faithful, unto

death, before either Gospel or l'i[)isde was writ-

ten—and, strange to say, by the printed and pub-

lished documents of the Bible Society iticli".
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Indeed, at this day, after this presumptuous

Association, wliose labours and success have

been placed in competition >vith those of the

Apostles, has, for a quarter of a century, attract-

ed the admiration of the ladies—scattered its

Bibles amoiH'^ the nations—addressed them in

*' great swellinir words of vanity"—squandered a

million of money and fifty millions of speeches,

—

after all this, it is quite easy to point out many

persons who have Bibles in tlieir houses, but the

world and its vanities in their hearts; and, thanks

be to God, it is not dillicult to point out some few,

at least, who practise their duties to God and

man, without reading the Bible, liaving derived

their knowledge of both from their Prayer Books,

their formularies, and the lips of their teachers.

Hut the Roman Catholics of Ireland are not

so destitute of Bibles as the Bible Society pre-

tend. All their laity in the upper, and very many
in the middle rank of life, have the Bible in their

own version, and can argue from it too, perhaps,

sometimes, too plausibly for the logic of a Bible

distributer. And, in reading the Bible^ who can

say, with truth, that the private judgment of their

educated men is in abeyance. The authority of

their Church has, unquestionably, great influence

on their religious belief. But, is it credible, that,

if the Scriptural proofs, of the infallibility claimed

by that Church, were found to be unsatisfactory,
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the educated Catholics of the present age would

rest, with such confidence, on her decisions. Or,

if they found the charge of idolatry sub-

stantiated by Scripture, can it be supposed, that

they would not renounce it with horror? They

know what idolatry is as well as the Bishop of

Chester. They are as well aware of the dreadful

denunciations against it. They have no sacred

grove of Daphne, they celebrate no festivals of a

Popish Venus, or a Popish Bacchus ; why, then,

adhere to the idolatry, without the idolatrous gra-

tifications? On their views of Scripture, they are

convinced that their opinions and practice are in-

nocent, and that the idolatry, charged upon them,

exists only in the impure imagination of their dc-

famers. Would they not renounce the creed of

their Church, and spurn her authority, if they did

not find both confirmed by their own interpreta-

tion of the Scriptures ?

Why does Mr. O'Connell, laying aside his

capacities of barrister and demagogue, argue,

from sundry passages of Scripture, with the ad-

dress of a special pleader, in support of Transub-

stantiation, against the Rev. Mr. Daly ; why does

he, in the same cause, erect a battery, on the sixth

chapter of St. John's Gospel, against the well-fur-

nished head of that stubborn controversialist? Be-

cause, not only the authority of his Church, but

his own private judgment, assure him thatScrijiturc
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is in his favour; otherwise he would renounce hia,

Popish errors, and receive the cleansing bene-

diction of the Archbishop of DubHn. Tiicrc is

nothing to deter, but much to invite him. In

Ireland, wretciied though she be, there is no in-

quisition, no stake for burning heretics ; but there

are silk gowns, law oftices of great trust, and

honours in abundance. I aay, then, that he, and

thousands of other educated men, are kept firm

in their creed, in opposition to tlieir worldly in-

terests, pardy by the authority of their Church,

but, principally, by the conviction of their own

private judgments in interpreting Scripture. As

to the uneducated class, they rest entirely on the

autliority of tlieir authorized teachers, and they arc

right. The influence of authority, even on tlie

learned ofevery religious profession^ is greater than

is generally acknowledged, and that influence is

oftcncr salutary than otherwise.

In illustration of this, let us suppose a case,

which not unfrequently occurs, especially among

those who intend to take orders in our Church.

A young gentleman, whose mind is well stored

with general information, is determined to direct

his studies to one particular object— the Bible,

because it professes to be the Word of God, and

he is resolved not " to take his religion on trust.''

This resolution the Bible Society applauds, and

I certainly do not condemn. But here, a difli-
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culty occurs in limine. He is about to study the

Word of God : but how does he know thut there

is a God, or that the Bible is his Word ? It is

true, his parents and teachers told him so, the

whole Christian world told him so ; but he is not

to " take his religion on trust," but particularly the

existence of God, the first article and foundation

of all religion. To the proofs of this great arti-

cle he accordingly proceeds. He opens and reads

the book of nature, he reads and weighs the ar-

guments a priori and a posteriori, and is convinced

that the world was not mistaken in affirminof thato

there is a God. But it occurs to him that a just

judge will hear the advocates on both sides, and

therefore he thinks it but fair to ascertain what

the Atheists have to say for themselves. This,

also, I do not deny that he has a right to do,

though I think it rather a work of supererogation.

While he is perusing Spinoza, and the other

Atheists, the tempter is present, gives a false

gloss to their arguments, and excites in the mind

of our student, some doubts, if not of the exis-

tence^ at least of the providence of God. He
passes, again, in review, the arguments on both

sides, and feels his doubts, though somewhat di-

minished, are not entirely dispelled, till, at last,

he reflects that the arirumcnts ajrainst Atheism

were conclusive in the view of the best and most

cnligiitcncd men of all ages, and nations ; and

thus the weight of authority, added to abstract
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arf^ument, fixes him firmly in the belief of a su-

perintending providence.

But matters are not yet ripe for the com-

mencement of his Scriptural studies. He cannot

yet open his HiJjk', at the first chapter of Genesis,

without violating the rights of private jud^mcntf

which extend, as unquestionably to an examination

of the authenticity of the Scriptures, a.s to their

interpretation. He must "judge for himself, and

not take his religion on trust." Besides, it will

naturally occur to him that the Roman Catholics

affirm that the Bible is from God, which forms a

strong presumption against it, for what " good

Protestant" in our days, would believe the word,

or even the oath of a Papist ? Immediately

Paley, Priestly, Lardner, Letters of certain Jews

to Voltaire, &e. &c., are thrown open, read, con-

sidered. Their arguments are found irresistible.

Conviction is complete. But the Deists—not "to

hear them would be to refuse full scope to private

judgment, and call upon it to decide upon e.r

parte evidence. Forthwith Bolingbroke, Hume,

Voltaire, Rousseau, cum jnultis aliis, are bought,

begged, or borrowed. The Essay on Miracles

staggers our student, but Campbell restores his

equilibrium. St. John makes some impression,

which further consideration nearly effaces. But

Voltaire—how lively, how airy, how elegant !

what wit, what point ! how terse, how dense, how
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sententious, how vigorous ! Many of his mis-

statements, and fallacies, however, are soon

detected ; but can so fine a genius be always

wrong? And Rousseau too—that child of nature,

of sentiment, of generous feeling ! is he never

right? Thus some doubts are engendered, till

at last he perceives he is resting not on the ar-

guments of Voltaire and Rousseau, but on their

reputation, their literary splendour, their fascina-

ting style

—

id cat—on the mere authority of two

polished infidels. Then he says, my private

judgment deliberately opposes, to the authority of

these two foppish philosophers, the authority

of all the great masters of reason, who have

triumphandy pleaded the cause of revealed reli-

gion, from the day of the crucifixion to the pre-

sent. The cloud is instandy dissipated ; and the

arguments of Paley, Lardner, and Priestly, act

on his mind with full force.

At last he takes down his Polyglot Bible, with

his Greek and Hebrew Lexicons, consults all the

commentators on the controverted points, weigiis

their respective arguments, till his judgment, tims

furnished with ample materials to work on, and

duly informed, pronounces its decision. But

having devoted much and severe application to

the study of the Scripture, a new field opens for

the exercise of his private judgment. Tiie Books

called Apocryphal the Roman Catholics insist arc
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canonical : this, tliout^li with some hesitation, the

Protestants deny. Thus a new and arduous in-

vestijraiion awaits our student ; for if the books

in question he the Word of God, they ought to

be read with the same reverential care as the

other Scriptures, but neither their reception or

rejection ought to be " taken on trust." Accord-

ingly lil)raries arc ransacked, Councils, Fathers,

and fragments are consulted, and all his intellec-

tual powers are brought to bear on the subject,

till his mind is made up at last, and yielding to

the invitation of a friend, he posts oft" to the

country for the benefit of his health. How often

arc men thus rescued from infidelity by the aid

of authority brought up in support of their

reason ?

Now every man, of an highly cultivated mind,

has surely a right to enter upon such a course of

reading as I have described. But is it accompa-

nied with no danger? A man may have a right to

un<lertake a voyage to Calcutta, yet, though a

skilful navigator,, and dexterous swimmer, he may

be cast away, and perish in the passage. Surely,

then, when the mind launches into the boundless

ocean of controversy, it requires more than an or-

dinary degree of judgment to steer the frail bark

Into the harbour of truth, through all tlie rocks

of blasphcm\, which tower above, or lurk beneath

tlic surface ; while the passions, those fascinating
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syrens, are perpetually inviting tlic unsuspecting

mariner to his destruction. And arc tlic perils

of such a voyage to be encountered by the Irish

labourer, or English operative, who can do little

more than name the letters of his alphabet, con-

nect them into syllables, and run them into words,

— a process tending, perhaps, as little to improve

tlic judgment as any other mechanical operation?

I answer, without hesitation, that such a man
ought not to encounter such perils. Yet if he ought

not only to read, but to interpret the Bible for

himself, lest he should " take his religion on

trust," he ought also, and for the same reason,

examine all the arguments for and against the

existence and attributes of God, all the arguments

for and against Revelation, all the arguments for

and against the canonicity of the books called

Apocryphal. Was there ever an absurdity more

startling than this ? The truth is, that the great

mass of mankind have a much better guide, in

matters of religious belief, than their own private

judgment in expounding Scripture, and estimating

the force of conflictinrr arj2:umcnts. The whole

Christian world assures them that there is a God,

who has created and governs the world ; that he

has given a revelation of his will ; that the Scrip-

tures are that revelation, and that he has commis-

sioned an order of men "to teach all nations" by

declaring and expounding those Scriptures.
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But suppose no svicli order of men liad been

created, no sucli coinmi.s!<ion issued, it would still

be quite clear, that, by tbc divine arrangement,

knowledge and experience were intended to di-

rect ignorance and inexperience, and that those

whose reasoning powers are feeble, and whose

judgment is immature, should take the benefit of

the ripened facullies, and acquired information of

the more fortunate portion of their species. From

the former, the latter derive the necessaries and.

luxuries of life, and should give them, in return,

advice, information, with such moral and religious

culture as is suited to their condition. Of ab-

stract reasoning, accurate deduction, metaphysi-

cal inquiries, so copiously employed by the leaders

of contending sects, the sons of labour know

nothing. That these leaders should contend for

the prize of truth, and that the sons of labour

should receive it at their hands when won, or

supposed to be won, is the law of our nature.

This law the Bible Society and their advocates

are labouring to repeal, and to set up in its place

a compound principle, equally partaking of the

anarchy of private judgment, and the infallibility

of inspiration. But in defiance of these sages of

the nineteenth century, authority has always been

one of the great guides of life, both in spirituals,

and temporals, and will continue to be so, till

human nature is chanoed. Men will still be

guided, in general, by the opinions of those whom
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they think wiser than themselves. Except in pri-

vate matters of mere domestic concern, and even

sometimes in these, authority, to the great mass of

mankind, is the substitute for private judgment.

The same ignorance, which qualifies them for the

admission of the former, dis(|uaHfies them for tlie

exercise of the latter.

Oh ! but this is all Popish and unphilosophical,

I care not whether it be Popish or not, provided

it be true; and, convinced of its truth, I am ac-

cordingly persuaded, that the fairest character of

philosophy is stamped upon it. That religious

feuds and controversial asperity have extended a

corrupting influence to philosophy itself appears

in this, as in other instances, that the lleformers

unduly depreciated authority as a ground of as-

sent, while the Roman Catholics as unduly mag-

nified it. This will still be done, while both

parties are impelled by the blind fury of contro-

versy ; but when their ammunition is spent, and

they mutually pant for rest, then they will dis-

cover, that not only the cause of truth, but their

own permanent interests call upon them to ac-

knowledge, that authority is an indispensable rule

of sentiment and conduct, recognized both by

our instincts, and our reason, but that it should

be confined to its legitimate sphere, and the limits

of its influence distinctly marked.

K
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These limits the friends ot" truth Jiliould endea-

vour to ascertain, and struggle no longer, foo^

isldy and inelhcicntly, against llie instincts of our

nature, and the apiHjintment of our Creator. Au-

tlioritv ou<rlit to be rct^ulated, not extintruishcd.

Its inlluence ouglit to be fully recognised, but it

should never be permitted to exert that influence

in opposition to our senses, to the evident deduc-

tions of reason, and the will of God clearli/ revealed.

In njijiositinn to good moral evidence the voice of

authority should never be raised ; but in support

of even the best evidence of that nature, it may
be called in as a useful ally. It often makes truth

more palatable, disposes us to listen to its voice,

and prepares our minds for its reception. It may,

it is true, occasionally take the field in aid of error,

as well as of truth, because, with Mr. Hardcastle,

it " likes every thing that is old ;" it may appeal

to the wisdom of ancestors, with the confidence

of a modern declaimer ; it may advocate the cause

of legitimacy in aid of the argument, that Go-
vernment, like fruit, is mellowed and improved

by time— all this it has done, and will still do,

because, like other powers, it is fond of extending

its influence; but this only proves the propriety

of restraining and regulating that influence, but

not of extinguishing it. Besides, let us not forget

that a thing may be old, and still good; that our

ancestors were not always in the wrong; and

that legitimacy itself is sometimes paternal. Even
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when it supports erroneous systems and establish-

ments, the influence of authority will generally be

found beneficial, rather than injurious. It restrains

individuals from premature and violent attempts

at reformation, which may terminate in their own

ruin, in local disturbance, and useless bloodshed.

It preserves the peace of society, while truth and

reason are, slowly, and gradually, preparing the

pubhc mind for the peaceable, or less violent abo-

lition of erroneous and oppressive systems. \\'hen

this change of sentiment is effected, authority

takes its station by the side of the reformers, and

becomes the champion of that truth which it, be-

fore, had opposed.

If all human knowledge admitted of pure de-

monstration, moral evidence would become use-

less ; but authority would still retain its influence,

and use, till all men became capable of collecting

indisputable truths, and drawing inevitable conclu-

sions. Controversy, indeed, whose food is pro-

bability, but whose deadly foe is demonstration,

would, perhaps, be at an end. The Doctors

Magce, Curtis, Doyle, and Singer, mirabilc ilicti/^

may think alike, club tjjeir wits, and co-oporato

for the instruction of uur labourers, operatives,

and sportsmen. Hut authority would still be the

medium through which tlusc high and mighty

demonstrators must convey their infallible truths

to the uneducated orders, who would have neither

t 2
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time nor capacity for eluhorutc deinonslratioii. For

instance, the mode in which Christ is present in the

Sacrament, God has not distinctly revealed in his

Word. The reception of the simple truth is all

that is rc(|iiircd of the Christian, who is not to

labour to he wise above what is written. How-

ever, under the rcjy;n of demonstration, the irre-

fragable Doctors, above mentioned, would soon

agree, among themselves, about the mode, as a

necessary adjunct to the simple truth, j)ronounc-

jng it to be cither a spiritual presence, a presence

by consubstantration, by transuljstantiation, or

some other presence. The belief of this mode

would be recommended to the people at large,

and by them gradually adopted, not on the autho-

rity of Scripture, from whence it is only deduciblc

by a difhcult process of reasoning, but on the

authority of the great names above mentioned,

with their combined host of invincible theologians.

Indeed it may be said with truth, that under

the reign of demonstration itself the authority of

the great and learned would still be the middle

term through whose intervention the mass of man-

kind would draw their conclusions on most, and

particularly religious subjects, and would con-

tinue to do so, though every table and shelf were

groaning with Bibles. But in the present state

of our faculties, when only moral evidence is

vouchsafed, on the most momentous subjects, au-

thority is fully as necessary, and still more useful

;
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because, as already shown, to the uneducated it

supplies the place of that evidence, it frequently

exerts its influence in support of truth, and, though

it often lends its countenance to error, it does so,

only, till men are prepared for its subversion by

the progress of truth ; and, in the mean time, it

tends to preserve the peace of society, with the

lives, fame, and fortunes of individuals, by dis-

countenancing premature improvement. In short,

authority is a legitimate ground of assent, in the

absence of a bettc7\ but never in opposition to it.

In some cases, indeed, authority is opposed to

authority ; but authority and truth will, always,

in the end, prevail over authority and error.

Cicero, as able a man as any of our Biblical

orators, did not scruple to say, " Malim cum

Platonc crrare^ quam cum aids recte scntire.'' I

do not adopt the sentiment in its unqualified sense,

yet, it evidently implies, that whoever should rely

on the authority of Plato would seldom be misled.

In his opinion, then, authority might be a good

ground of assent. But why not rely on the autho-

rity of a Christian Church, more than on that of

any individual Philosopher, Pagan, or Christian?

if that great orator, philosopher, and statesman,

were now alive, resident among us, and acquaint

cd with Cluistianity, its code, its history, and its

evidences, with what a mixture of surprise, indigo

uation, and pity, would he behold modern Doctors
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of Divinity— tlollin^^ their scarlet, and hastening

to exhort the poor ignorant son of labour to ex-

pound for himself the code of man's salvation— to

rest with confidence on his own mental incapa-

city—on the wild dreams of a feeble and bewil-

dered understanding^ merely because it is his

own—and not on the labours of men, whose lives

had been devoted to the investigation of divine

truth—who have produced Christ's commission

to instruct his flock, and are the chartered guar-

dians of tlicir faith and practice !

CHAPTER III.

Proceedings of the Bible Societies and other prose-

lyting Associatiuns in Ireland.— Ejfecls on the Ca-

tholic Population.—Inconsistency of the Leaders

of these Societies.— Their Morality not always

rigid.

To the foregoing observations, so intimately con-

nected with the pretended rights of unassisted

private judgment, and the proceedings of the pro-

selyting Societies in Ireland, I beg to call the

attention of the honest and unsophisticated reader.

Indeed I suspect that the leaders of those spiritual

renovators, who sometimes transform Lords into

Fools, and Fools into Sages, are not so hostile to

authority, nor so friendly to the exercise of private
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judgment, as they prete^id. A\ hen lliey issue

their marching orders to a regiment of Bibles, to

reinforce the garrison of a particular town, the

march is preceded and followed by a numerous

rabble of irregulars, composed of handbills—news-

paper squibs—speeches revised and reported

—

pious tracts—evangelical essays—serious reviews,

and more serious magazines, in all which popery

and its priesthood are described as the most abo-

minable of all possible abominations, and clothed

with the choicest attributes of hell and Satan,

while the members of the holy alliance of prose-

lyting fanatics, are held out as ministering angels,

descending from heaven, on missions of mercy.

These are dropped on the roads, scattered in the

fields, given to good chWdren, read in stage coaches,

forgotten at public houses, and other places of

popular resort. Almost every spot, however se-

questered, bears on its bosom some printed

testimony of the virtues of the xai/its, and of the

*' flagitious impostures of the children of Auti-

christy What is this but an attempt to per-

suade the poor papists, that the proselyting folk

are endowed with all those eminent and estimable

qualities to which authority is naturally annexed
;

that, in the chair of authority, accordingly, they

ought to be placed, and the Uoman Catholic

priests thrust out of it, as impudent pretenders,

and delected impostors. Even when they do no

more than lament, in i)ileous strains, the ** gross
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superstition and deplorable ignorance" of the Ca-
tholics of Ireland, does not the very intensity of

the lamentation betray a secret wish, that they who
arc foremost in discovering such a " sad and

general falling off," should be deemed the most

enlightened,—who lament it so deeply, the most

benevolent,—who labour so incessantly to remedy

it, the most charitable of mankind ? Do they

not evidently aim at establishing their own autho-

rity on the ruins of that of the Catholic Priests,

for the purpose, let us charitably suppose, of

chasing away vice, superstition, and idolatry to the

banks of the Tiber ? But do not their eager aspi-

rations after authority for themselves, while they

labour to subvert that of others, show their full

conviction, in opposition to their own repeated

declarations, that it is a useful and necessary

mean of conveying and recommending truth,

though, like every other moral engine, liable to

abuse ?

If, by the influence of authority, they could

once gain admission to the good opinion of the poor

of Ireland, they would, by the very act, become

masters of their private judgment. A rich, influ-

ential, and learned body, who have the command
of the Press to an unlimited extent, whose acrents,

emissaries, and admirers, are every where on duty,

—if such a body could once command the esteem,

and staring veneration of the simple peasant, their
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favourite doctrine, or rather the dialect, or cant,

which is its constituted vehicle, would glide into

his head, more smoothly, though less perceptibly,

than their Bible into his hand. Such is the magic

effect of nice tracts, smooth address, and dexterous

innuendoes, judiciously administered, especially

when the preparation is enriched with significant

shrugs, and eyes gleaming with a mingled expres-

sion of wiliness and saintship. The new religious

impressions, should such be produced on his mind,

by these powerful stimuli, the poor peasant would

impute to the operation of the Bible on his private

judgment ; little suspecting, that his new opinions,

or rather the terms that express them, had been

adopted on the mere authority of Doctor Singer,

in opposition to that of Doctor Doyle. The only

act of his judgment, on the occasion, would be a

preference of the authority of the former, to that of

the latter, which alone would induce him to reject

the Bishop's interpretation of certain texts of

Scripture, and embrace that of the missionary.

Reasoning would be out of the question. Yet the

extraordinary excitation of his mind, its turbid

conceptions, and violent emotions, pardy produced,

perhaps, by a quarrel with his priest commanding

him to make restitution, and partly by his resolu-

tion of plunging into a new and untried system of

religious belief— this mental fermentation, com-

bined with the half-formed notions imbibed from

the missionaries, would pass with the poor crea-
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tuic for sound rcxsuiiiug—the result of tlic appli-

cation of liis own private judgment to the inter-

pretation of Scrij)tural texts ! He had been often cx-

liorted to think for himself, and judge for himself,

and would never suspect that they, who with such

real solemnity, and apparent sincerity, had recog-

nized the competence of his intellectual powers,

and enforced the vigorous exercise of them, would

slyly, secretly, and insidiously, infuse into his mind

the results of their own interpretation, and pass

them upon him fur his own discoveries.

The same methods, practised upon an igno-

rant Protestant, would bid, at least, equally fair

in producing a similar result. Let us suppose a

Roman Catholic Bible Society established in

France, with the consent of the Pope, and patro-

nised by a crowd of nobles and prelates, for the

purpose of circulating the principle of private

judgment, and Douay versions of the Bible with-

out note or comment, among the poor Protestants

of Ireland. The supposition, it is true, is a vio-

lent one ; but, let us admit it, for a moment, and

speculate on the probable result. Here, also, it

would be authority against authority— Doctor

Doyle and the Pope, at the head of all the zealots

and fanatics of their persuasion, circulating their

Bibles amono: the iofnorant Protestants, callinfj

upon them to think for themselves, and throw oft'

the degrading yoke of the Thirty-nine Articles.
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These Bibles would be issued in their " naked

purity"—" without note or comment," " unmixed

with the opinions of modern theologues." There

would, I say, be no note or comment annexed to

the text: this would be too honest a procecdin;^,

too glaringly at varience with their pretended

principle—the right of unassisted private judg-

ment. The turbulent and selfish principles of

man's nature, his pride, his presumption, his self-

love, his inordinate self-conceit, must be address-

ed and flattered. This would be done in myriads

of little desultory publications, exulting the suf-

ficiency of man's intellectual powers in their na-

tural state, unsophisticated by the pursuits of

human knowledge, or profane speculations. In

aid of these, would also issue from every popish

press, a swarm of little unfledged productions,

numerous as flocks of starlings, chirping out

smartish argument on every point of Protestant

doctrine, well adapted to the size of the under-

standings upon which they were intended to ope-

rate. My dear friends, one writer would say,

the fat parsons, and the bloated bishops, as your

Bibles will tell you, are blind leaders ; but do you

rise up, in the dignity of your nature, and sliow

them that you are not blind enough to be led.

With your Bibles in your hands, and your own

judgment in your heads, will you believe the

wicked absurdities they impose upon you. When
Christ himself tells you, " this is my body," and
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the blind •^aildes tell you it is not his body, but

something; else, which will you believe? To sup-

port their lie, they modestly call upon you to be-

lieve that the word is signifies represents. But if

so, would not Christ use the latter word in j)re-

fcrcnce to the former? Then his meaning could

not be mistaken ; and snrtly your own unsojjhis-

ticated judgment will tell you that he would not

lay a trap for the souls whom he came to save.

In another place, does he not say, "Unless ye cat

the flesh of the Son of Man, &c.," is this, too, to

be explained into something spiritual, by Protes-

tant logic, which wrests w ords from their mean-

ing, and makes Christ a quibbling sophist. But,

my dear friends, care not for what either Pro-

testant or Catholic tells you—read the Bible

—

attend to the plain meaning of the words, and

judge for yourselves; always suspect those who

advance, against the plain sense of Scripture, un-

der the banner of philosophy and logic. They

will tell you, that the same body cannot, at the

same time, be in different places. This is true

of tlie natural bodies with which you are ac-

quainted ; but the body of Christ, though human,

is united to the Deity ; can you tell -what capa-

bilities that conferred upon it, what disabilities it

removed ? What appears to us a contradiction

may not be so in reality. Such it may seem to

the purblind reason of man ; but give that reason

infinite expansion, and the contradiction may
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vanish. Where reason sees nothino: but incon-

gruity, the Deity may discover the most exact har-

mony. But erring man, as presumptuous as he

is bhnd, attempts to reduce the hidden things of

God to the level of his own feeble comprehen-

sion ; he makes his foolish objections, and his

futile distinctions, on subjects witli whose rela-

tions and natures he is utterly unacquainted ; he

talks of things above reason, and contrary to rea-

son, though the latter may be only contrary to his

reason, and not to the reason of that infinite in-

telligence who sees all their bearings, their rela-

tions, their connexions, and mutual dependencies.

Then, determined to make revelation bend to his

sytem, he allegorizes and mystifies it at will ; he

says that " body and blood" mean only spiritual

presence ; and fortifies his ratiocination with pro-

fane, and unsavoury jests, about chewing, swal-

lowing, and digesting God ; while those jesting

impieties arc really directed at the obvious mean-

ing, and express words of your Bible. Finally,

having, by a logical process, stripped the plain

words of Scripture of their plain meaning, and

fastened on them a far-fetched sense of his own,

lie triumphantly exclaims that the popish doctrine

of Transubstantiation is anti-scriptural, impious,

and idolatrous. What is too scriptural for his

taste, he always pronounces to be anti-scriptural,

adding as many other abusive epithets as his me-

mory can furnish.
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This is a sufHcient specimen of the mode and

spirit in wliith a grand Bihle Association of

Roman Catholics, througli tliiir numerous agents,

emissaries, and anonymous scribblers, might ad-

dress a Protestant peasantry, on every contro-

verted point of" doctrine. And if such addresses,

however deficient in sound argument, should be

seconded by an imposing appearance of worldly

grandeur, elevated rank, literary fame, and high

j)rctcnsions to religious purity, who will say that

the faith of our poor operatives and labourers

might not be shaken before the lapse of a (juar-

ter of a century? Repeated appeals, oral, and

printed, exhorting them to rely on their own un-

derstandings, and throw off the yoke of a bloated

and avaricious clergy, wallowing in wealth and

worldiness, would excite attention. The Word of

God, in its uncontaminated purity, which can

make them wise unto salvation, and whose savins:

truths, preached originally to the poor, are pecu-

liarly suited to their capacity, '' the utmost per-

spicuity being essential to a divine revelation,"

—

this Word of God tendered in the spirit or pro-

fession of disinterested charity, by the good and

great, the learned and pious, the princes and no-

bles of the Catholic world— the Bible without note

or comment ; but with the important and flatter-

ing appendage of the all sufliciency of private

judgment, circulated by those to whom it was ori-

ginally given, and who clung to it through the
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fires of persecution, and the darkness of barba-

rism—the Bible first given to Cathohcs, handed

down, by Cathohcs, among poor benighted Pro-

testants (for such they would be styled) would, it

is more than probable, make a deep impression

in favour of Catholic principles.

But all this would be effected by tickling men's

pride, by extolling their judgment, by little plau"

sibilities of speech undeserving of the name of

argument, by judicious sprinklings of invective,

but chiefly by authority, the most cogent of all

arguments in the mind of the peasant, because

the only one he can fully comprehend.

The Roman Catholic Church claims an au-

thority conferred by Christ himself, in the express

words of Scripture, and transmitted through an

uninterrupted succession of ministers. She holds

lierself forth as the infallible and divinely autho-

rized interpreter of Scripture. How flattering to

the pride of a Protestant operative, that such a

Church should seem to delegate, to him, her full

powers of interpretation, when, in giving him

the Bible, she would say, " take, read, and judge

for yourself; God has given you understanding;

employ it in his service hy unfolding the myste-

ries of his Word." What unfurnished head of

labourer or mechanic could resist an invitation so

seemingly fair, so seductive, yet so really trca-
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chcrous ? Ail llie peculiar doctrines of popery

would gradually find their way to bis mind,

through a thousand channels, and, in reading the

Bible, he would find the supremacy of Saint

Peter, the real cori)oral presence, the invocation

of Mary full of grace, inscribed on every page,

they would fasten on his imagination, and become

identified with his convictions.

In Ireland our Church would enter into a pro-

selyting contest with the Church of Rome, under

manifest disadvantage. The spiritual authority of

a Christian Church, which she claims in her Arti-

cles, has been but faintly and indistinctly urged,

for more than a century; some of her own children

from the beginning have opposed it in deed, if

not in word ; the Protestant dissenters laugh at it;

ct tu Brute! even the Church members of the

Bible Society, poniard in hand, have aimed a

deadly blow at this spiritual authority, by re-

belliously proclaiming that "the right of reading

the Bible implies in every reader, or hearer, how-

ever ignorant, the right, and duty, of interpret-

ing it,"— a principle so pregnant with absurdity,

so repugnant to analogy, so much at variance with

every maxim tending to preserve an unity of belief

and practice among Christians, so hostile in its

tendency to domestic harmony, and the peace and

order of society, that future generations will ex-

claim, that in the nineteenth century, a new Babel
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had arisen built of Bibles, instead of brick, and

cemented with pious fraud, instead of bitumen.

Feeble and vacillating, stripped of spiritual au-

thority, and destitute of all influence except tliat

invidious kind which she derives from her tem-

poralities, and the support of the Civil Magistrate,

any attempt on the part of the Church to pro-

selyte the Roman Catholics of Ireland, must be

desperate. She is restrained by her Articles from

adopting the proselyting machinery of the Bible

Society, namely the orniiiputence of private judg-

ment operating on a Bible without note or com-

ment. The i3ible Society, however, with its other

missionary associates, have entered the field of

controversy, under more favourable auspices, but,

with no other effect than that of disturbing public

tranquillity, and drawing into public notice the

talents of many of the Catholic Priests, the skil-

ful exertions of their spiritual authority, and the

mutual attachment of the clergy and laity ce-

mented by an identity of religious conviction and

temporal interest, but, still more, by that sacred

feeling, kindled in Irish hearts, by a community

of suffering in the cause of God, endured for ages

with the constancy of martyrs. To extinguish

these talents, these attachments, tiicse convic-

tions, these exalted feelings, in the present state

of Ireland is utterly impossible. The Bible So-

cieties may as well attempt to subdue the storm by

hrcathinir aoiainst it. Indeed a little political sa-

F
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gacity, and knowledge of the world, would be art

useful acciuirenient for a Proscli/ting Association,

who do not j)rLten(i to work mirmlcs.

But deplorably deficient, in these (jualitics,

are the ghostly speculators, licensed, indeed, to

trade in authorized versions of the Bible, but cir-

culating the crudities of uncjualiiicd private judg-

ment -without leave or license. They can, it is

true, fascinate susceptible females with pathetic

tales, spiritual declamation, and misapplied or

irrelevant quotations from the Bible. Assisted by

his lady, and practising on his simplicity, they

can sometimes persuade a country Nimrod that

every papist on his estate is fairer game than

the fox in liis covers;—that it would be a nobler

exploit to wrest his beads from the former, tlian

his brush from the latter ; that the substitution of

papist-hunting for fox-hunting, would effect a

great saving in hay, oats, and the wear and tear

of Imnters ; that it would be less dangerous to his

body, and if he performed his part with sufficient

vigour, infinitely more refreshing to his soul. In

many of the lesser arts of detraction and seduction,

also, they are sufficiently expert. They can ad-

dress the hopes, fears, and touch of an indigent

caitiff. They can,—when they see a poor papist

worshipping his God, with heart and hand, sub

Jove pluvioy at the door of an overflowing chapel,

— him, they can, without scruple, brand with the
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opprobrious name of a wretched craw-thuinper,

forgetful of the penitent pubHcan, who smote on

his breast, and said " God be merciful to me a

sinner." Yet, all their arts have failed to make

any sensible impression on the great mass of

popery ; though, in some instances, they have

succeeded in catching a hungry knave with a gild-

ed bait. But of national character, the ingredients

that compose it, and the various circumstances

by which it is moulded, they know nothing: or

they must have known, that a Bible translated by

enemies, authorized by persecutors, and proffered

by the indefatigable revilers of their creed, would

be in little request among Irish Catholics. An
Irish peasant would sooner trust to his oak stick,

in an encounter with Satan, than to the celestial

panoply of the Bible Society. This institution

exhibiting, among its members, so many enemies

to the riglils, and consequent welfare of Catholics,

is regarded, witli peculiar distrust, through all

their various classes. If the authorized version

and private judgment were good tilings, they con-

ceive that Lord Liverpool, Lord Bexlcy, Lord

Lorton, Lord Rodcn, &c. &c. would impose re-

strictions on their circulation, instead of promoting

it by premiums and bounties. When the Society

offer the peasant one of their l^iblcs, and tell him

it is the bread of life, the latter sometimes thanks

their Honors for their present and information, but

takes care to exchange //rvV bread of life lor lri>li

F 2
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ofptn vita, in the next dram-<?hop. Such is the

case when the gift is received, but the usual way

is to reject the gift, and execrate the giver.

It must, however, be acknowledged that the

capital and industry of this great company of

commercial thcologists, is by no means unpro-

ductive. It has yielded an ample return of furious

passions, and vindictive feelings, from the whole

Catholic body. In this manner, it has produced

more sin, and wickedness, in a single year, amidst

a population of many millions, than will be coun-

terbalanced by all the good it can effect in a

century, from Spitzbergen to Cape Horn, and

from California to China. For the extent of its

demoralizing effects, in Ireland, I appeal to every

impartial observer acquainted with the country,

and the proceedings of the Holy Alliance, of

Bible Societies, Missionary Associations, and Edu-

cation Companies, for the last few years. They

have, indeed, with their eyes open, incurred an

awful responsibility. In labouring to transform

Papists into Protestants, they have converted men
into demons. Nor is this transformation confined

to Roman Catholics. Every grain of acerbity,

which had previously dropped into the heart of

an intolerant Protestant, shoots under their cul-

ture, into rank luxuriance. Religious rancour,

gloomy suspicion, and bitter maUgnity, are every

where the fruits of their mission.
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From my soul I pity the hard lot of my beloved

countrymen, and Christian brethren, the Roman

Catholics of Ireland. Their righteous claims, as

men and citizens, are ungraciously rejected, though

nearly all the great proprietors of the soil, all of

every sect who are really generous, disinterested,

and truly enlightened, join the prayer of their

petition. Tiieir religion, so ancient, so venerable,

and, in their estimation, so apostolic, so eminently

Christian, is damned by every orange reprobate,

and denounced, as unholy, by every sturdy saint,

and deep-toned missionary. I pity also the delu-

sion, the selfishness, the insincerity, and the flinty

hearts of their tormentors. The laborious culti-

vators of the soil are loaded with every oppro-

brious epithet by many of those who consume its

fruits. A great Christian community are repro-

bated because they hold, that, in addition to the

bloody scene on Mount Calvary, Christ, in his

boundless compassion, condescends to be sacri-

ficed every day, by the hands of his ministers, for

u guilty and perishing race. The believers of this

doctrine are stigmatized as idolaters, because, by

the evidence of faith, tliey discover, \\\ the visible

elements, the real and corporal presence of an

unseen Saviour, and worship accordingly. Thus,

because they, every day, worship Christ in the

consecrated elements, they are called idolaters,

—

because tliey arc, perhaps, ultra-cliristian, they are

slionmti/cd as anti-christiiui.o
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T\u:\r \c^i\\n<r trailuccrs are the udvocutes of

uiiliiuitcd privntc judi^^inent ;
yet this obnoxious

doctrine of Transubstantiation is founded on Scrip-

ture—on various texts, in various parts of Scrip-

ture, as interpreted by u great majority of the

Christian world—a doctrine to whicli Henry the

J^ij^^lith in his fury tenaciously adiiercd, whicli

Luther, and many other of the leadinf^ Rcl<)rmers,

could scarcely prevail on themselves to renounce.

Hut what a wonderful being is the clerical haw-

ker of unrestricted private judgment, and autho-

rized versions, without note or comment! lie

advises the poor inmate of a manufactory, who

derives his scanty morsel from the monotonous

labour of seventeen hours a day, to interpret the

Bible for himself, and derive his religious opinions

from it ; tiic opinions thus derived, the Bible So-

ciety apostle, it must be presumed, would respect,

be they ever so erroneous, as being honestly and

conscientiously adopted. But he shows no mercy

to the believers in Transubstantiation, though the

doctrine rests on Scriptural texts ; though it rest

not on a far-fetched meaning, but on a literal

interpretation of these texts ; and though the inter-

preter be not an ignorant peasant, but all the great,

and good, and learned of Catholic Christendom.

Yet, in opposition to his favourite principle, and

to all the kind and generous affections of human

nature, he denounces, as idolatrous, a doctrine
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resting on such a basis, and condemns, as devilish,

the public and /?nt;«^c judgment that entertain it.

But inconsistency seems to be an element as

congenial to the nature of a modern Missionary,

as salt-water to the gudgeon of the deep. The

whole life of a clerical Bible Society Church-man

is a continued series of inconsistencies. lie first

sets out with subscribing the Thirty-nine Articles;

that is, he adopts the interpretation of the Church

on all the points of Christian belief; then he joins

the Bible Society, and adopts the principle of

private judgment in its utmost latitude, which

substitutes its own interpretation for diat of the

Church : then he ascends the pulpit, and, having

before his eyes the fear of losing his tithes, or of

obstructing his promotion, he extols the admirable

provision made by his " pure apostolic Church,"

for the instruction of the faithful, in all the doc-

trines of Christianity. The next day he mounts

the rostra of the Bible Society, cautions his dear

friends to beware of false teachers, and bring

every doctrine to the test of Scripture intcrprcta-

ted by the unsophisticated reason of each indi-

vidual ; then he adjourns to dinner with his spiri-

tual associates, and talks, widi temperate rapture,

to his assembled brethren, of the consistency of

his conduct.

The morality of these genUcmen i> not always
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rigid ; it frequently bends in pentle adaptation

to circumstances. Let a sinirle instance suflicc.

One of their practical doctrines is, that a man is

not answerable, in one capacity, for acts done

in another. Accordin<^]y in his ministerial ca-

pacity, he preaches the doctrine of the Churcli

;

but in his other capacity of being a good member

of the liible Society, lie vehemently inculcates

the disorganizing principle that aims at its subver-

sion. Thus the minister of the Gospel is per-

fecUy consistent with himself; the Hible Society

orator is equally consistent ; but the orator and

the minister are still the same man, therefore this

man is perfectly consistent with himself. This

reminds me of that ancient sage "who thought he

had two souls, one virtuous, the other wicked.

Or rather it reminds me of Doctor Singer, who at

a great meeting had been disclaiming all prose-

lyting views for the Bible Society, (a disclaimer,

by the way, which nobody believes ;) but a Catholic

speaker having stated, in reply, that two Secreta-

ries of that venerable body had, in their way to a

Bible Meeting held in Carlow, scattered about

many Anti-Catholic Tracts; finding thai the fact

was notorious, the Doctor pleaded, in their de-

fence, that they scattered the Tracts not in their

character of Bible Society-men, but in quite a

distinct capacity ; for that, like other individuals

of that body, they were also members of certain

proselyting Associations. This doctrine of the
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double capacity has the merit of a very exten-

sive application in the affairs of life. It is the

doctrine of him who, when detected in shccp-

stealing, justified himself by alleging that he

detested the theft, in his capacity of an honest

man ; but loved it, in his heart, in his capa-

city of a father anxious to provide food for his

famishing ciiildrcn. It may be bad taste, or it

may be stupidity, but I dislike this modern
" double doctrine " less when produced as a plea

by the poor sheep-stealer, than when advanced by

the learned Doctor, in justification of the Reverend

Secretaries. The Kildare-street Association, and

all ihc Missionary and Education Clubs zealously

co-operate with the Bible Society, in this work of

mischief and demoralization. Indeed, whatever

may be pretended, the latter are, in strict truth,

mere modifications of the former. Tlie great

principle of all is the same—the right and duty

of unlimited private judgment. In all, the mem-
bers are generally the same individuals,—the

same are their watch-words,—the same their

spiritual and imitating cant, viz.,
—" famine of the

Word of God"—"poor benighted papists"

—

*' priest-ridden creatures, wlio submit to be whip-

ped and spurred by their merciless riders," i^c.
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CHAPTER IV.

lAliiidtlnn Societies.— Xdlitrdlli/ and justli/ oifjutsitl bif

the Priests.^- A Fact in illnstrdtiort.— Consistent

Conduct nf the Society of Friends.— Irish ProteS'

tnuts (ill (Quakers in one respect.

The Education Clubs evidently grew out of the

Bible Society, and undertook to supply its de-

ficiencies. The latter otlcred only Jiibles and

private judgment ; these were both refused. Then,

to smooth the way for both, the Kildare-strcet

Club stepped forth, with the alluring bribe of gra-

tuitous education for the poor. Panting for that

celebrity, which the honourable mention of his

name, by a Kildare-strcet orator, confers, a country

s^iuire, or his lady, erects a school-house, which

is soon supplied with a rich assortment of Bibles

from the next depository. Then addressing the

peasant, on his estate,—" Pat, (he says,) education

is a fine thing, there is no doing without it in

these times, so you must send your children to

my school." " But, your Honour, the priest says,

that if they go there, they must be reading and

intcrprctating the Bible out of their own heads,

and, troth, bad i)ilc?y?'c(alors ihcy are." "That is

the very reason you ought to send them ; they

will learn to read, that is what you want; and

you need not be afraid of the Bible ; they will
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understand little or nothing of it at their age, the

eldest being little more than sixteen." [Here the

squire inadvertendy speaks truth, while meaning

to deceive.] " Why the priest, your Honour, says

it might be very bad for them to read the Bible

without help." " What, you villain, does the priest

say there is any thing bad in the Bible ?" " Troth,

he says no such thing ; he says there is nothing

in the Bible but what is good ; but, along with

that, he says, that the devil and private judgment

have turned the good of it into bad a hundred

thousand times, and will do so again; and God
forbid my childcr should have any hand in that."

Here, the squire, unprepared to meet Pat's argu-

ment, without fresh instructions from Kildare-

strcet, practises a new evolution, " and, Pat, (says

he,) do you think your cabin and potato-garden

worth the rent you pay for them ?" " Why, I thank

God and your Honour, I am not worse ofl' than

my neighbours." " Well then, I was just thinking

of letting you have them next year again at the

same rent." " Oh ! God bless your Honour, and

lier ladyship's Honour, where can we find the like

of " '' But mind, Pat, you must send the boys

to the school, and the girls too ; I tell you they

will be able to make nothing of the Bible good

or bad ; so make yourself easy about that." Of

the drift of this proposal, Pat is well aware ; in

general he rejects it, and is ejected. Sometime.^,

however, he gives a reluctant consent, for which
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he indemnifies liimscll by co-operating, with llio

jjiicst, in infiisin<j^ into tljc hreasLs of the youiii;

students, at llicir rttiirn Irom scliool, a pious

horror of every thing Protcbtant, except—the

Constitution.

The term Prokstant Constitution is styled, by

tlic ])ricst, a misnomer of Lord J-lldon, or a blun-

der of Sir llarcuurt Lees, adopted by Lord Liver-

pool. For this Constitution lie expresses the

deepest veneration, precisely because it is iiot

IVotestant. He assures the boys that it is Catholic,

from head to foot : that it sprung from Catholic

parents, was nurtured by Catholic guardians, that

for ages of glory it produced Catholic monarchs,

and protected a Catholic people ; that it was be-

trayed at last by lust, avarice, and violence, into

the hands of heretics, who, year after year, have

been plun*j:ing their daggers into its vitals, and

disfiguring its fair form. That several Protestants,

of higli talents and station, lamenting this hard

treatment, have endeavoured, from time to time,

to bind up its wounds, and infuse a portion of

pure blood :«nto its veins, but that their patriotic

views have been always resisted by the vermin

engendered in the corruption of its sores. Yet,

exclaims the priest, with rising fervour, apostro-

phizing the Constitution, under another image,

with tlie license of Irish fancy, " I love thee

*' venerable but neglected edifice, though the
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" winds of heaven whistle through thy roof, and

" the moping bird of night nestle on thy batde-

" ments. Yes, thou great memorial of mitred

" prelates, and crested chiefs, of all that once

" was brave and pious, I love thee much ; and

*' long to be admitted, with my poor flock, within

" thy mouldering precincts." Then lowering his

tone, he presumes to assert in plain prose, that

Protestants have, repeatedly, and deeply, injured

our invaluable Constitution, while to them it

owes little or no improvement, except the Habeas

Corpus Act, and, that even this was nothing more

than a revival of rights enjoyed in ancient times

by Catholic England. Whether this rhapsody be

true, in the whole, or only in part, every reader

must decide for himself. I attempt only to record

the substance and spirit of what I know to be

passing about me. But all this is merely an epi-

sode, in a theological dissertation, in which Pro-

testant errors, Protestant injustice, and Protestant

cruelties are detailed, with a zeal that would do

credit to the Rev. Robert Daly, " speaking the

truth in charity," to prove Mr. O'Connell an ido-

later. The detail might be offensive to Protestant

cars. Suflice to say, that the loves of Ilcnry the

Eighth, the Christian compliances of Cranmcr, the

virgin purity of Elizabeth, the dialogues of Luther

and Satan, and the evidence of Doctor MaGfec

before the Parliamentary Committees, sparkle,

like gems, in every part of the narrative.
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Those powerful uutiscplics are repcatudly

adniinistcrcd, l>ut, to avoid nausea, in small quan-

tities, till the catechumens, in the opinion of the

priest, arc sufliciently fortified a<^ainst the foid

hroath and spiritual leprosy of the Kildare-slrect

Association. I-lvery cabin, in tltc country, is the

seat of this vast reaction ; l)ut these, especially,

uhose young innjates resort to the newly erected

Hible seminaries of education. Such are the

ellects of exclusion obstinately maintained, and,

still more, of proselyting speculations :—a whole

nation, goaded almost to madness, and contending,

])rn (wisct focis, against a presumptuous, self-com-

missioned, confederacy of blind fanatics, whose

i'aculties, absorbed in their visionary projects, are

incapable of perceiving the mischief they are pro-

ducing. Will the Government, like the Church,

still passively look on, while these men are quoting

Scripture, and scattering fire-brands? In many
counties of Ireland, the breath of public indigna-

tion has, at the late elections, blasted the Orange

interest, and left its astonished champions nothing

but the spiritual consolation of their brethren of

the Bible Society andKildare-street Associations

—

a consolation which these venerable bodies ou<rht

to deal out largely, as they were mainly instru-

mental in exciting the reaction which discomfited

the friends of exclusion.

Does this yield no matter of serious reflection
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to the British poHtician ? And is it nothing that

tithes are cried down more loudly than ever, by

Irish Protestants, as an intolerable grievance ?

—

The Society of Friends, indeed, from honest scru-

ples of conscience, always resist the payment of

tithes, till compelled by stern necessity in the

shape of a Vicar General, or two justices ; and,

on their principles, they are perfectly right and

consistent. Why should a man who believes that

Christ appointed no order of public teachers, but

who relies solely on his own private judgment and

divine illumination, pay the tenth, or any part

of the produce of his farm, to a preacher of the

Thirty-nine Articles which would fetter his judg-

ment and extinfTuish his illumination ? lie is noo
friend to the made dishes and spiritual refine-

ments of Church cookery. He sits down to the

pure uncommentcd Bible spread before him, and,

with the spectacles of his private judgment, closely

examines its good things by the steady light of

that lamp that burns within him. He naturally

and justly concludes, that a man who pretends to

teach others, who have Bibles, private judgment,

and assurances of divine aid, as well as himself,

must be not only a lover of filthy lucre, but guilty

of the sin against the Holy Ghost.

Now this is all extremely fair, honest, and con-

sistent. Indeed I highly esteem the Society of

Friends, not only for their general integrity and

I
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unaj?suming simplicity, hut for the undcviating con-

sistency of their conduct. Hut ever}' Protestant far-

mer in Ireland is now a (|uakLr in the artic K; of tithes,

with tliis dillcrencc, that he docs n(U always put

oil the payment till his beast or furniture is seized

on. Not that every such farmer has been already

converted to the principle of private judgment,

but that, as he well knows, many of his clcr<^y are

dealers in that commodity ; and therefore he won-

ders why men, who can claim no right to direct

his judgment, are not ashamed to claim a right to

the produce of his hind. He frequently remarks

to his neighbours that an immense revenue, ex-

tracted from the labour of a people already groan-

ing under the weight of parliamentary taxation, is

too great a remuneration for a clergy, who, by

referring the people to the exercise of their own

judgment, virtually disclaim all authority to instruct

them in the principles of the Christian religion.

—

In his opinion, if a man ought to derive his reli-

gion from the Bible, as interpreted by himself, he

has also a rifjht to administer the sacrament to

himself, to make a liturgy for himself, and write

sermons for his own use. The Church reading-

desk and pulpit would, of course, become useless;

or at best, a good sermon from a smooth-tongued

clerical orator, like an elegant desert after a sub-

stantial dinner, would be but a mere luxury which

may be well dispensed with ; while a bad sermon
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would be too severe an infliction on an enliglilened

congregation.

Such is the subject <?f many a conversation

among Protestants of the green isle, cordially

assented to by the Roman Catholics,—a circum-

stance meritine: the serious consideration of those

who think that a Church Establishment is a neces-

sary appendage to the State, or who are convinced

with me that authorized teachers are essential to a

Christian community, or, lastly, who arc persuaded

that a perseverance in political restrictions, no

longer wise, and in fanatical speculations always

foolish, will, on the first fair opportunity, ctrtuinlii

lead to dreadful convulsion, j)robahlij to the dis-

memberment, and posiiO/j/ to the subversion of

an empire.

CHAPTER V.

Cry atjdiiist Popery.— //.s Meaning: «//</ Policy.—/lir-

fnlly opposed to the Morality of the Gospel,— To-

leration.— Popery as it is, and as it is not. —Many
of its Observances entitled to much Indnlijcnce.—

The Pope — Unfounded Alarms.

In Ireland nothing is left unsuid, or undone,

to throw ridicule and discredit on the doctrine

and ritual of Rome. Argument, sometimes

r.
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fioiind, often fallacious, is unsparingly used.—

^

Trutli, when it can bo found, iui<l suits the pur-

pose, is ean^erly called in. Hut tlie en<^iue prin-

cipally employed, is lalschood in its various forms

— falsification of history, distortion of facts, sup-

pression of concomitant circumstances, imputa-

tion of evil motives in opposition to probability,

or experience. Add to these the cruel and hor-

rible insinuation so broadly, and frcfjucutlif

thrown out, that oaths cannot bind the con-

science, nor honour influence the conduct of Ca-

tholics of any rank, when the supposed interest

of their religion is concerned. If this bad spirit

were confined to the members of our corporations,

whose ignorance, selfishness, and habits of animal

gratification might be pleaded in mitigation,—-

were it confined to the instruments of their extor-

tion,— to those numerous expectants, who press

forward to unmerited employment through cor-

poration connexion and intrigue,—were it con-

fined to those who profit by Grand Jury jobs.

Vestry abuses, the spirit of exclusion, and tlie

impoverishment of their neighbours ;— or, lastly,

were it confined to mere trading politicians, hot

in the pursuit of wealth, or place, and anxious only

to please those who can bestow both;— were it

confined to all, or any of this description, I would

not interfere, I would leave it to the castijration

of the ordinary press, to the disapprobation and

pity of every man of candour and sound feeling.
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They act a natural part ;—they are labouring in

their vocation ;—they find it profitable, and that

is all they aim at. When they raise the cry of

*' Protestant Constitution," does any one imagine

that the ideas annexed to these terms, flit, even

transiently, through their minds ? No ; by these

words they mean nothing more or less than this—

•

let Papists ever be a degraded cast, and the

drudges of the land ; but let them drudge for our

benefit, and not for their own. Let us have no

popish competitors in the job-market. Allow

them not to bid against us for the " fat things,"

which we have so long enjoyed, and know so well

how to use. A little pillage and peculation, de-

cently conducted, is the birth-right of every

staunch Protestant, and sound loyalist. Why rc-

.sign to popish aspirants such valuable rights, won

in many a well-fought field, by the "red right

hands" of our valiant forefathers.

To blame such men, or reason with them,

would be equally ridiculous. They have their

darling idol,— that, and that alone, they worshi]),

and from it they cannot be detached.

But the reformed Clergy—ihey ought to be

fit objects of expostulation. They may with pro-

priety be asked, why do you join in the cruel, sel-

fish, intolerant cry ; why echo the furious yell not

of bigotry, but of Manunon? Do you think that

C.2
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Catholic cinanci[)aliou would he dangerous to the

State? This is a consideration, wljitli on full con-

viction, may justify the hostility of the mere states-

man ; hut not that of the minister of the Gospel,

who ought to he governed, not by sordid views of

political expediency, hut hy the hi'_dicr and nobler

j)rincipK; worthy of the hero, the man of honour,

and the Christian—be just and fear not. Of the

controverted doctrines of the Gospel, the ablest

men entertain dillercut views : but no such dif-

ference of opinion exists among them, on its moral

precepts, though, from their brevity, they are sus-

ceptible sometimes of a more extended, sometimes

of a more limited application. Now, of the thou-

sands of moral precepts, contained in the Scrip-

tures, how few are there which do not imperatively

call upon you, directly or indirectly, with all the

force of which general propositions are suscepti-

ble, in their application to particular objects, to

renounce the exclusive system, and extend to your

fcllow-mcn of every religious persuasion, the full

benefits of the social compact. Take up your

Concordance ; look into it for the words humility,

meekness, mercy, love, justice, patience, charity,

neighbour, brother, creature, &c., and then refer

to your Bible for the passages at large ; read them

with tiie same conviction, that they are the Word

of God, with which you peruse the texts relating

to the Trinity, to reprobation, election, to the pre-

sence of Christ in the sacrament, and the like

;
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if ihcn, upon mature reflection, you still retain tlie

spirit of persecution, I shall only say you reject

half your Bible—you retain its mysteries, because

they are above your comprehension—you de-

spise its morality, because it teaches you only the

obvious and vulgar lesson of doing good.

To quote all the passages, earnestly and feel-

ingly recommending the honest disposition, the

Chrristian temper of mind, the disinterested and

benevolent feelings which would " render to

all their due,'' would be endless, and in citing

some, to the exclusion of the rest, the selection

would be difficult. Therefore I refer you again

to your Bible ; read it in the spirit of him who

gave his life for the Brethren, and your heart of

stone will relent. In explaining away some texts,

the sophist and the casuist will employ their arts

of deception, but the spirit of the whole, to him

who is really convinced of the authenticity of the

book, must be irresistible. The Roman Catholic

is your fellow-subject— give him the full benefit of

the relation ; he is your fellow-creature— relieve

him; he is your neighbour—cherish him ; he is

your brother—love him ; he is a candidate for a

happy immortality as well as yourself—oh ! do

not blight his prospects, or your own, by nourish-

ing in your bosom, or in his, the hellish pas-

sions of hatred and discord. Vour system

even violates the great duty of common honesty.
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It draws u line of separation between ProtcstanW

and Roman Catholics, which greatly obstructs

their mutual intercourse. Hence, the practice of

the Catholic physician, surgeon, lawyer, apothe-

cary, &c., is almost confined to those of his own

persuasion, who arc less able to reward his pro-

fessional exertions. The liberal fees, which he

might otherwise receive from his Protestant

neigiibours, arc intercepted by their prejudices.

Tims he is robbed by anticipation. But you

foment tiie prejudice which withholds the cmploy-

nient, and the remuneration : therefore you are

an accomplice in the robbery. This may not be

dishonest, in the " private judgment" of a com-

mon labourer, or even of a genteel swindler, but

you are, I hope, too good a moralist to attempt its

justification, unless, from a conscientious disre-

gard of works, you are disposed to expunge honesty

from the catalogue of duties, and say with Pierre,

*' 'tis a ragged virtue, no more on't."

Discard then the odious and insidious cant

of Toleration, by which you attempt to palliate

your injustice. It is an ungracious permission to

exercise a riglit, which, it would be rebellion

against God to renounce. What ! give a man

permission to worship God according to the dic-

tates of that conscience which he has implanted

in his breast ! Allow him, indeed, to offer his

tribute of prayer and praise to the Author of his

being, in conformity to that doctrine, and those
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forms, which the instructors of liisi youth, the ad-

visers of his manhood, and his own habits of

thought have engraven on his lieart, and inter-

woven with his nature !

What a bold assumption of authority is this,

iin the part of a creature whose understanding is

a spark, who entered into hfe as if but yesterday,

whose existence is ahnost ephemeral, whose heart

is so often torn with anguish, and every joint in

his frame liable to its peculiar ailments ! You have

as good a right to grant your fellow-creature your

gracious permission to breathe the air of heaven,

as to worship its God. If you have a right to

grant cither as a boon, you have a right to refuse

or retract it. Toleration presumes to grant, as a

favour, what it would be impiety to withhold,

claiming, at the same time, a right to revoke the

grant at will,—a claim which nature refuses to

sanction, and at which humanity shudders. While

it yields to tender consciences its gracious per-

mission to hold communion with their God, it

Lems them in, on every side, with powerful temp-

tations. It tells them they must lay their account

with forfeiting the favour of the rulers of the

land, and the patronage of the great—with see-

ing the the gates of preferment and ofUce barred

against them, the road to wealth and influence

broken up,— that they nmst ex])ect to be, more

or less, degraded m llie social scale,— and en-
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fountcr too often for their peace, tlic li;ui<;lity

hnnv, and contemptuous air of the ruling faction.

What a preparation for heaven is this, if borne

willi resignation; if not, wliat an engine of dis-

content ;—wluit a net for immeshing souls, and

peoplinp: hell ! Vet our boasted liberty of con-

science is nothing but this hypocritical, mutilated,

trammelled thing, called Toleration, though it is

ilic tlicme of every interested retailer of coramori-

place declamation.

Thus a Doctor of Divinity, highly beneficed,

concluded his speech at a late Bible Society Meet-

ing, with the imposing declaration, that, " he

conceived liberty of conscience to be one of the

briglitest jewels in our happy and glorious Con-

stitution." Immediately fans fluttered, and a soft

and sweet buzz of approbation from the ladies,

who are always fond of jewels and finery, greet-

ed the Doctor as he resumed his seat. He was

applauded, also, by a few gentlemen who arc

not in the habit of distinguishing real jewels from

glittering paste ; who never inquire whether a

sentiment be true, but whether it be fashionable.

Yet this brightest of jewels, or rather this tarnish-

ed bauble, is nothing more than the toleration

already described, which unwarrantably and wick-

edly alU'cts to unfetter the mind, while it leaves

the body still loaded with some galling links of

persecution's chain. Vet the Doctor is cnrap-
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turcd witli this " diamond of the first water."

However, it is but just to relieve the Constitution

from the learned Doctor's eulogy, and <,nve the

undivided praise of this extraordinary indulgence

to those enlightened Statesmen, who acting under

the authority of the Constitution, and violating

its spirit, have passed Acts of simple toleration,

to protect the liberty of the subject, and the in-

alienable rights of conscience. P^or this purpose

they still employ, under the modern name of To-

leration, the remorseless tyrant Persecution, whom,

however, in compliment to the age, they have

deprived of his stake and faggots, his gibbets and

ripping knives, his prisons, deportations, and pil-

lories, and limit his Christian exertions to the use

of tests, disqualifications, and other milder pro-

cesses, directed only against the fame and fortimes

of unfashionable worshippers.

Having thrown out these few hints, in tlic

way of expostulation with my Clerical Brethren,

I beg leave to invite my other Protestant fellow-

subjects, to take, witli me, a transient glance at

that old bugbear, which, for want of a worse

name, is styled Popi- uy, which has done so much
mischief in the Christian world, and is still dis-

turbing the repose of nervous ladies, wise mi-

nisters of state, and orthodox keepers of his

Majesty's conscience. Whoever is possessed by

this demon, or infected with this disease, is a
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bad subject, accordinp to Lord Livcrj)Ool ; a bad

Clirii)tiuii, according to the Bible Society ; no

Christian at all, according to the Archbishop of

Dublin ; half pacran, half Christian, according to

Sir Ilarcourt Lees ; while, among all Orangemen,

he is every thing that is unworthy of corporate

trust, or social intercourse. The Papist, doubt-

less, is a frightful animal, when viewed at a dis-

tance, through a medium of mist; but a closer

inspection will rectify the delusions of vision,

and exhibit a system of figure and features, not

strickingly ditierent from those of an ordinary

Protestant, who happens to be out of temper with

his cook for delaying his dinner. When our fears

are abated, by this discovery, we shall, on calm

investigation, find that various notions, perfor-

mances, and exhibitions, which formerly filled us

with terror, are readily inoffensive in their nature,

though, perhaps, somewhat whimsical. Many of

these were introduced into the Christian Church

in its brightest periods, and with the purest in-

tentions,—namely, to allure man from the altars

of paganism to those of Christ, by a gentle

accommodation to his prejudices ;— to obviate ill-

founded imputations cast on Christians by the

adversaries of the cross ;—to endeavour to make

religion visible, and tangible, and impress it on

the heart through the medium of the senses ;

—

to express the doctrines, and forms of Christian

worship, in terms borrowed from Jewish rites,
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to which they were analagous,—to attract the

admirers of the Pagan mysteries, by giving to the

service of the Church a corresponding air of

awful obscurity and reverential magnificence. The

reigning systems of philosophy had also some in-

fluence in forming and modifying the opinions and

practice of the early Christians ; for philosophers,

like ordinary mortals, must often be humoured in

order to be attracted. The forms, ceremonies,

and opinions, thus originated, were, in their nature,

necessarily liable to abuse ; while new conversions

were constantly augmenting their number.

But has not the Bible itself been abused, even

by Protestants who have had it by rote ? Is not

its religion abused, and every day perverted to

purposes of widely-spreading mischief? After the

death of the apostles, and their immediate dis-

ciples, the pious and innocent teachers of tliese

golden ages thought it their duty, in the absence

of miracles,now almost withdrawn from the Church,

to win men to the truth by humouring their pre-

judices. Tiiey thought it unwise to denounce all

inveterate habits, and usages; but sullering the

injioccnt part of the practice to continue, they

laboured to change its object. A sort of compro-

mise took place. Horrid rites, sensual abomina-

tions, and some innocent festivities were blended

togctlicr with the worship o{ a j)agan idol. The

uboniinutious were proscribed, the festivities le-
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laincd; but not in lionour of Venus, Bacchus, or

Daplinc, but of some departed saint whose life

\va.s a summary of the Christian virtues, or some

respected martyr "who greatly fell" in the cause

of truth, and clung to his cross in the midst of his

torture?. Even Irish records afl'ord some illus-

tration of this. When Ireland was pagan, various

fountains were periodically resorted to by the

worshippers ofsome aquatic or amphibious nymph

;

but the missionary priests, on their arrival, with

more piety than gallantry, ejected the nymph, and

j)ut John, or Mary, or Bartholcmcw in possession

of the limpid domain. Again, fires blazed, every

year, at midsummer, on the mountains and "high

places," in honour of Baal Tincah ; at last, the

Priests came, not to extinguish the fires (this

would have been too dangerous an enterprise) but

to bless them, and allowed the converts to make

merry on condition of throwing Baal into the

flames, instead of roasting their own children.

These terms were agreed to, and the fires burn,

to this day, to the great delight, if not edification

of our rustics. So that it is not improbable that

we Irish, now composed of Papists, with a light

sprinkling of Protestants to season the mass, would

be worshippers of Baal, at this day, had St. Patrick

and his priests relied on the Bible and private

judgment for our conversion.

For further illustration, which my limits do
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not permit mc even to attempt, I refer my Orange

reader to the Ecclesiastical History ot" Doctor

Moslieim, a celebrated Protestant divine, and

sincere lover of truth, in the pursuit of which,

however, he was not obstructed by any chari-

table weaknesses in favour of popery. By perusing

half the first volume of this elegant and instruc-

tive work, he could scarcely fail to discover cer-

tain important facts, which neither the Rev. Baro-

net, nor the proselyting Associations have thought

fit to disclose. Sir H*-, indeed, has told him that

the papists have borrowed largely from the pa-

gans ; but he forgot to inform him that Christ

borrowed baptism from the Jews, which, with

many other rites, the Jews borrowed from the

Heathen, and borrowed for the purpose of faci-

litating their conversion. Surely many obser-

vances are inditlerent in their nature, and derive

their importance from the use to which they are

applied, and the authority on which they rest.

Besides, we are not to condemn every thing merely

because it is pagan. Were there not some "honest

fellows" among the Heathen, who could relish a

good cha.se, a good dinner, and a bottle of wine

as pure and old as " Sneyd's eighteen hundred

and eleven?" Would the Rev. Baronet proscribe

the transports of the chase, and the pleasures of

the table, as heathenish ? Would he condemn

the "honest fellows" of our days to moderate

exercise, beef-stakes, and watcr-grucl ? Our Mis-
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sionarios, also, arc constantly assuring the papists

that part of their ( erLMnonial and service is pagan.

Moshcim tells ns the same, but tells us, also, that

these forms and usages were first admitted by

the most pious of men, for the best of purposes-

-

the conversion of idolaters, and the salvation of

souls. Jle tell ns, also, that this principle of ac-

commodation, to Heathen prejudices, was adoj>ted

??o early as the second century. Now, can it be

believed, that the Christians of that day, whose

piety was ardent, whose minds were hnmblc,

whose ail'cclions were chastened, and who re-

garded this life as only a passage to a better,

—

men whose grandsires conversed with the apos-

tles, transmitted their sayings to their children, and

cheered the faint-hearted in the rugged path ofduty,

by their animating examples,—can it be believed

that men whose faith was a rock, whose business ^ra8

charity, whose relaxation was prayer, and whose

ambition was heaven, could be weak or wicked

enough to graft cancerous branches on the tree of

Christ's planting '. No, the observances were inno-

cent, though afterwards abused, and unnecessarily

multiplied. But let us, in candour, ascribe these

subsequent abuses to human frailty, and ages of

darkness, and not indulge in virulent invective

against our fcUow-men, and fellow-Christians, who
think they cannot correct the abuse, without ex-

ploding the use, nor explode the use, without
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arraigning the piety or prudence of the primitive

Christians.

Let us never forget that the foundation of

almost all the observances of a pmrlj/ rtlif>;ioiai na-

ture, which distinguish Roman Catholics from Pro-

testants, was laid, according to the latter, so early

as the second or third century, while the former

extend their origin to the apostolic age itself.

—

The doctrinal and practical purity, which distin-

guished the professors of Christianity in these

primitive times, is attested by our historians, and

resounds from our pulpits
;
yet the observances

which they sanctioned, are the subject of the bit-

terest invective, not only in their multiplication and

abuse, but even in their very principle. Is this

consistent, is it generous, is it dignified ? Do I

recommend to Protestants the adoption of these

observances ? No ; if attempted to be imposed on

myself, I would resist it at the risk of life. Do I

claim for them unqualified approbation ? No, for

the observances themselves I claim only some

indulgence, for the sake of their founders ;—

I

claim litdc more than good-natured neglect, the

absence of virulent abuse, and the " charity of

silence." But for those who adiiered to them

for ages, whose conscience, neither the sword

of the con(iueror, the loss of rank, or the terrors

of execution, proscription, and poverty, could

seduce— for those who gave the amplest proof
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whicli men could give, tlmt thoy valued their

religion more than life, and whatever makes life

desirable,— for those I would claim more— I would

claim the plaudits of the man of honour, the gener-

ous pity of the Christian, and the favour of an

enlightened legislature. I would consign theo-

logical rancour to proselyting orators ; dread

of competition in the job market, to Orangemen
;

and apprehension of revolutionary movements, to

women and cowards. In early life, and in the

gallery of the Irish House of Commons (for Ire-

land had then a house of her own) I heard, with

strong emotion, a speech of the late William T.

Jones, an advocate of Catholic claims, in reply

to an exclusionalist, who apprehended all manner

of evils from concession. The truly lion. Member

after replying to the arguments of his apprehensive

opponent, affirmed, in a burst of manly feeling,

which extorted the applause of the most hardened

monopolists on the opposite benches "that were

he convinced that the worst apprehensions of his

adversary would be realized, and that the Catho-

lics would repay benefits received with ingratitude

and treachery, yet he would not be an advocate

for punishing future delinquency with present

disability ; he would first restore their just rights,

and then fight them over again at Aughrim."' If the

sentiment included in this honourable and manly

declaration had been always the mainspring of

political conduct, there would be litde fighting
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against open rebels by day, or Captain Rock by

night. Such policy would be as safe as it is

generous. But from the political discussion of

the question, I mean, as much as possible, to keep

aloof. It has been amply discussed by the ablest

men. To their reasoning I could add little or no-

thing, nor do I like the department of a mere com-

piler. I return therefore to my Orange friend and

his scruples of interest or conscience.

He takes it for granted, I suppose, that the

papist never says his prayers, nor has prayers to say

;

that he only listens and gazes on, while the priest

chants in Latin a mysterious something, halfcharm,

half prayer, and has himselfnothingtodoorsay, ex-

cept to wonder that so little is said or done. The

truth however is, that while the priest is thus em-

ployed, and well employed, for what the Orange-

man can prove to the contra?'i/, the congregation

are following him through various forms of prayer,

cither in good Irish, or the best English their

prayer-books afford. Certain also it is, what-

ever well-informed loyalists may assert, that

papists use our three Protestant creeds, namely,

the Apostles, the Nicene, the Adianasian, and

affirm that we borrowed all three from them, and

not they from us. Tliat this is true, I neither

aOirm nor deny ; for 1 detest controversy, would

cxtin([uisii it if jjossible, and in its pliirc rekindle

the lamp of charity, and feed it with the scnsibi-

H
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lilies of our nature, and the graces of the Christian

character. But will it be believed that papists

have the Lord's Prayer, offer it up as fervently as

vve do, and perhaps with as much effect ; that

they know, at least, as much of the ten command-

ments (for I must still keep clear of controversy)

as is fully suflicient to make them good subjects,

and excellent neighbours. If, then, our vigorous

Protestants admit these facts, how can they be-

lieve with the A. of Dublin, that the papists have

no religion, unless they also believe, as does

probably his Grace, that this doctrine and practice

are neutralized by the celibacy of their clergy, and

periodical starvation. This last charge, however,

the papists contend is a foul calumny, for that

there is as broad a distinction between starvation

and fasting, as between life and death.—They

also assert that fasting is firmly founded on Scrip'

ture ; that our Saviour, in his own person, has

given us a striking example of it, and described its

efficacy as most powerful, when combined with

prayer ; though he did not in express terms, enjoin

it on the faithful
;
probably, less corporate bodies

might be disgusted with Christianity itself, if

clogged with either abstinence or fasting. Then,

to soften the prejudices of the Alderman, they

humbly submit, that occasional abstinence enables

the practitioner to return to the groaning table with

improved digestive powers, increased sensibility of

palate, and energy of execution. But the hint is
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lost on the gourmand ; he hates the prescription

and the prescriber ; and Cathohcs are still excluded

from our corporations.

As to the celibacy of the priests, this is a

delicate subject ; and here also a good case is

made out, but not at all to the satisfaction of the

ladies or of the Established Clergy. The latter

think, that to make celibacy a ([ualification for holy

orders, is to push the principle of abstinence to a most

unconscionable lengtli, and a tacit reflection on

themselves who are as devoted to " wedded love"'

as the gayest of the laity. The ladies are highly

offended, calling it an unwarrantable exclusion of

their sex from the Churcli, and an impeachment

of the divine ordinance that made us male and

female. Being not at all disposed to enter the

lists against metaphysical or theological prize-

fighters of either sex, I can only state, briefly,

what the priests set down on the per contra side

of the account, namely, that a clergyman, who

adds a wife and family to the cure of the souls of

a whole parish, may more justly be cliarri^ed

with " divided allegiance" than the papist who

owes spiritual submission to the Pope, and tem-

poral obedience to his King. Tlie great rnul just

complaint of every preacher, in every pulpit, is

that temporal things maintain too strong a hold

on our alVcctions, while our sj)iritual concerns

hang so loosely upon u-^, that tlicy are disphu'cd

11 2
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by every passing breeze and sudden movement.

But tlie King and tlic State arc tlic sole giiaran-

tees, to the j)a|)ist, of llie good things oi this life,

and this only on condition of good behaviour : the

Pope can do lu) more than insure them the good

things of the next, on the same condition ; there-

fore, on tlie ])rin(iples of hun)an nature, it is easy

to see, in case of a rupture between the spiritual

and temporal powers, on which side the scale of

popish adherence would preponderate. Were

Leo XII., of a ([uerulous disposition, he might

indeed with some propriety complain of the

divided allegiance of the Catholics of Ireland,

because of its ine([uality, knowing that by far the

larger share of the divided article is reserved for

his Majesty King George the Fourth, while his

own remnant is so meagre, unsubstantial, and

intangible. On the same principle, according to

the papists, the heart of a married clergyman is

unequally divided between his family and his

parishioners, the former too often engrossing

almost the whole mass, with all its throbbing

sensibilities, while the latter seldom retain posses-

sion of more than the pcricordiuw. The ladies,

otTended by the apparent insensibility of the Ro-

mish priesthood to nuptial endearments, are re-

quested to turn their attention to the many well-

educated and highly-gifted Catholic females, who

voluntarily and deliberately embrace a single life,

which they devote, " without money and without
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price," to acts of unwearied beneficence, forming

the hearts and enlarging the minds of the poor

children of their own persuasion—a drudgery

which would become intolerable, if exalted piety

did not render it delightful. Yet many of these

self-devoted ladies are interesting and beautiful,

as well as accomplished, and could have readily

obtained husbands among the laity of their own

persuasion, were they not convinced that there is

a state of higher bliss than matrimony, though a

sacrament, can afford, for which they can prepare

with less interruption beyond the precincts of that

sacred institution.

But there is no tenet of the Church of

Rome that gives more offence to the Clergy of

the Established Church, than the claim of inftdli-

bility. Yet this means, I believe, no more than

that the representatives of their Clergy, assembled

in a general council, duly convened to declare the

opinion of the Church on a question involving

some important point of doctrine, are directed, in

their decision, by the Spirit of God, which they pre-

viously invoke. Is this, the Roman Catholics ask,

a fit subject of ridicule and reproach, on the part of

men who contend that themselves can do nothing

acceptable to Ciod without the divine aid? Or

do these favourites of heaven claim a monopoly

of spiritual, u.s the Orangemen demand, as their

due, the exclusive possesi>iou of temporal bless-
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ings? Arc the pretensions of every Protestant en-

thusiast to be achnitted, or not called in question
;

and is a ^^rcat deliberative assembly of Christians

to be scoffed at for maintaining, on Scriptural

grounds, that the Spirit of (jod directs their pro-

ceedings. Christ, tliey assert, " built his Church

on a rock," denoting its stability, and promised

that " the gates of hell should not prevail against

it:" on that rock it has stood, visible and immove-

able, to the present day
; yet the promise is vio-

lated, if the hellish brood of idolatry and error

have been permitted to issue from the gates of

hell, and force their way into the Christian sanc-

tuary. To establish the point, still more strongly,

various other texts are quoted, which I must omit,

as neither on this, or, indeed, on any other point,

does my space allow me to do more than throw

out a few hints.

But tlie Pope— that mighty fisherman ! that

formidable rival of British power and British

valour—that roaring lion of popery, who goes about

seeking what sleek Protestant he might devour

—

that dauntless knight of the golden crosier, at

whose dread name Sir Harcourt turns pale, Lord

Liverpool's caution takes die alarm, and the Chan-

cellor's doubts give place to awful convictions of

impending danger. How shall I approach this

representative of Gregory the Seventh, and other

triple-crowned sovereigns, of high renown and
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soaring ambition, whose royalties, instead of waifs

and sturgeons, were fertile islands, and newly dis-

covered continents,—who said to the earth, be still,

and to the sun, move thou for ever in the zodiac

—how shall I approach this exalted spiritual and

temporal potentate, who stamps on tlie ground,

and up start armed legions ; who said to Protes-

tant Britain, crush me my imperial foe, and down

sunk Napoleon like a fallen star ; and who may

hereafter say to O'Connell or Lord Killecn, slay

me that sultan of heresy, Sir Harcourt Lees, and

a consecrated rose shall reward the pious deed.

Who can adequately describe the lion of the

seven-hills, his mighty paw, his irresistible jaws

;

that universal monarch by whose j)crmissiou

Charles the Tenth wields the scepter of France,

and Ferdinand, that great antitype of Philip i\\fi

Second, terrifies the nations with the formidable

power of Spain,—who, every year, plucks a fresh

quill from the wing of the Austrian eagle—holds

Sardinia in bondage—extorts a white palfry from

Naples—compels the United States of America to

give unrestrained liberty of conscience to the

Papists of that vast continent—overawed England

into a similar concession to her Canadian sub-

jects,—whose dispensations and bulls, and ana-

themas fall with more fatal cfTect than Congrevc's

rockets—who subverts thrones, plants liis foot on

the necks of princes, electrifies our Commander-
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in-chief, fills tlic earth, ;ind perhaps the whole

solar system, with the terror of liis name !

But here, the exelusionist, delighted with the

above picture, and with the painter lor drawing

it, smilingly asks, are these, my good^sir, really

your ideas of the Pope? Indeed, sir, or madam,

they are not : I give them to the public as your

ideas, having collected them, by inevitable in-

ference, from your reasonings on tlie subject of

Catholic emancipation, and divided allegiance.

As for me, I am fully persuaded that the present

Pope is one of the most harmless old gentlemen

in Europe ; that sucli his successor mu^t be, and

that such have been his predecessors for a con-

siderable period. To ascertain the character of the

Popes of the present century, their power, their in-

fluence, their capabilities of good or evil, I do not

push my researches into the darkness of the mid-

dle ages, nor to the tempestuous period of the Re-

formation, when the influence of religion on men's

"minds, was inversely as the fury with which they

contended for it. I do not look for the character

of the present Pope in the mouldering records of

the twelfth century : nor can I persuade myself

that any of the successors of St. Peter, who lived

in our times, have sat for that picture of unprin-

cipled usurpation, and ruthless ambition, which,

in remote ages, had humbled, to the dust, impe-

]ial pride and power. But now, ambition beats
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as temperately in the breast of the Bishop of

Rome, as in that of the Archbishop of Canterbury.

Tlie most aspiring ambition, when all hopes of

gratification are withdrawn, flags, and subsides

into sullen contentment. A man never feels an

inordinate desire of flying in the air, because he

is destitute of wings; and the Popes of our day

are quite convinced that the means are wanting

which enabled many of their remote predecessors

" to shake one world with the thunders of the

other." Men arc no longer machines in the hands

of an aspiring priest. They can not be persuad-

ed that God would be served by violating his

commandments, and dissolving the bonds of so-

ciety. The laity are, every where, so enlightened,

that the influence of the clergy, when directed to

their oivn agi^randiscrTicnt, is almost extinguished :

that it may be kept alive, it must be exerted, not

for their own interest, but for that of their flocks.

In Ireland, especially, this is the case. Under the

Cortes of Spain the authority of the Pope was re-

duced as low as was consistent with his supre-

macy, and the wretched Ferdinand, that most

incurable of bigots, outstrips, in his blind zeal for

its restoration, even the Pope himself, whose

humanity and good sense refused to consent to the

re-establishment of the Inquisition. Butlhe indigna-

tion of his CatlioUc subjects would, long since, have

luulcd this popish tyrant from his, throne, were he

not upheld thereon by u foreign force, acting
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under tlic orders of legitinmry, in whose moral

code, savage cruelty, and inveterate bigotry, are

venial oirences, or vigorous virtues. What u

maturity of judgment, even in their infant state,

has been displayed by the Catholic republics

of South America ! How little are Bolivar, and

his compatriots disposed to become the tools

of papal usurpation. In France, if we search

for bigotry, we mu^t go to Court; there we

shall find it closeted with legitimacy, each en-

deavouring to advance its own selfish views by

supporting the other. In Ireland, we find the

Catholic prelates directing ecclesiastical mat-

ters, as they please—the Pope attending to their

remonstrances, adopting their views, and giving

completion to their wishes, by ratification in regu-

lar form, and the sanction of official signature.

In short, the Pope is nothing more than the mere

spiritual head of the Roman Catholic Church, and

its centre of union ; and, even in this capacity, his

authority is occasionally encroached on, some-

times by Protestant, but more frequently by Ca-

tholic princes. What an insult, then, to a mighty

monarch is the wretched cant of divided alle-

giance—allegiance parcelled out between the so-

vereign of the British empire, and a feeble eccle*

siastic, employed in fingering his rosary, weigh-

ing mortal sins, and consecrating Bishops nomi-

nated, or recommended, by those whom he dare

not refuse. Exclusionists ought to consider that
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to charge the papists with divided allegiance is

to affirm, in other words, that his Majesty holds

the affections of his Catholic subjects in joint

tenancy with, what Orangemen call, a drivelling

old papist, who, as suck, according to Mr. Wollf,

lives *' on vegetables and sour crout," in an unfa-

shionable old mansion, on the bank of a muddy

rivulet. Is this complimentary to the monarch ?

Is it the language of loyalty ?

CHAPTER VI.

Popular Objections.—Popery unchanged and un-

changeable.—Disregard of Oaths.—lixclusivc Sal-

vation.—Archbishop of Dublin.—A startling In-

ferencefrom his Grace's celebrated Antithesis.

tViiEN the restraints of conscience are removed,

nothing is easier than to call an honest man a

rogue, and to treat him accordingly, if injustice be

supported by power. To justify oppression, under

the pretence of promoting the cause of truth, it

is frequently and confidently asserted, that popery

is unchancred and unchanfjeablc. Hence it is in-

ferred, that the disabilities and sufferings of the

papist should be perpetual. If the above position

means that the doctrines of Christianity, as held

by Roman Catholics, are unchanged, I believe

the position is true ; and it does them credit. All
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our ablest divines, and among the rest, hia Grace

the Arclilji.slio|) of Casliel (Ur. Laurence) in Ins

late Visitation Charge, allow that all the essentials

of Christianity are preserved in the Roman Ca-

tholic Church. It is, therefore, no slight praise

to say tluit ihey still steadily adhere to these great

truths, and will always do so; that they are not

" tossed to and fro hy every wind of doctrine ;"

that they are not liable to those varieties, and

fluctuations of opinion, which have discredited

Protcstanism, and been so often lamented by its

best friends.* The Roman Catholics ought to be

highly gratified by this compliment; and thus,

among the Baalams of our day, as of old, the

lips which open to curse, pronounce a blessing.

But, if it be meant, that the same encroaching

spirit of frantic ambition, which animated eccle-

siastical tyrants in ages of darkness, when men's

faculties lay dormant, when credulity only was

broad awake, and ready to believe, that whatever

^vas given to the Church, was given to God ;

—

when Popes thought, or pretended to think, that

the aflairs of this world could not prosper without

their intervention,—that they were the delegates

of the Most High, and the instruments of his

providential administration;—if it be asserted that

such arc the claims of the Holy See, or the pre-

tensions of the Roman Catholic Church, or the

• See Appendix, No. 1.
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opinions of the Catholic laity of the present clay,

—the imputation is equally false, unprincipled,

and insidious. It is refuted by the daily practice

of every district in the Catholic world, by the acts

of independent States, whether republican, or

monarchical, by the solemn declarations of uni-

versities, canonists, and professors of divinity,

and by the oaths, either sworn, or tendered, of

the whole Catholic body. I do not envy the

casuist, or divine, who circulates Bibles without

note or comment, and resists such evidence as

this. I do not envy, but I am astonished at him.

I am astonished that he has imbibed so little of

the spirit of Christian morality, as to flatter him-

self that the pecuniary relief, which he dispenses

to a few famishing individuals, can atone for the

sentence of proscription grounded on false, frivo-

lous, or uncertain pretences, which he pronounces,

in the hardness of his heart, against the most

numerous community of Christian worshippers.

He cannot but know, in spite of his casuistry,

that by indulging in invective, and withholding

concession, he strikes at the character and pros-

perity of millions; that he obstructs their cliances

of promotion ; endeavours to exclude them from

the high road to wealth ; sends the pangs of dis-

appointment to prey like vultures on their hearts;

and consigns them to a state of hopeless degra-

dation, while he excites and intlames all the vin-

dictive and malevolent passions to which the
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Ijumuu frame is liable. What says the Biljlo to

this.' Lay your liaiul on your licart ; invoke the

Spirit of Him wlio died on the cross for the

" emancipation"orsinners, and answer the question.

To talk of papal dispensations, and disregard

of oaths, on the part of CathoHcs, must be the

cant of party spirit promoting its own selfisli

views, and not the language of conviction or

truth. Were an estimate to be made of tlie com-

parative credibihty of Protestants and Catliolics,

as suchy the decision, on the principles of common

sense, would be in favour of the latter. The

sanctity of an oath has been interposed between

the latter and the attainment of power, station,

rank, and the emoluments of office, and the bar-

rier has proved effectual. They passed tlirough

the ordeal, unsinged, and unsullied. In similar

circumstances, I hope the conduct of the Protes-

tants would be equally firm, and conscientious,

if put to the test. Here, however, we have only

hope in favour of the Protestants, but on the side

of Catholics we have certainty. The former

might sacrifice the world, and its seductions, to

their sense of the obligation of an oath, the lat-

ter, have actuallij done so, have been doing it

for ages, and are doing so still. But where was

the Pope, and his dispensing power, all this time ?

and why does he not, even now, as joint tenant

with his Majesty, look with pity on the privations
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of his Irish subjects, for such they must be, if

they yield him allegiance in the whole, or in part?

allegiance, in propriety of speech, with deference

to the premier, signifying the duty which a sub-

ject owes to his sovereign. But as it would be

extravagant and unjust, to charge the Protestant

body with a disregard of oaths, because, not

having been put to the test, they cannot appeal

to their conduct in refutation of the charge ; is it

not monstrous impudence and wickedness to

bring: against the Catholics a similar charofe,

which can be so easily repelled by the positive

evidence of facts, and the incontrovertible tes-

timony of successive generations ?

Oh ! but papists deny salvation to heretics,

and reserve it exclusively for themselves. Then
it seems they are exclusionists and monopolists,

as well as the Orangemen. This is a heavy charge,

and creditable to neither. If the papists affirm

that heaven is purely Catholic, and refuses ad-

mission to Protestants, the Orangemen swear that

the Constitution is Protestant, and will not receive

Catholics. But, as this language may be nothing

more than the expression of irritated feeling, on

both sides, it ought to be forgiven, if it terminate

in empty noise, and passionate ejaculation. But

the Orangeman evidently proceeds to overt acts

;

he not only says, to the Catholic, you are inad-

missible, but he labours hard to keep lum so ; he
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moves heaven ami carlli to perpetuate the dis-

<liKili(icatioii ; and liis etForts have been crowned

witli success. Thus, his design of injuring his

nciy^lihour is not only conceived, but expressed,

—

not only cxj)rcsscd, but carried into lull and cH'cc-

tive operation and action. Now, if it can be proved

that the Papist not only denies salvation to Pro-

testants, but strains every nerve, to keep the gates

of heaven barred against him,— that his eilorts

have been successful hitherto, and likely to be

so hereafter,— if these facts can be clearly esta-

blished, I would punish both parties— the papist,

by continuing his exclusion from the full benefits

of the Constitution, a few years longer ; and the

Orangeman, by appointing a commission of in-

quiry into corporate abuses; the commissioners to

consist entirely of liberal Protestants, to the exclu-

sion of Orangemen and Papists. But, 7i(m constat,

why the commission should not immediately issue

against the corporations; and in the mean time,

more evidence should be sought for, to prove that

the papists have .y/^ca'^.s/z/Z/j/ laboured to promote and

perpetuate the spiritual exclusion above-mention-

ed ; but in common justice, let them be deemed in-

nocent till their guilt be fully and fairly established.

If the charge mean no more than that they enter-

tain a mere speculative opinion that Protestants

cannot be saved, this, in its rigorous sense, is main-

tained by some theologians, and denied by others.

Of this we have lately had a remarkable instance
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in Ireland. But let us suppose it to be the uni-

versal opinion of the popish doctors ; still I am
convinced that the accusation, though theologi-

cally true, is practically false. Every candid Pro-

testant, who has had opportunities of ascertaining

the fact, will agree with mc, that educated Roman
Catholics are much more charitable in their sen-

timents, on this subject, than individuals of the

same rank in other Christian sects. Even the Irish

peasant, while he follows the hearse of a Protes-

tant neighbour, who had been, in his life-time, a

kind hearted man and good landlord, regrets with

a sigh, that his sojourn in purgatory must un-

avoidably be long; but is fully assured that his

good works will bring him out triumphantly at

last. But, in case the deceased had been an op-

pressive landlord, or corrupt magistrate—charac-

ters not uncommon in Ireland—the peasant regards

his fate with the orthodox rigour of a Kildare-

street Protestant; for him he seldom thinks of

purgatory, and still less of heaven. Will it be

asserted that Protestant peasants,—that the serious

ultra-Protestants of the Established Church, and

they are a numerous fraternity, have more charity

than this for the departed souls of superstitious

papists ? Long experience and observation enable

me to answer confidently in the negative. The

truth is, the iina«j:ination of the Protestant saint is

more largely replenished with terrific representa-

tions of cnrHcss tortures, than that of the Catholic

I
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snint. Good works, per At, have no weight with

the IbrmLT ; they have much with the latter,

l)erhaps hy way of set ofl". Tliis may be erroneous

doctrine ; but it certainly tends to invigorate

charity. So does the doctrine of purgatory : it

enables the survivor to hope for a temporary re-

sidence for a deceased friend, of any religious

persuasion, till he be fit for heaven. Also prayers

for the dead have a tendency to soften the heart;

and many a sigii and pious ejaculation, from a

wounded spirit, escapes to heaven in favour of a

departed benefactor, while his heresy is forgotten,

or consigned to a singeing process in purgatory.

The Catholic saint fixes his thoughts more fre-

quently on the mercy of God, the Protestant saint

on his justice. The former thinks that prayers,

sacrifice, oblations, &c., are never offered up in

vain. The latter has but few of these to offer,

and these few he conceives to be quite ineffec-

tual, not only without faith, but without faith

consisting: of a determinate number of articles,

explained, in a determinate manner, into a mys-

terious mcanmg embraced with a fervour propor-

tioned to its incomprehensibility. Whoever en-

tertains a different view of the subject, him he

regards as a lost and perishing sinner. When the

religious Catholic dwells on the tender mercies of

God, and the religious Protestant on his inflexible

justice, each is right, as far as he goes ; but the

mental habit of the former is surely more favour-
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able, than that of the latter, to feelings of charity

for the souls and bodies of his fellow-creatures.

We ought to form our judgment of religious sects

from the general spirit of their religion, from their

ordinary feelings, sentiments, and conduct, and

not from the metaphysical abstractions and dog-

mas of interested or presumptuous theologians.

I cannot persuade myself that it is the real opi-

nion of the Archbishop of Dublin that Arins,

Pelagius, Faustus Socinus, Servetus, Price, Lind-

sey, &c., are damned to all eternity, though he

acknowledofcd in substance before the Committee

of the Lords, that such is the doctrine of the

Athanasian Creed, and consequently of the Church

of England. But let us recollect with what reluc-

tance he made the acknowledgment, how often

he parried the questions addressed to him by the

ingenious pertinacity of his examiner, with wliat

dexterity he attempted to baffle the querist by

drawing him olT from the damnatory clauses of

the creed, by enclosing him in its parenthesis,

and involving him in its metaphysical obscurities.

Nor did lie subniit, at last, till his skill had been

exerted in vain. Tiien, indeed, it was, in substance^

acknowledged by a Protestant Archbishop, who,

without contributing to its funds, declares liimsclf

the warm advocate of the Bible Society, and

consequently of its great principle the unlimited

right of private judgment,— it was, 1 say, acknow-

ledged suhdaiiticilhi, hy his (Iracc the Archbishop

1 2
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orDul)lin, that the Arians, who once constituted,

poiliaps, a luajority of tlie Christian woiKl, that

all tlie Pclai^aans, Sciniarians, and Socinians, who

passed into eternity before our time, liave, "with-

out doubt perished everlastinf^ly," and that the

followers of this doctrine, in our day, many of

whom ill moral conduct, are models of imitation,

and, in science, cither patrons, or proficients,

** cannot be saved," but ''•shall without doubt

peiish cverlastino;ly/'* Had the same searcliing

questions, on the- same subject, been administered

to the Doctors Curtis, Murray, and Doyle, they

would, I doubt not, have made the same acknow-

ledgment, though with less charitable reluctance

than his Grace the Archbishop of Dublin. But,

in addition, they would, I presume, like other

Roman Catholics, declare their conviction, on the

grounds both of reason and Scripture, that the

dreadful sentence may not extend to invincible

ignorance; that circumstances of birth, education,

and early impressions, will probably be admitted

in mitigation at the bar of heaven, (here the im-

portance of purgatory would flash on the minds

of the popish Doctors,) and, if the conscience of

the accused should not condemn him, at that bar,

that the mercy of the Judge will acquit him. Whe-

ther this be a part of that system of casuistry,

which his Grace imputes to educated men, who

make up their minds to live and die in the popish

* See Appendix, No. 3.
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faith, I know not ; but if it be, I certainly like

it better than any of the many specimens of that

ingenious art, which I have lately met with in

the numerous publications of our Bible Society

divines. Indeed, the artless integrity, and manly

simplicity, of his Grace the Archbishop of Dublin,

will, probably, reject the use of such casuistical

refinements, in behalf of the departed souls of

popish idolaters; and the other clerical "lovers of

truth," in the bosom of our Church, will be com-

forted by his example, in their lirm adherence to

a rigorous theology.

I am almost confirmed in this opinion, by the

celebrated words of his Graces first Visitation

Cherge—" the one (Catholics) possessing a Church
" without a Religion, the other (Protestant Dissen-

" ters) possessing a Religion without a Church."

These, I believe, were the words as diey origi-

nally stood. But they gave offence, and out

came an emended edition in which the words ran

thus— " the one possessing a Church, without

" what we can properly call a Religion, and the

" other possessing a Religion, without what wc
" can properly called a Church." Indeed the

passage is evidently elliptical; his Grace supplies

the ellipsis in the part which gave offence ; let us

suj^ply it in the rcviaimn^ places, and the passage

will read thus—" the one possessing what we can

" properly call a Church, without what we can
' properly call a Religion ; and the otiicr posse^"-
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** sin^ what we can properly call u Religion,

" without what we can properly call a Church."

To the emended passage was annexed a note,

with which I first present the reader, but, (to

avoid the frequent repetition of his Grace's words,)

in distinct verses, with a fi:w short remarks on

each.

IHS GRACE'S NOTE.

1. Protestants, whose first

principle it ia to hold the free

use of Scripture to be csscnti:il

to true religion,

2. can never admit that to

be true religion which forbids

the use of the Scripture

:

l.Thi« tenet, whether held

or not held by Protestants, in

not true : Adam, Cain, and

many of the patriarchs had

true religion before the Scrip-

tures were written : surely

Abraham, the father of the

faithful, and Melchizedek, the

priest of the Most High God,

had true religion before the

Bible existed ; and did not the

multitudes, converted to Chris-

tianity by Christ and hisApofl-

tles, before a line of the New
Testament was written, " pos-

sess" true religion ? But, sure-

ly, all these had r.ot the "free

use, nor any use, of Scrip-

tures."

2. Whether they admit it

or not, we have seen that true

religion might exist without

the Scriptures : but it is not

true that the Church of Rome

forbids the use of the Scrip-

ture. They acknowledge the
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right of every one to read the

Scripture; but tlicy insist tliat

tlie Church of Christ has au-

thority to limit and regulate,

for good reasons, the exerciic

of that right; as the legisla-

ture limits and regulates the

exercise of our natural rightd,

for the greater security of the

rights themselves.

3. nor can they, who build 3. All Christians build the

the entire profession of the entire profession of their F;uth

Christian Faith on the Word on the Word of God
; (0! that

of God, tliey would build their practice

also on the same foundation !)

but the Catholics contend that

the appellation is not confined

to the books received by us iw

canonical, but extends also tu

the Ajwcrypha and tradition.

From the Apocrypha, however,

though not exclusively, they

derive, I believe, but one

single tenet—Prayers for the

Dead,—a practice not very

wicked, and which recom-

mends itself strongly to human

feelings. If they be mista-

ken as to the canonicity of

the books (which is some-

what doubtful) they cannot be

much injured by their perusal,

i\s our " Churih doth rend

** them for example <>/" lifii and

"instruction of manners,"

though ** it doth not apply thorn

to establish aiiv doclriuc." A-i
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4. concede the attribute of

Cliri.stianity, in its vital cha-

tu tradition— that many obser-

vances and precepts of inferior

importance, conducive to piety,

though not esstiitidl to salva-

tion, and therefore not re-

corded in the New Testament,

might have been given or ap-

proved of, by Christ or his

A|X)8tles, ie surely not incre-

dible, and can never be dis-

proved. These, the Catholics

atlirm, and attempt to prove,

have been preserved by the

tradition of the Church, which

also includes the opinions of

the early Fathers on many

points of discipline, doctrine,

and Scriptural interpretation.

The case then stands thus

—

Catholics are laudably anxious

that no part of the Word of

God should be lost : Protes-

tants are as laudably anxious

that the word of man should,

by no possibility, be added to

the Word of God. Should we

not, in charity, applaud the

principle of each, and only re-

gret that they quarrel on the

subject ?

4. So far as the last words

of this verse allude to the

racter and in its proper sense, charge of *' forbidding the use

to a form of belief, which sub- of the Scriptures" I have al-

jects the Word of God to the ready touched on the subject

authority of man. by stating the real doctrine of
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the Church of Rome : so far

as they relate to the authority,

claimed by that Church, to in-

terpret the Scriptures for the

laity,—this is precisely what

the Church of England has

done, in its Articles, Homi-

lies, &c,, as already sho\vn at

large. So far both Churches

were right. But when they

proceeded to encourage, or

consent to enactments imposing

penalties or disqualifications

or recusants, there they were

awfully wrong. In endeavour-

ing to maintain thuir own views

of religious truth, they viola-

ted the divine morality of the

Gospel of Christ, But, for

many years, these two great

bodies, which almost divide the

Christian world between them,

seem to have looked buck,

with shame and regret, on their

mutual infringements of tho

rights of conscience, and to

have commenced a new career

of charity and Christian for-

bearance. It is however pain-

ful to see the Catholics likely

to outstrip the ProtesUmts in

tlie race of benevolence. In

Ireland, at least, Pn)te8tantism,

among some of its votaries,

still retains its old popular sig-

nilicutiuD of hatred to papists.
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The remainder of the Note seems to be merely

an apology for the obnoxious words, (and yet a

justification of thcni,) to llie full benefit of whicii

his Grace is entitled ; I therefore pass on from the

note to the text itself. The passage, for its length,

is pregnant with meaning, to an unexampled de-

gree; and his Grace himself allows it "has given

ofTencc." Let us treat it as we do the natural

fruit of tile orange-tree ; let us squeeze it gently,

express its juice, and ascertain whether it be bal-

samic or caustic. The papists have nothing that

Protestants, without polluting their lips, can call

a religion. All is superstition and idolatry. How,

indeed, could their unfortunate laity, who have

not the " use of their Scripture," possess " Chris-

tianity in its vital character and proper sense.'

Their clergy keep the Scriptures all to them-

selves; they are Biblical monopolists; surely,

then, on his Grace's own principle, the popish

priests must be excellent Christians,—Christians,

in *' the vital character, and proper sense" of the

term. They have "the free use of the Scriptures
;"

they hold them fast ; they will not part with a single

leaf, with or without note or comment. They keep

all the text to the mselves, and give nothing but the

comment to the people. Therefore, the popish

clergy must be the best Christians on earth, while

the popish laity are the worst. But the papists

" possess a (Jhurch"—what the most squeamish

Protestant might fairly call a Church, of course,

because it is so excellent and apostolical. This
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we might, with his Grace, naturally expect, as

their clergy, who, like their brethren of other

sects, call themselves the Church without includ-

ing the laity, enjoy a monopoly of Bibles, and,

consequently, constitute an admirable Church in

their clerical character. But this Church has

much more to recommend it. It rises in pyra-

midal beauty, from the lowest clerical orders, pas-

sing through vicars, rectors, archdeacons, deans,

bishops, metropolitans, archbishops and patriarchs,

contracting as it rises, till it terminate in his Holi-

ness. It is, indeed, a magnificent structure, of

which the Pope is the spire, and the cardinals the

Corinthian capitals ! I do not wonder that his

Grace should admire it, but am surprised that our

Church has stopped shorty and docs not by his

advice, make some further approximation to its

apostolical perfection. What rational objection

could be started against Protestant Cardinals, and

a Protestant Pope ? And is not Dublin of suffi-

cient importance to be the residence of a Protes-

tant patriarch ? But, the dissenters—they have

what every Church Protestant may call a religion

par excellence, for they have Bibles and private

judgment in abundance : but, unfortunately, they

have nothing which wo can properly call a Church.

They have no hierarchy, no tithes, no glebe, no

large tracts of bishop's land, their teachers sub-

sist only oil voluntary contributions, and the

scanty pittance of a rcLi'iuni donuni. Surely this
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sad state of lliinps is quite inconsistent witli the

idea of a good sound Apostolic Church.

But is there not something apparently para-

doxical in all this ? The papists possess a pure

Apostolical Christian Church, yet, having nothing

that deserves the name of religion, they cannot

be Christians ; while the Protestant dissenters,

who possess the Christian Religion in per-

fection, cannot belong to the Church of Christ,

as they have no Church at all. Will his Grace

explain this : or arc we to receive it as a mystery

which our faculties cannot penetrate ? From his

Grace's position, however, if true, another and a

starding truth plainly and iticvitably follows.

For, if the dissenters "possess" a true religion,

and arc in the enjoyment of that inestimable bles-

sing for more than two centuries, without pos-

sessing any thing deserving the name of a Church,

it unquestionably follows, that a Church is not

essential, or necessary to religion ; and a strong

presumption arises, that it is altogether useless in

a Cluistian community. Tiiis presumption is

strengthened, if not ripened into certainty, by the

other branch of his Grace's antithesis. For, if

the well-constructed popish hierarchy has not

been able to exclude a thousand errors and super-

s^titions from the Christian system, it is scarcely too

much to infer that a Church is useless ; but, if the

hierarchy itself introduced these errors, and
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superstitions, then, surely, a hierarchy (and his

Grace will not allow that any other form deserves

the name of a Church) may be, or rather has, a

strong tendency to be not only useless, but per-

nicious. If this be so, people of England, what

is the inference? TJiat a good Church is good for

nothing: but to be either a distributer or mono-

polist of Bibles. But mere laymen might be

either. And what follows from this ? Let the

reader answer the question.

But when his Grace uttered the ominous

words, which produced these remarks, was he,

or was he not serious. That he was serious, in

his expressions of high dislike of the irrcligion of

the popish laity, at least, is so obvious, that we

may conclude his hopes of their felicity, in a

future state, are rather desperate. This, with the

reluctant confession above mentioned, gives us

additional reason for believing that exclusive sal-

vation is a tenet not peculiar to papists. Indeed,

close observation on what is passing about us in

life, would convince every unprejudiced man that

this obnoxious doctrine is held by the unchari-

table members of every Christian sect, and re-

jected by the benevolent of every communion.

Such is men's practice, however doctors may

Y>Tonouncc c.v cat/icdra. M'hy, then, should it be

imputed exclusively to papists, and made a

ground of political exclusion ?
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But was liis Grace aware of the attack on

tljc Chiircli, evidently implied in his antithesis,

and, if so, was he serious liere also? If he was,

and is still of tlie same mind, let us entreat him

to confine his project of abolition to the tempora-

lities of the Church, and spare the Church herself.

Away—if his Grace will have it so—away with

tithe that " slough of a slavish superstition," or

rather that oppressive and degrading yoke, wfiich

the cupidity of popery had imposed on Christian

necks, in ages of darkness, and from which our

Reformers unaccountably forgot or neglected to

disengage us. But here I, for one, would stop

short, I would not proceed with his Grace, to

secularize the Bishop's lands, as they would aft'ord

a suitable and sufficient support for the whole

body of the Church. I do not deny that, l)y the

abolition of tithes, one great obstacle to the con-

version of the papists vvould be removed ; that

our beneficed clergy might recover the affections

of their parishioners, which in too many instances

they have forfeited ; and that the spiritual autho-

rity of the Church over men's consciences, would

be increased, while her temporal power, that

great source of discontent, would be diminished.

But here I would tic up his Grace's hands, and

entreat him to reconsider the subject; not with-

out hopes of reconciling him, in time, to moderate

measures.
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CHAPTER VII.

Ohjeclions continued.—Resumptum of forfeited Ins-

tates.— Coronation Oath.—Divided Alle(fiancc.~

Protestant Ascendency.—Mr . Brownlow.

h ASiirON extends its sway to arguments as well

as to pantaloons. About fifty years ago, the ar-

gument, founded on a fear of the resumption of

forfeited estates, was all the rage. It was the sur-

tout, within whose ample folds every loyal Pro-

testant wrapt himself, to weather the storm of the

Catholic claims. Every year, however, the scis-

sors of time have been gradually curtailing its

dimensions ; so that it is now reduced to a mere

shred. The most intolerant Protestant, when he

wants money, never scruples to sell his estate to

the rankest Papist ; to grant him a profitable lease,

on payment of a large fine, and borrow liis mo-

ney on mortgage, without any conscientious re-

solution of punctually discharging the interest.

Tiiese operations, repeated, year after year, have

at last banished the above-mentioned argument

from respectable company, and " resumption of for-

feited estates" now frightens only those who iiave

no estates to lose, namely Orange operatives, and

groundlings. " Coronation Oath," also, has had

its day ; but now, like the former argument, it

serves only lo give importance to tlie conversation
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of the vulgar. While it was in vogue, we were

called upon to believe that it not only restrained

llie monarcii, iti his executive capacity, from un-

constitutiuiud vit>lutions of law; but tliat, in his

legislative capacity, it restricted him in the con-

stitutional exercise of his undoubted prerogative.

We were called upon to believe, that the Lords

and Commons, in framing the Coronation Oath,

meant to say to his Majesty—Wc, your Majesty's

Lords and Commons, iiatc the papists, most de-

voutly, at present; but,—lest we should cease at

any time hereafter to hate them, with cqal cor-

diality, and, from any change of circumstances,

should deem it prudent, just, and wise, to relax

or repeal the penal laws in force against them,

—

wc think it necessary to bind your Majesty, by

an oath, to reject any bills for the relief of papists

which may pass tlirough our houses, in an un-

guarded moment, and thus relieve us from the

consequences of our own folly or stupidity. This

reasoning involved men of common sense in a

painful dilemma; if they admitted it, they felt

themselves dolts; if they rejected it, they were

considered as disloyal.

The fashion of opposing the rightful claims

of the Catholics, on the ground of divided alle-

giance, was next introduced, or rather revived

—

and by the premier himself. We have smiled at

this argument already ; and indeed its advocates,
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like the augers of old, can scarcely forbear, when

they meet, from laughing in each others faces.

Whatever, may be preteticled, it has not the least

weight with any educated man, unless his reading

be confined to Hebrew, or pure mathematics, and

his observations to the walls of a college library.

If we visit foreign countries, we have the evi-

dence of our senses that the Pope, as to tem-

porals, is a cipher, and preserves with difficulty,

even in Catholic states, a remnant of his spiritual

authority. If we stay at home, and consult the

historian and traveller, we find that such is the

case, not only in a few European nations, but

throuo^hout the whole Catholic world. We find

also, that the authority of the Pope, over the

Catholic Clergy of Ireland, is incomparably more

feeble than the mere ecclesiastical authority of the

King over the Protestant Clergy. And, if it be

true, that the allegiance of the Roman Catholics

is divided between the King and the Pope ; is it

not equally true, tiiat the allegiance of the Scotch

Presbyterians, of the English and Irish Presby-

terians, of the Independents, &c. &c., is divided

between the King and their respective Churches,

which Churches and their rulers lie at our doors,

and are able to avail themselves of every oppor-

tunity of plotting against us, (which, however, no

one in his senses can apprehend ;) while the modern

Ilildcbrand, that object of dismay to Sir Ilarcourt

Lees and Lord Liverpool, slumbers in his palace,

K
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in the southern extremity of Europe, while liis

whole military force can scarcely protect his per-

son from the banditti of his own diocese.

V̂
*' Protestant Ascendency" and " Protestant

Constitution" also furnish the friends of exclusion

and public peculation, with favourite watch-words,

and a notable argument. Tnis barbarous jargon

lias been, for many years, in Ireland, the substi-

tute, in too many instances, for official integrity,

and conscientious discharge of duty. By the due

intonation of these phrases, followed up, at pub-

lip dinners, by the toast of the Glorious ami Im-

morlal ]\Tcmory, many loyal persons have thought

themselves entitled to cheat the revenue, to defraud

public offices, extort illegal fees, and create lu-

crative jobs for themselves or their retainers, at

the expense of an impoverished people. When
inquiries were lately made, and a check about to

be applied to these enormities, these loyal gentle-

men raised a deafening outcry against the com-

missioners. They seemed to think that their

loyalty was a good patent for peculation and ex-

tortion of every description. Many of our Clergy,

finding that the immense revenues of the Church,

so vastly disproportioned to the Protestant popu-

lation, were attracting the attention of parliament,

threw themselves into the scale of the exclusionists,

and joined in the cry of " Protestant Ascendency"

and " Protestant Constitution," affirming that Pa-
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pists had no religion "in its vital character,"—

•

that the lower classes were quite regardless of

emancipation,—and that turbulent demagogues,

only hungered for the loaves and fishes of the

State. Let it be incidentally remarked, that Uiis

unfounded assertion has been triumphantly refu-

ted by the forty-shilling freeholders, and payers

of the Catholic rentj In short, the c.rclusive

right of representing a county, city, or borough,

in parliament, of filling every place of honour,

trust, or profit, from the highest to the lowest, in

the gift either of the crown, the corporations,

the grand jury, or private individuals, and of

taxing the Catholics, to any amount, by acts of

vestry for objects beneficial only to themselves, is

claimed by the ascendency men ; among whom
it is an established maxim, that no foolish deli-

cacy, on the part of the loyal holder of such

office, place, or privilege, should interfere with

the most profitable discharge of its functions.

These profitable operations escape the notice of

the Clergy, whose spiritual avocations allow them

only to lend their strenuous support to the system

in general, but leave them no time to watch it in

detail, or detect its numerous obliquities. The

slightest departure from this system, though sanc-

tioned by the legislative relaxations of the penal

code, is denominated by Orangemen, a shameful

infringement of the rights of Protestant loyiUists.

K 2
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Such is " Protestant Ascendency" in practice :

let us nrlancc at its theory.

X On what IS this ascendency loundcd ;
on what

great truth does it rest? Is it bottomed on any

acknowledged principle of justice, of moral or

pliysical superiority f The last will scarcely be

pleaded : Paddy has refuted it with his bayonet

at Waterloo, and, unhappily, is always ready to

refute it again with his cudgel. The plea of moral

superiority has indeed been loudly urged as a

ground of political ascendency. O ! with what a

shameful contempt of the .spirit of Gospel mo-

rality, according to which, the very claim of supe-

riority brands the claimant with inferiority ! But

the moral truths of the Gospel are now too plain

for the taste, and too inconvenient for the purposes

of the /oj/^/ Protestants of Ireland, who have learned

from the Bible Society doctors to regard " your

moral man" with little veneration. Let us then

shut up our Bibles, " circulate," without consult-

ing them, and pass on to some other source of

reasoning. Is it, then, the Jact that this moral

superiority really exists? Is it actually true that

there are, among the Orangemen of Ireland, many

better poets than Mr. T. Moore ; and among its

corporate bodies, many better public speakers than

Mr. Wise ofWaterford ? In legal knowledge and re-

sources, is Mr. O'Connell outstripped by many of

our Protestant bar ? Have we, among our Clergy,
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many greater masters of pulpit eloquence than the

Rev. Mr. Keogh, the Roman Catholic Priest?

—

Has not Mr. Kinsella, a very young professor in

ihe despised popish college of Carlow, proved

himself a full match, in the field of controversy,

for the most eminent of our veteran theologians,

and more than a match in Christian meekness and

moderation? Are not the small shopkeepers and

farmers of the popish province of Munster con-

fessedly and vastly superior in intellectual culture,

to the Protestants of Ulster of the same rank ?

—

Was not the late Doctor Purcell, in spite of his

popery, the most celebrated physician in the city

of Dublin, and are there not, this moment, in that

city, medical men of the same religion, who, tliough

his inferiors in professional eminence, are, proba-

bly, his equals in professional skill ? Are not the

Cathohc merchants and manufacturers of Dublin

and Cork, in spite of the disadvantages under

>vhi.ch they labour, as intelligent and active as

their Protestant rivals Vj

But let us give up this point—let us suppose that

the Rev. J. Graham, the Orange Chaj)hiin, is a

better poet than Tommy Moore ; that Sir llarcourt

Lees far outstrips in pulpit eloquence and Christian

ethics, the Rev. Mr. Keogh ; tlr.it, besiiles Dr.

Magee, there are, among our l^rotestant divines,

many abler casuists than Doctor Doyle, iv'c.— let

us, I say, give uj) tht- pomt at once, and suppose
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the moral superiority to be all on the side of the

Protestant loyalists. But, here, let us ask, is not

this moral superiority, in its nature, entirely acci-

dental ^ If it Ix: all on tlie side of the Protestant

loyalists this year, njiy;lit it not change sides in

twenty years more, and bilong as exclusively to

his Majesty's Catholic subjects. In this event,

are we to erect Catiiolic on the ruins of Protes-

tant ascendency ? This we must do, if the argu-

ment of moral superiority be good, unless Sir

Harcourt should put it down with the bayonets of

his "211 ,000 armed Orangemen." But as putting

down an argument, by an armed force, is very

different from a logical refutation of it, the papists

would be still on the watch to catch Sir Harcourt

napping, and, on the first fair opportunity, would

revive their claim to Catholic ascendency, founded

on their moral superiority. The truth is, that the

argument is good for nothing, except to perpe-

tuate, among two great classes of his Majesty's

subjects, a spirit of controversy, as rancorous and

deadly as that excited by the movements of the

different Bible Societies ; each party endeavouring

to prove itself the paragon of moral excellence,

and its adversaries the slaves of incurable isrno-

ranee, bigotry, and prejudice.

When a man mounts his horse, we immediately

recognise not only the fact, but the principle of

his ascendency over it. The horse is an animal
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of an inferior nature, he is the man's property, he

has no rights, and, j^especting him, the man has

no duties. His duty to himself, indeed, requires

that he should not injure his property, or harden

his heart by habits of cruelty to an innocent and

useful animal ; but, without violating any moral

precept, he may make him labour moderately for

his benefit, and spend his life in his service. Is

not the ascendency claimed by our dashing loyal-

ists, at least, as rigorous as that of the man over

his horse ; though the Catholic and the Protestant

are of the same nature ; though the former has

rights which ought to be sacred ; though the latter

has corresponding duties, for the fulfilment of

which he is awfully responsible to God ; and

though any claim, on his part, to the person of the

Catholic as his property, would excite the indig-

nation and horror of the whole civilized world.

—

Yet, in despite of man's nature, in contempt of

human rights, in defiance of that all-just and all-

powerful Being, to whom he must render an ac-

count of his violated duties, he raises his voice

acrainst the fair claims of his Catholic neighbours,

fellow-subjecU, and countrymen, though founded

on the grand and immutable principles of justice J

lie darkens their brightest prospects,—throws

insurmountable obstacles in the way of their fairest

ambition,—condemns tiiem to draw blanks in the

lottery of lile,—deprives them of their fair chance

of honourable or lucrative employment,—acts
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the part of the sullen and pampered menial, \\\io

spurns from the palace ^ate the luimblc claimant

for admission,— and, in tlic language of Deity, and

arrogance of hun)anity, tells a petitioning nation,

" thus far shult thou go, and no farther !*' The

horse is acknowledged to be the property of his

master, and is pampered ; the peasant is said, with

cruel irony, to be his own master, and is starving.

Famine, oppression, a keen sense of his political

degradation, and feelings of bitter resentment for

liis insulted religion, hurry him into occasional

acts of insubordination, which exclude and frighten

from our shores, that capital which would aflord

liim employment, and comfortable subsistence.

—

He knows, with Lord Redesdale, that there is one

law for the rich, and another lor the poor ; one

law for the Protestant, and another for the Ca-

tholic ; he feels that the law is not his friend, and

he is, accordingly, no friend to the law ; but is

fully persuaded, and with reason, that some of our

laws are infringements of our Constitution. Thus

is the tranquillity of the nation disturbed, its im-

provement retarded, its resources neglected, its

morals corrupted, and the majority of its inhabi-

tants insulted and oppressed, by the operation of

the cruel, vindictive, insolent, immoral, and un-

christian principle of ascendency ?

Then, why cling, with such tenacity, to this

w icked principle ? The term Frotcslant prefixed
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to Ascendency shows the ostensible ground of its

claim. So, then, the Orangemen claim a mono-

poly of political rights, because they are Protes-

tant—that is, orthodox believers, while the Ca-

tholics and Dissenters are heretics and schismatics.

Thus, Protestant Ascendency proves to be nothing

more or less than the spiritual supremacy of one

class of religionists arrogating to themselves

exemption from error, treating all other sects as

infidels or incorrigible heretics, and delivering

them up to the secular arm, to be punished in this

life, for the salvation of their souls in the next.

Is not this the essential spirit of the Popery of

the twelfth century ? So that the Orangemen of

Ireland, though some of them have lately formed

a Society, calling itself "The Benevolent and Re-

ligious Orange Institution," (Oh, what an awful

abuse of language !) are in reality political papists

of the old stamp ! I do not charge them with

going to mass and adoring the host, nor with

adopting the musty morality of that huge popisli

publication—the Douay version of the Bible; but

I charge them with devoutlij moving heaven and

earth to keep their fellow-creatures in a state of

partial bondage, for their own mercenary pur-

poses,— I charge them with zealous and unremit-

ting efforts to preserve to themselves a monopoly

in the trade of jobbing and public peculation,

under the blasphemous j)retcncc of doing Ciod an

acceptable service,— I charge iheui with grafting
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on llicir creed the worst part of ancient popery

— its pcrscciitini^ spirit,— in an age which has

chased away that spirit of darkness from the most

respectable nations of the CathoHc world, and

lias nearly e.x|)elled it from the remainder. Can

it he denied that every penal or disabling statute,

enacted by Protcatants against Papistx or other

dissailasfrom the Established Chmxhy is, really,

both in spirit and principle, a popish '* act of ftiith,"

whether the olfendcr be immediately consumed

by fire and faggot, or subjected by modem refine-

ment, to milder but more enduring suilerings ?

And while such execrable laws arc permitted to

disgrace the statute-book, and dishonour the Pro-

testant religion, are they not, in truth, so many

"acts of faitir' kept in a state of unceasing and

permanent operation ?

But the new Association above-mentioned

—

will it not introduce a more humane system, and

divest ascendency of its most frightful features ?

It styles itself " The Benevolent and Religious

Orange Institution." ''Benevolent!"— good;

"Religious!"—good again; "Orange"—that is

" benevolent" to themselves, and " religious" in

persecuting papists ! Read any of their speeches

and you will be convinced that tJieir cup of bene-

volence overflows with the waters of bitterness.

Nor is this bitterness extended only to the poor

Roman Catholics; the choicest draught is reserved
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for the " liberal Protestants," especially that " po-

litical apostate" Mr. Brovvnlow. But his apostacy

was not the most criminal feature of his conduct.

If his desertion could have been imputed to any

splendid temptation of office or emolument, it

would not have stung so deeply. It might be

lamented, but it would be tolerated and excused,

as occurring in the ordinary course of that poli-

tical traffic so well understood in Ireland. But

as no human ingenuity could trace it to an inte-

rested motive, it could be considered as only the

result of an honest conviction of the cruelty and

injustice of the cause he had hitherto supported.

It was quite evident, that what was branded as

apostacy was regarded by the apostate, as a glo-

rious escape from the camp of dishonour. Tiiis

was an "unkind cut." He found the recesses of

the cave filled with plunder; he discovered traces

of blood on its floor, and fled from the dark abode

of guilt, and the communion of the banditti !

Flesh and blood could not endure this. What!

dare to open his eyes upon the moral and phy-

sical waste about him—a nation oppressed, ma-

ligned, insulted, demoralized, bewailing her lost

rights, and steeped to the chin in poverty ! But

why should the disciple of ascendency forget the

lessons of his youth; why should the ^^ benevolent'^

Orangeman cast a glance of human kindness be-

yond the threshold (^,Jns own house ; why should

the " rdigiuus" Orangeman feci for the disabiHtJcs,
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tlic consc(iuc'nt di'griidation, and wretchedness

oi" *' l^opisli Idolaters ;" wliy should the *' bcnc-

vulcnt (iiiil rtii^ious"' exclusionist ciunt his consti-

tutional pearls to swine; why not rather slaug^hter

the grunting Iierd as a sacrifice to the Deity, and

deposit the pearls on his altar, as an acceptable

oilering .' 13ut the sagacity of Brownhnv having

discovered that the " Z'tv/ct'o/cwe " of the exclu-

sionist was cant, and his ^^ religion'' a cloak; that

the system of selfishness, injustice, privation, ca-

lumny, and hypocrisy, had, after a full and fair

trial, totally failed to feed and trancjuilize a

people, whose only crime had been " undivided

allegiance" to their legitimate sovereign, and an

inflexible adherence to the worship of their God,

—crimes, perhaps, venial in their nature, and

long since atoned for,—thought it high time to

explode the inhuman and persecuting policy, and

substitute for it the Christian system of charity

and good will towards all men. On this principle

he acted, and for this he risked, and suflered

much. But his reward, even here below, is great

—a generous elevation of mind, an applauding

conscience, and the vituperation of those whose

eulogy would be disgrace. Yet let him not claim

an exclusive right to his family name. This the

public will not permit : for every man, who, in

opposition to his prejudices, shall, hereafter, on

great occasions, act a no))lc, honourable, and
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truly disinterested part, on the theatre of Hfe,

shall be styled anuthtr Brown low, by all who

admire what is really great, and good, in the

human character.

CHAPTER VIII.

Protestant Constitution.— Persecution inseparable

from Toleration.

Protestant Ascendancy, as we have seen, and

as too many have felt, is a sad reality ; but " Pro-

testant Constitution" is a creature of the brain,

invented for its support. Let us, however, for a

moment, suppose it to be real. Some members

of our corporations, not excepting a few of our

aldermen, (I do not glance at the Guild of Mer-

cliants,) are persuaded, it is said, that our Consti-

tution was either imported from Holland, by the

Prince of Orange, or beaten out, at a single heat,

on the royal anvil, after his accession to the throne.

It is not surprising that the honest gentlemen, who

hold this opinion, should be persuaded of the Pro-

tcstancy of our Constitution; nor more surprising

that these, who know better, should t:ikc no pains

to undeceive them, by detecting a useful error.

—

History, however, is, unfortunately, silent on this

point, and even aflirms most disloyally, that not
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only King, Lords, and Commons, but the impor-

tant maxims which upliold and limit prcrofrative

and privilege, and the constitutional laws, which

j)rotect the life of the subject from the frown of

arbitrary power, and his life, liberty, and fortune,

from the caprice or venality of judges, had actually

existed in the "olden times" of popish supersti-

tion. What a mortifying thought ! Italso aflirms,

that the last-mentioned objects were still better

secured by a law passed in the reign of Charles II,,

which protected the subject from the horrors of

indefinite imprisonment ; and Blackstone (whose

" loyalty" seems here to be somewhat suspicious)

tells us that this habcaa corpus act gave to our

Constitution its ultimate perfection. So that un-

less history and Judge Blackstone be both mis-

taken, or engaged in a wicked conspiracy against

the Guild of Merchants, Colonel Vcrner, and the

loyal Orangemen of the North, who meet to

drown their disappointments in wine and wassail,

or for other purposes still more vigorous— the

frame of our Constitution was brought nturly to

perfection, by popish artificers, before the Refor-

mation began ; and fnlli) attained it long before

King William landed at Torbay. After his arri-

val, the measures adopted had in view, and

ih^ii profcssedlij, not a change in the Constitution,

but its preservation from the inroads of arbitrary

power. The settlement of the Crown by a depar-

ture from the law of primogeniture—an essential
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part of the Constitution—was surely not an im-

provement, but a temporary violation of that Con-

stitution, which nothing but the imperious ne-

cessity of the case could justify. With great de-

ference, therefore, to the Orange and Purple

Brotherhood, I contend that the Revolution of

1G88 established no new principle, but, after a

temporary infringement, left the Constitution as

it found it. The appointment of a Protestant

King was a prudent legislative enactment growing

out of accidtntal circumstances. Nor is it true, as

asserted by " loyal Orangemen," in moments of

irritation, when their official perquisites are threat-

ened,—that the right of the subject to dethrone

the monarch for misgovernment, was established

by the Revolution. This is a gross mistake ; no

constitution can sanction a principle which involves

its own subversion, without being able to provide

for its re-establishment. The principle is founded

on the law of self-preservation—a law antecedent

to the Constitution, which protected men in the

state of nature, and followed them into society, but

which can never sanction insurrection till men's

lives, and whatever tends to protect and sustain

these lives, are in the most imminent danger.

But admitting that a few acts of parliament,

enacted by Protestants, made some slight change

in the Constitution, while it left tiie general fabric

untouched, surely this would not prove that the
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Constitution became Protestant. The most you

can do, is to denominate tliose slight changes

Protestant ; but even this would be an admission

that the rest of tlie fabric is Catholic. Do I then

contend tliat our Constitution is Popish. No ; I

contend that it is not popish, that it never was

popish, that it is not now, never was, and never

will be either Protestant, or Popish. The latter,

as we have seen, has the fairer claim ; but the two

ideas arc really incoherent. It is as correct to

say that a Constitution is white or black, as that it

is Catholic or Protestant. The objects of a con-

stitution are present and temporal ; of a religion,

future and spiritual interests. The one was i{ivcn

to man by his Maker ; the other was framed fur

vuui by himself. The former is a form of govern-

ment; the latter a system of faith and practice.

The former endeavours to protect the liberty, repu-

tation, and fortune of the individual ; the latter

assures the individual, on divine autiiority, that

true wealth, unfading rcputatioUjand real freedom,

are not to be found here below, and that human

constitution can neither give or take them away.

The British Constitution may be adopted in any

civilized country—in Spain, Russia, or China

—

without any change in the religion of either. In

this case, would the same form of government be

Protestant in England, Catholic in Spain, Greek

in Russia, and Pagan in China ? If our Constitu-

tion became Protestant at the Revolution, was it
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Popish in the reign of the Protestant Ehzabeth,

as well as in those of the Catholic Edwards and

Henrys ? To establish Protestantism by law, or

make it the religion of the State, (a vile phrase,)

does not make the Constitution Protestant. The

legislature might establish a system of medicine,

or astronomy, as well as a system of religion.

Let us suppose it to have established the Coper-

nican system, endowed its professors, and enacted

that no man could be a member of the Iccrislature

without declaring, on oath, that the earth was a

planet, the sun at rest, and the king head of the

astronomers ;—would we then have a Copcrnican

Constitution? On the same principle we might

have a Neptunian, or Volcanian, a phlogistic, or

antiphlogistic Constitution !

They, who talk of a Protestant Constitution,

pay but a poor compliment to our religion, or

form of government, li' our Constitution be Pro-

testant, so is that of Prussia, Ilesse Cassel, &c.

;

thus this ommous phrase would reduce to the

same level our venerated form of government,

and the military despotisms of these ill-fated

countries. All would be equally Protestant Con-

stitutions! If Protestantism means pure Chris-

tianity, and (/onstitution a human contrivance for

ctlccting temporal purposes, what an ill-sorted

combination of terms is '* Protestant Constitution."

It represents religion, allured by glittering vani-

L
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ties, withdrawing its eye from heaven and fixing

it on earth. It degrades Protestantism by cm-

jjloying it in tlie service of ambition, avarice,

niono])()Iy, and worldlincss in general. In Ireland,

the phrasL- " Protestant Constitution" is employed

as a talisman to justify domination, insult, and

political exclusion ; to sanction a proud, vindic-

tive, and overbearing s])irit, which neither the

festivities of the board, the exhortations of the

statesman, the authority of the monarch, or the

precepts of the Gospel can soften. So that we

are, at last, driven to ask, what is this Protestant-

ism of Orangemen ?— is it Christianity, or does it

partake of its spirit ? An appeal to the Gospel

would decide the question. There it would be

found that the Author of Christianity, though

Lord of all, came in the form of a servant ; dis-

claimed all human power and authority ; declared

that his kingdom was not of this world ; and, in

the plenitude of his love for a fallen race, submit-

ted to an ignominious death, praying for his per-

secutors in the midst of his torments. There it

will be found that meekness, humUity, sdf-dcnialy

and ihc love of his species, are the graces most

earnestly inculcated, the virtues most eminently

characteristic of the Christian,—and that revengCy

pride, calumny, contention, and wrath, are the vices

most frequently, and awfully, condemned. In the

Gospel will be found no proud pretensions,—no

claims of erclusive privileges, or temporal ascen-
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demy, founded on sjnritual merit,—no arrogant

assumption of superioriti/,—no insolent imputation

of inferiority. On the contrary, we find Heathen

masters obeyed by Christian servants, Heathen

sovereigns by Christian subjects, malignant pas-

sions condemned, selfish propensities rebuked, bcneiv-

lent affections applauded, injuries and violence not

repelled by force, but disarmed by kindness

!

Such is the spirit of Christianity ; but is it the

spirit of the Orangeman, even while the words

** pure and apostolic Church," " holy religion,"

and " Protestant Constitution," issue from his

lips ? Let his conscience answer the question
;

but not amidst the festivities of the table, or the

cruel and unnecessary commemorations of victory

;

but when his pride is humbled, if not subdued,

by the pressure of disease, the stroke of misfor-

tune, or the detection of guilt. What a weak,

deluded being is man ! Religion, which under-

takes to conduct him through the paths of peace,

to the abode of future bliss, he employs as an

instrument of discord and the means of attaininii"

that superiority over his fellow-creatures, which

nature gave him not, and Godforbade him to claim!

The term " Protestant Ascendency" (whatever nmy

be pretended) assumes that the professors of one

form of Christianity are the favourites of God ;

those of another his enemies; and that the former

arc divinely commissioned to engross to thcm-

L 2
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selves the good tilings of this life, and to make
iLs hardships, privations, and poverty, the portion

of the latter. It savours of the Koran, and not of

the Gospel ; and justifies its violation of the pre-

cepts of Christ, by a pretended zeal for his reli-

gion. While it aspires to greater heights, it in

rooted more deeply than the tree described by

the poet

—

quantum vertice atl aunus

ittherias, tantuin radice in tartara tenclit.

Ascendency, in its warfare against equal laws

and equal rights, deems all stratagems justifiable,

and even meritorious. Facts are suppressed,

misstated, or exaggerated, and words divested of

their natural and ordinary meaning. Talk of the

rc/igion of Zoroaster, Numa, or Mohammed, and

nobody charges you with impropriety in the use

of the word ; but talk of the Roman Catholic

religion, and you are told, on high ecclesiastical

authority, that papists have " no religion,"—that

Protestants cannot "concede the attribute ofChris-

tianity in its vital character and proper sense"

to the system of popery : and this assertion is

founded on two facts, one partly false, partly

exaggerated, and partly misstated, namely, that

popery " forbids the use of the Scriptures ;" the

other—that " it subjects the Word of God to

the authority of man," which fact, if it be different

from the former, can only mean—that the Church
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of Rome claims the right of interpreting the

Scripture for each individual, and that it is the

duty of the latter to receive that interpretation.

—

In urging this claim that Church is not singular

the Church of England and Ireland, as has been

already proved, claims the same right, and has

asserted it, for ages, by the most rigorous perse-

cution, which still continues, thou2:h in a milder

form, while many of our Clergy are exerting all

their influence to make it perpetual. This is a

truth which no sophistry can shake. It is a great

and prevailing mistake, among those who talk

much and think little, that when Catholics, or

other dissenters from the Established Church, are

permitted to assemble for the purpose of worship-

ing God, in their own way, while their chapels or

meeting-houses are protected from intrusion or

violence, and their persons from injury or insult,

by the law of the land,—when, in a word, they

enjoy the benefit of a full and free toleration,

—

that then, with respect to them, persecution is f.'t

an end. Than this nothing can be more fallacious.

Wherever there is toleration, there must be

persecution. The former is the curb which checks

the career of the hitter and the speed of his blood-

hounds, when they became too impetuous for the

taste of the Nimrods from whose stables and ken-

nels they issue. While persecution raged un-

controlled, the faj^got blazed, the gibbet groaned,
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and the \ictim ol" conscitMicc was hewn into quar-

ters ; or his doom was a dungeon fur life, or con-

fiscation of goods and perpetual banishment.

—

Wlicn those infernal atrocities were frowned

down, by the j^rowing humanity of the times,

toleration was reluctantly called in, by the friends

of persecution, and took under her protection

the lives and fortunes of unfashionable worshipers,

which, in an enlightened age, could no longer

be sacrificed without infamy. But persecution,

far from being destroyed, much less suspended,

by the influence of her new associate, was merely

divested of the more discfuslinc features of her

character. She was deprived of her machinery

of deportation and death ;—her dungeons were

sealed, her ships consigned to the fair trader, her

faggots to the baker, and her " fatal tree" was

no longer employed in raising martyrs to the

skies, but in suspending temporal malefactors.

—

But she was still left an ample field wherein to

expatiate; and the number of her victims was mul-

tiplied in proportion as the rigour of her inflictions

was diminished. The number of these Jiumanc in-

flictions, also, was gradually reduced ; but some of

tlic most insulting and galling still remain, which

divide the people of Ireland into two great casts

—

the one dominant, and consequently overbearing,

the other degraded, and, of course, deeply and

justly discontented.

This discontent is inflamed by repeated disap.
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pointment, and daily augmented by the rapid

growth of intellectual culture among the Irish

CathoHcs. Such are the eft'ects of toleration and

persecution united. They conspire to make the

degraded cast poor, but sensitive,—miserable, but

intelligent. " You may (says Toleration) go to

your Mass, stare at your priest, and be edified by

his Latin." "With all my heart, (says Persecution,)

but I will take care that no Mass-man shall come

into confidential contact with a Protestant Govern-

ment." " If (says Toleration) you are blockhead

enough to believe that a crum of bread is God

Almighty, believe on still, and please your fancy."

** You are heartily welcome to your crumb, (says

Persecution,) but I shall take care to exclude men

of your taste from the rich fare of Irish corpo-

rators." *' Go, (says Toleration,) for I am ever ready

to relieve 'tender consciences,' go, and address

your prayers by dozens to your blessed Madona, as

long and often as you please." '* I second that

motion, (says Persecution,) but insist that the ser-

vile worshippers of the Virgin arc unfit for the

company of gentlemen within the walls of Saint

Stephen." " You may (says the former) learn to

read and write." *' Certainly, (says the latter,) but

you must not brandish your quill, or your tongue, in

a government oftice, or for a Protestant board."

*' You may, (says Toleration,) become a barrister at

law." •' Yes, (says Persecution,) you may cat your

way to the bar—an undertaking for which you
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seem well (juulificd ; but no popish reptile must
aspire to cast, at any season, his slough of linsey-

woolsey, and writhe himself into glossy silk, or

oflicial station. In short, I highly approve of the

indulgence which my friend Toleration extends to

you paj)ists : were I to dragoon you all into I^ro-

lestantism, I should lose the spiritual delight

which I derive from making you hewers of wood

and drawers of water."

In Ireland, whoever should assert that Roman
Catholics are persecuted, would be stared at by

the high Church Clergy, and immediately told,

perhaps in polite language, that he is " quite

*' misinformed ; that, on the contrary, they enjoy

" a full and free toleration—a pregnant proof

" of that charity and loving-kindness which has

" always distinguished our pure and apostolic

" Church." Yet it is certain that toleration can-

not exist in the absence of persecution. The for-

mer, indeed, is persecution divested of its more

formidable powers of speedy destruction. We
say, that Roman Catholic and Protestant dissen-

ters are tolerated in England, because, with

respect to them, persecution has abated, but not

ceased. But we never say that Church Protes-

tants arc tolerated ; because, where there is no

persecution, there is no room for toleration. Cut

off the lion's claws, and draw his teeth, and the

horse, in the next field, is no longer in danger of
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being devoured or torn in pieces ; but he might

and still would be persecuted by being disturbed,

annoyed, harassed, injured, and driven from his

pastures. All this, one would suppose, is sufh-

ciently clear and certain. Yet, in Ireland, how

often do we hear it said, even by educated men,

and especially Bible Society divines— " I thank

my God I am not the advocate of persecution
;

on the contrary, I am a decided friend to tolera-

tion ; this the papists enjoy to its fullest extent

;

why, then, are they discontented ?" This absur-

dity is current in every company of exclusionists.

Party spirit confounds sense and nonsense, and

even wrests words from their true meanino; to

serve its purposes.

Jiunprideiu, tquidcni, vera vocabula rerum aniibimus.

In the present age, it would be an insult to

moral science, good feeling, and even common
sense, to support, by any formal proof, the pro-

position—that every man has an undoubted right

to entertain such religious opinions as he believes

to be true, and worship God according to the

dictates of his conscience. Yet this is the prin-

ciple to which toleration and persecution are

both opposed. The latter disapproves of dis-

sent from established doctrines or forms, and

would exterminate at once. Toleration equally

disapproves of dissent ; but finding that the ex-

terminating process had failed, and being, also,
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ill some degree, iiilluencetl by sliamc, renounces,

>vitli alli'cted horror, proscription and bloudi«lied,

and, witli professed compassion, but real inhu-

manity and contempt of the first principles of

justice, substitutes a vexatious, harassing, de-

grading, and disqualifying system, >vhich it puts

into permanent and oppressive operation by the

instrumentality of Persecution, who takes care to

sec laws, issuing from so religious a source, duly

executed. Oh ! but the Church of Ireland is not

a persecuting Church :— it does not war, with

conscience, unto death and confiscation. Ac-

cording to this argument, though decapitation of

a dissenter be persecution, yet the amputation of

a finger-joint is only the infliction of a wholesome

disability. The latter, however, is as much perse-

cution, in principle, though not in degree, as the

former, because, in both cases, a right is equally

infringed. This applies equally to property. If

confiscation be persecution, every minor invasion

of property, or the means of acquiring it, is per-

secution. When any right whatever is infringed,

because the party worships his God according to

the dictates of his conscience, and not of the

State, such infringement is persecution. It is time

that men should no longer impose on themselves

by mere words. Many, who talk with appro-

bation of toleration, seem to detest persecution.

Yet where the former is, there the latter must be

also. Banish therefore both, substitute equal
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laws, and equal rights, and declare all religious

professions equally cntided to the benefit of the

great, comprehensive, and immutable principles

of justice.

CHAPTER IX.

Forty Shitting Freeholders.— Wonderful Unanimity

among Irish Catholics: and why.— Concession the

Dictate of sound Policy.

Many events, which have lately occurred in

Ireland, are an excellent comment on " Protestant

Ascendency," and " Protestant Constitution ;" and

strikingly exhibit the effects resulting from tole-

ration combined with persecution. Take a single

instance. Among our ascendency gentlemen it

passed as an undisputed axiom, that a forty-shil-

ling freeholder ought to have no will of his own,

no sense of the obligation of an oath, no rebellious

scruples of conscience ; that he had no rights,

but in their place, a multiplicity of duties, most

of which were included in the cardinal one of

passive obedience to his landlord. Of course it

was reasonably expected that he would always

follow " the master," with the docility of a spaniel,

to the hustings ; vote and swear as directed : and

afterwards out-bluster, overawe, and batter his
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opponcnLs. Tliis was (|iiite in the spirit of " Pro-

testant Constitution," but not altoefctlier in the

spirit of tliat liritisli Constitution portrayed by

Blackstonc, and Delomc, and eulogized by Chat-

ham, Burke, and Montesquieu. Conformably

however to the sj)irit of the latter, and in wicked

violation of that of the former, the Catholic forty-

shilhng freeholders, true to their oaths, their con-

science, and the common cause, maiigre all the

pathetic remonstrances of their kind and indul-

gent landlords, dared at the late contested elec-

tions, to distinguish friends from foes, by return-

ing the former, and rejecting the latter. Imme-

diately a tremendous outcry was raised that the

" Protestant Constitution" was trampled down by

the swinish multitude; and the defeated partisans

of ascendency retreated, in wild disorder, to the

fastnesses of the north, and there rallied only to

relieve the most gnawing sensations, by eating

and drinking with determined thirst, and despe-

rate voracity.

But the spirit of revenge attempted, in vain,

to sweeten the cup which disappointment had

imbittered. The Catholic Clergy were assailed

with unmeasured obloquy. What I that popish

priests should dare to usurp the privileges of

the Established Clergy by mingling in temporal

affairs, and attempting to influence the fate of

elections for Protestant representatives ! No-
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thing, however, is more certain than that the

mighty impulse was communicated to the whole

mass of mind, not by the priests, but by the edu-

cated classes of the Cathohc laity. The priests

were only the organs—the efficient organs— of

this great body. From the latter emanated the

project of the Catholic Rent, the spirit that pays

it, the discomfiture of Orange Candidates, and

the countless parochial meetings, respectfully but

firmly petitioning for emancipation. Obedient to

this impulse, the poor forty-shilling freeholder,

with uncalculating magnanimity, cast himself and

his ALL into the scale of his country, at the con-

tested elections. For this he is hunted down and

vilified. Yet, in those days of glory, when Greece

and Rome were free, a similar act of self-devotion

in such a cause, would be sung by the poet, ce-

lebrated by the orator, and recorded by the his-

torian ; it would glow in the pages of Tlmcydides

and Livy, sparkle in the Pharsalia, and be read

with tearful rapture in the i^neid.

But whence that unanimity, whence that deep

sense of the importance of emancipation which

pervade the whole Catholic population? From the

combined operations of toleration and persecu-

tion. Tlie latter, by penal euactnients, had nearly

extinguished letters, and anniiulatcd property.

—

The former, in process of time, restored the capa-

city of acquiring both ; and the powers of reading
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and reflection, once acfjuircd, were naturally di-

rected to the perusal of those records of ingenious

oppression, and inhuman inflictions, with which

the Catholics of Ireland were visited, because

they had dared to be loyal to their legitimate so-

vereign, and the God of their fathers. They

conceived that the punishment was far too lieavy

for the crime ; and that the latter, however atro-

ciuus, had been sufllcicntly atoned for by ajj^es of

patient sufl'ering and ucknmvlcdgcd exertion in the

service of the State. When Prokstauts fought

for a popish pretender to the throne, the Papists

were, at kaity passive. When an English admi-

ral fled before the combined fleet of France and

Spain, the Catholics of Ireland lined the shore of

the south, and their union with the Protestants

astonished and disconcerted the hostile armament.

They lent themselves to the measure of an incor-

porate union, and still lament the violation of

engagements, substantially, if not formally con-

tracted. In her struggle for existence, with

republican and imperial France, they supported

England with a lavish expenditure of blood and

treasure. On various occasions their loyalty has

been acknowledged by ministers, and recorded in

votes of thanks on parliamentary journals : yet all

has failed to procure the confidence of the State !

Reading and inc|uiry had convinced them that the

season of national distress had generally been the

period of concession ; and that the disunion of the
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Catholic leaders, and apparent apathy of the pea-

santry, had always furnished the friends of exclu-

sion with their most specious objections. Hence

every effort was made to dry up these two sources

of argument :—the speaker harangued, the press

toiled, and, in every district, the newly ac(|uired

powers of those who had learned to read, were

placed in a state of requisition, for the benefit of

their illiterate neighbours. Discussion became

universal
;
grievances the subject; and, at last, all

Catholic Ireland presents to the astonished spec-

tator, one vast scene of angry complaint, irritated

feeling, respectful petition, and determined obe-

dience to the law under every species of provoca-

tion to violence and riot ! A new and surprising

lesson is read to the Irish peasant, and not read

in vain. A stately demeanour, a "proud submis-

sion," and an inflexible adherence to the great

principles of public duty and social order, is every

where inculcated, and generally adopted. To

break the peace, to desert one's post when his

country calls, are beginning to be regarded by the

peasantry as violations, at once, of the point of

honour, and the dictates of conscience, as well as

serious obstacles to that emancipation for the

attainment of which every heart is panting.

The influence of the educated classes was

mightily promoted by the injudicious operations

of the Kildare-street, London Hibernian, Bible
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Society, and other proselyting Associations. Their

vaunting apostles were regarded as daring in-

truders into the Catholic vineyard. Their pious

but insulliiij^ pomp of language and demeanour,

and the impatient zeal ol their missionaries, agents,

and orators, carrying their spiritual warfare into

the remotest provinces, produced a vigorous re-

action among the Catholic Clergy and gentry.

—

They felt themselves treated as Heathens and

outcasts from God, and affirmed that the vocife-

rating missionaries of fanaticism were endeavour-

ing to ensnare their souls, as penal statutes, pro-

fligate magistrates, the selfishness of an unfeeling

ascendency, and the partial administration of

justice, had enslaved their bodies. That ardour

which the people had begun to evince in the pur-

suit of their political rights, was sublimed, to

enthusiasm, by religious considerations ; the cause

of God, and that of their country, became inse-

parably associated in their minds ; and the former

imparted a sacred character to all their efforts in

behalf of the latter. The effrontery with which

the charge of intended proselytism was sometimes

denied ; the disingenuous sophistry by which it

was often eluded, and the contented impudence

with which it was afterwards avowed, disgusted

candid Protestants, and inflamed the passions of

the Catholic populace. Some landed proprietors

of weak heads, and stubborn faith, ambitious of

proselyting renown, and not content with rccvm-
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wending the Kildare system of education, proceed-

ed to enforce it by intimidation and village ty-

ranny. The tenantry were ordered to send their

children to theLondon Hibernian, or Kildare-street

schools, where the Bible is read without note or com-

ment, and the principle recognised— that " the right

of reading involves the right of interpreting." The

parent demurred, the priest remonstrated, the land-

lord was obstinate, and the tenant was crushed.

Men's patience was exhausted. Catholic lawyers

laid down their briefs, and encountered, in public

meetings, the ablest adepts in controversial sub-

tlety. Catholic priests met, in public debate, the

irrefragable doctors of private judgment : and,

from the respective presses, issued pamphlet after

pamphlet, full of angry, bilious, and turbid matter,

utterly destitute of the spirit, but abounding in

the profession of charity. Syllogism, instruction,

and sophism, encountered sophism, induction,

and syllogism ; while each party was more suc-

cessful in disproving the statements, and refuting

the arguments of his adversary, than in establish-

ing his own. All terminates at lust in a drawn

battle ; and the exhausted combatants, each asto-

nished at the blind obstinacy of his antagonist,

retire from llic field, to make room for new aspi-

rants to the glory of theological j)ugnacity.

—

During the lieat of the conflict, tlie Protestant

contends that the Popish Doctor must be an enemy

to the Bible, because he will allow nobody but

M
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llic Church to expound it. The hitter insists that,

for this very rea.son, he is a real Iriend of the

liible, because he preserves it from the misinter-

pretation of tliose who are wise in their own con-

ceit, and wlio, like Satan, would (juote the Word
of God, not to save souls, but to destroy them.

Thus pressed, on id! sides, by misjudging

piety, uncalculating fanaticism, visitation charges,

unmeasured abuse, and foulest imputations, in

addition to the causes of discontent which had

already existed, the whole Catholic mind has been

condensed into one united mass of determined

but constitutional resistance ! The advice and

exhortations of the Catholic lawyer, country-

gentleman, respectable farmer, and priest, are

imbibed with greedy ears, by an impoverished,

oppressed, insulted, and inquiring peasantry, sen-

sible of its wrongrs, and devoted to its relijiion.

Every parish, every townland, every hovel, is the

scene of animated discussion ; the national intel-

lect, which had slumbered for ages, is roused at

last ; and its sudden development, rapid pro-

gression, and wholesome direction, far outstrip the

most sanguine hopes of friends, and apprehensive

forebodings of enemies. This state of things, ac-

cording to the exclusionists, indicates concerted

projects of insurrection. This seems to be a gross,

and I fear, in two many instances, a wilful mis-

take. The imputation is refuted by circumstan-
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tial evidence, of the most decisive nature, both

negative and positive. Where are the secret

associations, the nocturnal meetings, the sworn

fraternities, the dark catechisms of insurrection ?

Are they not loudly and successfully reprobated?

It is the pride of Irish Catholics that their pro-

ceedings are as undisguised, as their claims are

honourable. The utmost publicity is courted.

Meetings held in the face of day, and in places

of general resort,—doors unclosed,—books and

papers open for the inspection of the curious

and suspicious,—principles avowed, and speeches

made, which the keenest retainers of ascendency

are invited to hear, and not forbidden to hiss,

—

a deportment frank, manly, and confident in the

justice of its cause,—occasional bursts of irrita-

ted feeling, which sometimes forgets that respect

which is due to an honourable and powerful op-

ponent,—these, surely, are not the symptoms of

dark conspiracy, and meditated insurrection. But

such a state of things is, surely, not desirable.

It will, indeed, while hope is kept alive, strongly

tend to preserve tiio public peace. But should the

cup of hope be rudely overturned, and the season

of danger arrive, it would, perhaps, be too much

to expect that a nation, however legally and

constitutionally organized, which had repeatedly

rapped at the door of justice, and been as often

repulsed, might not, in the soreness of disappoint-

ment, avail itself of the pui)lic calamities, and

M 2
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renounce that loyalty which is now its actuating

principle.

The evils under which Ireland is suffering, are

numerous, complicated, of long standing ; and

the remedies are neither easily found, or easily

applied. Judicious legislative enactments might

reach some of those evils ; more enlarged views

of their real interests, on the part of the landed

proprietors, and patient perseverance in a lenient

and impartial policy, on the part of the local Go-

vernment, would, doubtless, in process of time,

effect much. But there is one measure, without

which, as an indispensable preliminary, all others

must be ineffectual; and that is heal Catholic

Emancipation. They who talk of securities knov\r

litde of human nature, at least, as modified in

Ireland. Every security which human wisdom

could devise would operate as a real and substan-

tial insecia^iti/ . It would be a recorded declara-

tion of the king, and both houses of parliament,

that Roman Catholics could not be much relied

on, that they must be regarded with some distrust,

and treated with guarded caution. This would

be a standing and permanent insult to Irish feel-

ing, which is ever as ready to resent an affront,

as to be crrateful for a favour. It would be like

the giving to a distressed man a draft on your

banker with one hand, and knocking him down

with the other ; but, with this important difference,
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Uiat the blow, being a mere transitory act, might

soon be forgotten ; while the security would be a

permanent and interminable offence, operating

every successive day and year, and affording a

never-failing subject of complaint to every dis-

contented or turbulent character. That such would

be the natural effect of what are miscalled secu-

rities, will scarcely be denied. On the other hand,

the Irish character is now so well known as to

make it almost unnecessary to say that gratitude

—ardent gratitude for benefits received, or con-

fidence reposed— is one of its most prominent

features. Then why rely on offensive securities

couched in words, and more perishable than tltc

paper on which they might be printed, rather than

on the voluntary homage of Irish hearts, glowing

with enthusiastic gratitude for the restitution of

rights long lost, and deeply lamented ;— rights

withdrawn by the jealousy of legislators long

mouldering in the dust, but restored by tiie gene-

rosity of contemporary statesmen,—the living and

visible objects ofCatholic affection and veneration?

A boon accompanied with insulting restrictions,

is a monster in politics. While it attcmj)ts to

sooth, it is sure to irritate ; as an insult seldom

fails to make a deeper impression than a comjjli-

mcnt, an injury than a benefit. A wise lawgiver

will adapt his views to man's nature, instead of

forcing that nature into a conformity with his pur-

poses. It is (juite natural, and rcasouahlc, ihat
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the Protestants of the empire should look lor se-

curities ; but lot them reject nominal, and adopt

substantial securities, resting on the firm basis of

Catholic self-interest, and Catholic confidence,

on the conviction of Catholics that they are fairly

and honourably treated, no longer suspected, no

longer in a state of creeping subserviency, and

mortifying degradation. Such securities, and such

alone, would, in the opinion of the writer of these

pages, be effectual ; he knows his countrymen

long and well, has studied their dispositions, ob-

served their proceedings, and, in truth, is not an

interested witness. Emancipation, unclogged with

suspicion or distrust, would be hailed with joy by

applauding millions, and lay the solid foundations

of national tranquillity, and progressive improve-

ment. A concordat between his Majesty and the

court of Rome, to which, doubtless, the latter

would readily accede, on reasonable terras, might

regulate, if necessary, the exercise of the papal

authority. This measure would satisfy every

candid Protestant, without offending the Catholic.

But securities clogging emancipation, and cre-

ated by parliamentary enactment, would give

offence ; and therefore it might be deemed virtue

to violate or elude them, for any object of real,

or supposed importance. For such attempts there

are in Ireland sufficient skill, activity, and enter-

prize. Why, then, create a temptation to dark

intrigue, and criminal activity? The principles
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of loyalty are, I am fully persuaded, deeply

wrought into the constitutions of Irish Catholics
;

but these principles ought to be promoted, and

not discouraged ; fostered, and not smotliered.

Insult and distrust would give an artificial im-

portance to the restraint imposed, a factitious

value to the thing withheld, and this value might

operate as a premium to disaffection. Then give

them unconditional emancipation, and you secure

their affections
;
you consolidate the union of the

two countries
;
you appeal to Catholic honour, and

Irish generosity,—an appeal to which every heart

and hand will respond in the hour of your diffi-

culties and danger.

CONCLUSION.

The foreeroingr brief observations are intended

as an appeal—though, it is feared, but a feeble

appeal—to the good feeling of the English nation,

their views of sound policy, but, above all, to their

seme of moral and religious obligation. Surely, it

will not be, openly, contended, that the rules of

Iionesty, justice, forbearance, and humanity, bind

us only in our dealings with individuals ; and

are not to operate in regulating our treatment of

large masses of our fellow-creatures. This con-
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siderution dcservc:3 the atlL-nlion ol all Chmliaiib

avIjo arc persuaded that tlic circulation of the

\V\h\v does not atone lor tlie violation of its pre-

cepts. For my own part, I feel that my oHences

au;ainst God arc many and r^rievous : for them I

am accountable ; but let aie not be answerable,

in the whole or in part, for the oflences of mil-

lions of my countrymen, in whose breasts ray

selfishness or injustice, in opposing their rightful

claims, must excite the malignant passions of

anger, revenge, malice, or desperation. For any

share in the production of such horrible feelings,

let me never be called to an account, nor for llie

selfishness and injustice which could provoke them.

Arc we commanded by Scripture to deal out jus-

tice by retail, and traffic in injustice by wholesale?

Or, sliall the pride and presumption of private

judgment, which has almost extinguished Chris-

tianity in Protestant Germany, be permitted to

reason away, by indirect means, or tacitly ex-

plode the morality of the Gospel in England and

Ireland ? Strange ! that a divine code, professing

to regulate the practict, as well as the belief of

human beings, should never be openly appealed

to by Protestants in the discussion of a question

so interesting to a great majority of the Irish na-

tion. But, if the precepts of that code be con-

sidered, by the polititian, as either above or be-

neath his notice, where are the eloquent advocates

of biblical circulation, the enlightened champions of
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" private judgment/' the "benevolent and religious'

cxclusionists ? are they also turned politicians ? or

it" not, why,—when a question is agitated which

involves the rights of their Christian neighbours,

and, consequently, their property, character, se-

curity, and peace of mind,— why do they not

found arguments or scriptural texts against the

existence of such rights, and against an acquies-

cence in the claims founded upon them ? Is it

not because they feel that the morality of the

Gospel is awfully at variance with that of '' Pro-

testant Ascendency?" But, surely, such discor-

dance might be removed by the intrepidity of

private judgment, operating on stubborn texts

with ingenious subtilty, under the influence of

that beau ideal of perfection— a " Protestant Con-

stitution." Is the private judgment of our Bible

Society Doctors less able and daring than tliat

of their German brethren ? But, may a merciful

Providence protect these countries from the fur-

ther progress of that pernicious principle, which

has deluged the cradle of the Reformation with

the most shocking impiety and rank infidelity.

Head, ye advocates of unciualified private judg-

ment, read the able and painfully interesting pub-

lication* of the Rev. Mr. Rose, read the statement

• Tlie State of the Protestant Koligion in Gennany ; in a

scries of Discoursoa, preached before tlie University of Cam-

bridge, by the Rev. H. J. Ro^ic, M. A. of Trinity College, and

Vicar of Horsham, Sussex.
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of fuels—of awful facts which it details, and the

cause which produced them ; then, say whether

you have or have not any misgivings of con-

science. It may surely be admitted, as an axiom,

that the doctrines of Cliristianity, as embraced by

the primitive Christians, were, at least, as pure

as they have been at any subsequent period, or

can be, to the end of the world. On this axiom

the Reformed and Lutheran Churches, on the

Continent, as well as the Church of England,

have acted. They laboured, profc66L'dly, to re-

store Christianity lo its origimii purity. They

appealed to the belief of the primitive ages, as

the best, or only admissible comment on the doc-

trinal parts of Scripture. The Roman Catholic

Church joined in the appeal : and thus, all these

Churches, though dilfering considerably on minor

points, agreed in maintaining the great esisentials

of Christianity, because they drew from the same

source—the Word of God as understood by the

first Christians. Confessions of faith, resting on

this foundation, were drawn up by the English

and foreign Reformers, to which was required

the subscription of every candidate for the minis-

try. But in process of time " a device," as Mr.

Rose informs us, "has been adopted in Germany,
'' for escaping from the restrictive powers of these

" Articles of Faith ; and ever since that period

" they have been subscribed with this qualification

" —as far as thci/ agree ivitli Scripture; a qualifi-
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" cation which obviously bestows, on the ministry,

" the most perfect liberty of believing and teach-

*' ing whatever their own fancy may suggest."

Thus, the confessions of faith were despised ; the

authority of the primitive Christians thrown over

board ; and private judgment became the arbiter

and dispenser of scriptural truth. A short extract

from Mr. Rose's book, in the Appendix to these

pages, will convey some faint idea of the dread-

ful result.
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No. I.

JtIr. Rose tellH us, that, from Iiis review of the state of Pro-

lestiintism in Gi-rniany, "a stronger, and perhaps more im-

" portant lesson is offered on that subject, which is said to

'* fomi the base, and the boast of Protestanism—the righ

" of private judgment. I speak not, of course, of the legal,

" or even of the moral right; but of the right as possessed

*' by the vinnhcrs, and especially the ministers of any

" Church. The Church of England, in her Articles, cx-

" prcssly assumes the exercise of an authority entirely at

*' variance ivith it ; the practice, at least, of exery body, even

" of di.s8enters, is at variance with it also; and the terrible

" evils resulting in the German Church from its exercise, are

" the strongest practical proof of the wisdom, and necessity

*' of restraining it." Of these " terrible evils" take a few

instances. Among the German divines it is a favourite doc-

trine, " that it is impossible there could have been a miracle;

" and the words of Scripture were examined and forced into

" any meaning but their own." " By some, the (miracles)

" were said to be that mytholog}* which must attend every reli-

" gion to gain the attention of the multitude ; by some, the

" common and well-kno^^^l ribaldrj' of the infidel was unspar-

" ingly used ; by one or more, high in station in the Church,

" some artifice, and probably magnetism, has been, even

" within the last ten years, suggested." We are also told

that very many divines affirm—" that there is nothing in the

Old Testament dear enough to argue from without fear of arbi-
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trary conclusions." Others " went so far as to attack the

" whole body of the prophets, as imposters, in the most out-

" rageous and revolting terms." But my limits do not admit

of protracted quotation. Suffice it to say, that the inspiration

of the Scriptures is denied, except in a sense which would

make the moral precepts of Cicero or Seneca a revelation : and

we are assured that " this doctrine was taught by divine^

^' from the pulpit, by professors from the chairs of theology ;

" it was addressed to the old, to free them from ancient prcju-

<* dices ; and to the young, as the knowledge which could

** make them truly wise," &c. &c. Surely, then, it is scarcely

necessary to say, with Mr. Rose, " that the Protestant Church

" of Germany is the mere shadow of a name." But he also

tells us, that " this abdication of Christianity was not con-

" fined to either the Lutheran, or Calvinistic profession, but

** extended its baneful, and withering influence, with equal

"force, over each." From Mr. Rose we also collect, that

of the few who retain any sense of religion, some became

pietists, and resigned themselves to all the highest flights of

enthusiastic fancy ; while "some sought, in the bosom of a

" Church, (the Roman Catholic,) which, in the midst of all

" its dreadful corruptions,* at least possessed the form, and re-

** tained the leading doctrines of the true Church, the peace

" which they sought, in vain, amidst the endless variations of

" tho Protestant Churches of Germany, and their gradual

" renunciation of every doctrine of Christianity."

On this afflicting statement o( facts I make no remark.

—

But let it be obscri'cd, that tho " gnulual renunciation" above-

mentioned, ha.<< certainly not been retarded in its |)rogro8*, if

not promoted, by tho proceedings and influence of tho British

and Foreign Bible Socitfy. On tho first appearance of this

* Mr. Roic deiUo«tet his Book, in Tcr; Oadering (emu, tu tbc BuLop

o( Chesttr.

1
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AsFooiation, its profciwpd objfct, and yrcat priiuiple, wore

hailed with rapture in Protcntant (iiTninny. The divine* of

that country were not hIow in holding out the right hand of fel-

IuwHhi|) to thi'ir Kiigliuli bretliren of the new A»w)ciution.

—

Both, ranging thi^mHi-lvfn under tlie banners of iirjijualified

j)rivate judgment, immediately commenced a spiritual war-

fare against " superstition mid idulntrtf." Tlioiig]) Clernjany

was tlion bettor supplied with copies of the Word of (>(>d than,

perhaps, any other country, yet Bible Societies started up, as

if by cnchantmont, in the vilhigcs and towns, and received,

with u transport scarcely spiritual, large pecuniary remittances

from the zeal and opulence of their English aiisociatoB. Tl)u«,

copious streams of wealth, issuing from the vanity, ostentation,

piety, or f.inaticisni, of the parent Society, irrigated and re-

freshed the thirsty sands of Westphalia and Brandenburg, dc-

jMjsiting, in their course, Bibles and Testaments without nujn-

ber, note, or comment, together with animated exhortations to

the vigorous exercise of unqualified private judgment. Tlie

Germans extolled the English as the great revivers and ye-

iierous patrons of religious truth ; and the latter repaid the

flattering compliment with fresh remittances of sterling gold,

grateful acknowlcdgmonLs, and xnirpinlijicd npprohation.—
The names of the German princes, ministers of state, profes-

sors, and divines, who established and patronised the different

Bible Societies, were read with triumphant intonation, in the

Reports of the British and foreign Bible Society ; their praises

furnished an interesting topic of conversation to tnose who

could interestingly converse on no other subject; and our Irish

societies echoed these eulogies in deeper tones, and manly pro-

vincial accents. In this great concert of praise Germany had

. but one rival—the Emperor Alexander,—who lived long enough

to encourage Bible Societies with imperial munificence, to be

lauded by saints, and, afterwards, to cast them off in disgrace.

Was he suspicious ; did he watch them closely ; and was he

governed, at last, by the evidence of facts, and not by the
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theories of enthusiasm? But have the German saints been

yet cast oflf by our Bible Societies ; or, are they preparing to

defend those enlightened Christians in opposition to Mr. Rose,

and a cloud of concurring evidence ? There are, also, various

other points, on which the public expect some information

from these " venerable" bodies. But, on these, I am silent

at present.

No. ir.

The following short extract from the Bishop of Tendon's

last Visitation Charge, will discover his lordship's sentiments

on the subject of unqualified private judgment—the groat prin-

ciple of our Bible Societies, and modem German divines. He

had been exhorting his Clergy to " resist" the high pretensions

of the Church of Rome, and asks " how is this to be done ?

*' Not, surely, by retaliating misstatements, invectives, and

" calumnies, or crudely asserting an unqunlijied right of
" privatejudgment, hulhy referring to primitive antiquity

,"

&'c. &c.—This latter is, indeed, the only principle that can

prestri'e Christian truth, or the spiritual authority of a Chris-

tian Church ; and, accordingly, I am fully persuaded that the

former principle, so justly condemned by his Lordship, and

denounced by Mr. Rose, is really anti-Chri.stian. Yet, on this

basis are founded the proceedings of all the proselyting socie-

ties in Ireland. While they vainly attempt to suln'ert poper}*,

they are, igTiorantly, or wilfully, labouring to undorniine

Christianity itsolf. If they persevere in measures so obnoxious

to the Catholic p«)pulation, and so productive of bad feeling,

such perseverance can only be accounted for by supposing that

they mean either to extinguish the Christian religion, to excite

a rebellion, or, by converting " benighted papists," to rescue

them from that eternal perdition which would otherwise bo

their inevitable doom. If the lust and mildest supposition bo

adopted, how intensv must be tiiat bigotry whicii would con-



l/T) ArpExnix.

fmo Hnlvation fxclusivoly t<» PnttcHluiiLs ; nn»l y«'t how praciouii

that cliarity. whitli jwrHeveres in mcuflureti t-videiitly tt'ndini;

to hlooiirthod and dcsolaliun, for tho mere chance of c-ffecting

conversions, wliich, in the nntiiro of things niiwt Ix; extrenu-Iy

liniited, jind, genorully, in^inctrc', as exj>ericMKO ahundantly

testifies? 'Dius, at a mighty risk, the melting charity of higli

Churchmen !Uid proselyting^ Swiuties would pluck a few nouis

OR bnmd.s froni tliat fire, to which millions are consigned hy

their inhuman bigotry. What a practical illustrution of the

tenet of exclusive salvation !

No. 111.

Ix early life, while engaged in a course of theological read'

ing, tho scriptural arguments for and against the Athanasian

and Arian hypotheses, respectively, appeared, to the writer of

these pages, to be so nicely balanced, that his assent fluctuated

for some time, between them. But due reflection on the na-

ture and authority of the Christian Church, fixed him in the

firm belief of the Athanasian creed, to which he steadily ad-

heres, with the exception of the damnatory clause, for which

he was once a zealous advocate. But the duties of a laborious

profession having ceased, for some years, time has been gained

for due examination on this, and other points. He, therefore,

takes the present opjjortunity of publicly declaring his dissent

from the damnatory clause above-mentioned. This he does

from conscientious motives, and with unfeigned deference to

the Churches of Rome and England, whose joint authority he

has often found a safe and useful guide. But, on this occasion,

their influence gives way to arguments founded on reason and

Scripture, which to his mind are irresistible ; while historical

evidence has convinced him that the clause in question was

originally mixed up with a solemn declaration of faith by that

implacable spirit of religious rancour, which, in every age.
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has disgraced professing Christians. Hiri case affords a living

instance of the necessity and importance of authority to weak

and erring man ; and, also, it is hoped, of the legitimate ex-

erci.sc of private judgment, honestly but reluctantly and in

a single instance, deciding for itself in opposition to that au-

thority. From the introduction of the damnatory clause into

the creed, we can, however, confidently infer that the German

and Bible Society principle of unqualified private judgment was

disallowed by the Fathers of the Church in the early part of

the fourth century. The condemnation of the Arian doctrine,

unquestionably, implied a condemnation of the private judg-

ment in whose interpretation of Scripture it originated. Tlie

assembled Fathers had undoubtedly a right to condemn the

doctrine, but no right to consign its teachers to everlasting

perdition. This uncharitable sentence, however, proves to de-

monstration, that the claims of unqualified private judgment

were not only disallowed, but regarded with horror by the

primitive Christians. How often, in the dispensations of a

kind Providence, is good extracted from evil

!

No. IV.

YoL- friends of Christianity bewaue of Bible Societies

every luhere '. You friend.s of " peace and gootl will among

men" dewaiic of Bible Societies and other proselyting Asso-

ciations, especially i« /re/a?jfi .' Remember their groat prin-

ciple has nearly extinguished Christianity in what is still called

Protestant Germany. Read Mr. Rose's book : it is the result

of personal observation in that countr}', and of an extensive

pcru.sal of tho works of what are often styled llw; '' rjrrnt

German Divines.'* Bo wise in time, and farewi-ll.

TM i: i:n 1).












